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Abstract
My dissertation, Fascist Fiction: Inventing the Lesser Evil in Italy and Brazil,
accounts for the resilience of fascism by tracing the rhetoric of the “lesser evil”—a
discursive practice constitutive of fascism—through contemporary politics and literature
in Italy and Brazil. By invoking the looming presence of a graver, more insidious threat
the rhetoric of the lesser evil legitimizes fascist violence against dissidents and vulnerable
populations. Through an analysis of texts by fascist philosopher Giovanni Gentile and his
Brazilian counterpart Miguel Reale, I reveal that the rhetoric of the lesser evil is a
constitutive part of fascist discourse and that in Italy and Brazil this aspect of fascist
doctrine met a favorable combination of subjective and objective conditions which has
allowed it to thrive within democratic structures. Finally, I argue that when moral claims
such as the lesser evil work to obfuscate the understanding of traumatic and violent events
within the public sphere, novels––precisely because of their putative fictionality––can
offer persuasive counter-histories that re-contextualize fascist crimes and sometimes
provoke acts of reparative justice by the State. My dissertation advances scholarship on the
transcultural reach of fascist ideology: it contributes to an understanding of fascism’s place
within a broader tradition of right-wing thought that continues to shape present-day politics
in Europe and the world, and enriches our perception of the powers of literary forms.
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Introduction
Recent scholarship on the ventennio—Benito Mussolini’s twenty-year reign over
Italy—has highlighted the lack of a national consensus on the legacy of Italian fascism.
Historians such as Claudio Fogu and Filippo Focardi have noted how a certain idea of
intrinsic Italian “goodness” prevents both domestic and international institutions from
acknowledging the atrocities committed by Italians during the fascist regime. This notion
of “goodness,” argues the historian Ruth Ben-Ghiat, stems from a seemingly inescapable
tendency among scholars and laypeople alike to compare Italy with Germany, a move
which makes the crimes committed by the fascist regime in Italy and abroad—the violent
repression and murders of dissidents, the use of poisonous gas in Ethiopia, the
extermination of 5,000 civilians in Croatia and Slovenia, the massacre of Domenikon in
Greece, the deportation of 10,000 Jews—look like the lesser evil. After all, Italian fascism
never reached the maniacal, genocidal heights of Hitler’s Final Solution. Interestingly, a
similar comparison, in this case with Argentina, has hindered the recognition of the
numerous human rights violations committed by the Brazilian military dictatorship —the
massacre of indigenous people, the torture, murder, and disappearing of alleged
“subversives,” and the brutal policing of black bodies. It was only in 2014, almost thirty
years after the dictatorship had ended, that the National Brazilian Truth Commission—in
the face of considerable opposition from the military—published its final report detailing
the aforementioned crimes, none of which has since been investigated and prosecuted
under the current democratic government. An amnesty law put in place in 1979 by the
military itself granted forgiveness to political prisoners as well as to military officials in
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charge of torture and disappearing. Something similar had transpired in Italy in 1946. There
the amnesty law, which originally only granted forgiveness to those who collaborated with
the fascist regime but did not have high-ranking administrative roles, was eventually used
to pardon all forms of collaborationism. The imprimatur of these amnesty laws has lent
credence to the notion that a full scale public and legal reckoning with state violence was
unnecessary in both Italy and Brazil following the collapse of their respective dictatorships,
as if grappling with the cruelty and inhumanity of these regimes did not require the same
commitment to accountability and punishment that had prevailed in other countries,
namely Germany and Argentina.
In my dissertation, Fascist Fiction: Inventing the Lesser Evil in Italy and Brazil, I
argue that this rhetoric of the lesser evil, a discursive practice constitutive of fascism, has
produced the misunderstandings surrounding the fascist ventennio and the Brazilian
military dictatorship. By invoking the looming presence of a graver, more insidious threat
the rhetoric of the lesser evil legitimizes fascist violence against dissidents and vulnerable
populations. It fabricates a perennial threat to the stability of the nation, thereby justifying
a permanent state of war—and all the abuses that this inevitably entails.
By the expression “the lesser evil” I am referring to a rhetorical device commonly used
to compare one wrong favorably to another. For example, political scientist Michael
Ignatieff in his work The Lesser Evil has explored at length how coercive interrogation
methods might be understood as the lesser evil if in turn they prevent a greater evil, namely
the destruction of Western society at the hands of Islamic terrorism. I propose that a similar
comparison between a set of seemingly unavoidable wrongs—evils, if you will—is at play
2

in the commonly used expression “terza via,” third way, when describing fascism as the
only legitimate alternative to the supposed elitism of liberalism on the one hand and the
radical internationalism of communism on the other. However, both the third way and the
example from Ignatieff, imply that the less injurious option is not really “evil” at all, since
it ultimately serves the greater good. From this standpoint, it becomes difficult, if not
impossible, to see acts of violence perpetrated by the state for what they truly are:
destructive, appalling, and reprehensible offenses against the dignity and sovereignty of
real human beings.
Throughout my research, I have found this discursive practice to be the crucial linchpin
of fascist ideology, arguably the central underlying source of its abiding power: by
constantly inventing imminent, existential threats and thus re-negotiating the
circumstances within which acts of violence may occur, the rhetoric of the lesser evil helps
to re-legitimize and expand the brutal and repressive apparatus of the fascist State.
Ultimately, through my analysis of this discursive tactic, I reveal how fascism is an
ideology that thrives on constant conflict—or as Gramsci put it “constant crisis”—between
the exigencies of the present and its own previous iterations. It is, I argue, an ideology that
flourishes not in spite of but because of its internal contradictions.
The centrality of the imagination, then, the peculiar capacity to invent new and
intimidating threats where none seemed to exist before—these creative aspects of fascist
discourse invite us to study it through the lenses of literary criticism. Barbara Spackman
pioneered this approach to fascist studies by suggesting that the language of fascism was
indeed “poetic” and thus its logical sense needed to be sought in its symbolism. My project
3

builds on Spackman’s work to the extent that I read fascist writings as works of fiction and
suggest that it is primarily other literary texts, namely documentary novels, which,
precisely because of their putative fictionality, have the power to popularize persuasive
counter-histories that re-contextualize fascist crimes and—sometimes—provoke acts of
reparative justice by the State. I look specifically at the experimental testimonial novel K.
by Bernando Kucisnki and at the historical detective novel Tango e gli altri by Loriano
Macchiavelli and Francesco Guccini. I propose that both of these novels function as a
counter-genre for memory writing, since they challenge the established forms of the
historical novel and the testimonio by inviting readers to participate in the interrogation,
rather than the invention, of an established narrative of the national past, thus solving the
contradictions of fascist discourse and revealing in the process the reality hidden by the
rhetoric of the lesser evil.
While I spend a good part of my dissertation showing how the rhetoric of the lesser
evil is constitutive of fascist discourse more broadly—offering a novel lens for interpreting
fascist writings—it is on the overlooked connection between the fascist experiences in Italy
and Brazil that I focus throughout this dissertation. In these two countries, I argue, the
rhetoric of the lesser evil encountered a peculiar combination of subjective and objective
conditions that has allowed fascist discourse to thrive, even within their respective
democratic institutions. By subjective conditions I mean that both states derive their
national identities from myths that emphasize the benevolence, rather than the constitutive
violence, of the institutions—colonialism in one case, slavery in the other—on which their
modern economic and political development depended. By objective conditions I am
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referring to the undeniable fact that the actual numbers of the victims of Nazi Germany and
Argentina’s Dirty war are significantly higher than the ones of the Italian fascist regime
and the Brazilian military dictatorship respectively, which, needless to say, in turn
reinforces Italy and Brazil’s national myths and their familiar deployment of the rhetoric
of the lesser evil.
But what I reveal in my dissertation is that the fascist ligaments uniting Italy and
Brazil are actually embodied in one, pivotal, figure of the Brazilian political landscape, the
jurist and philosopher Miguel Reale. To give you a sense of the Zelig-like quality of his
personal and political trajectory, let me briefly list some key facts about his life, which
spanned almost the entirety of the twentieth century: Reale was born in 1910 in an Italian
family that emigrated to the State of São Paulo; in 1923 he moved to the city of São Paulo
where he attended the Instituto Medio Dante Alighieri, an Italian preparatory school; in
1932 he co-founded the fascist-inspired party Brazilian Integralist Action, the first mass
party in Brazil with a national base; in 1938 he traveled to Italy to seek support for his
political endeavors from his hero Mussolini; in 1968, under the military regime, he signed
the decree which negated the right of habeas corpus, thereby giving the military the power
to disappear alleged “subversives”; and, lastly, in 2002 he co-authored the Brazilian Civil
Code. Additionally, his son, Miguel Reale Jr. was one of the lawyers who drafted the
official request to impeach former Brazilian president Dilma Rousseff.
In the first part of this dissertation, I trace the evolution of fascist ideology from Italy
to Brazil by taking into examination two fascist intellectuals: Giovanni Gentile for the
Italian case and Miguel Reale for the Brazilian one. The first chapter examines how fascism
5

traveled from Italy to Brazil in the 1930s. It highlights the role of conductor that the Italian
community in São Paulo played in making fascist ideas widespread. It also introduces the
arrival on the Brazilian political landscape of the fascist-inspired party Brazilian Integralist
Action. In the second chapter I offer a comparative discussion of Giovanni Gentile’s fascist
writing and Miguel Reale’s theories of integralism. Reale’s philosophical and juridical
writings are in fact in direct conversation with Gentile’s, most notably his interpretation of
the “ethical State” and his belief on the indistinctness of action and thought. The third
chapter analyzes how Gentile’s understanding of fascism as the fulfillment of a
revolutionary project that began with the Risorgimento resonates in Reale’s support of the
military coup d’état of 1964. The use of concepts such as revolution, freedom, and
democracy reinforce fascism’s rhetoric of the lesser evil while giving a benevolent aura to
despicable and criminal actions. This methodology first reveals that fascism is an ideology
that must constantly renegotiate its tenuous relationship to political reality and thus, despite
its origins in Italian nationalism, is capable of adapting itself to different spaces and
temporalities. Second, it exposes how fascist intellectuals, in both Italy and Brazil, have
exploited the rhetoric of the lesser evil to ensure that fascist crimes will seem legitimate
and necessary.
In the second part of the dissertation, I suggest that cultural texts, and especially novels,
have served to expose and undermine the institutional trend of legitimizing state violence
through their appeal to an affective truth and their artful re-appropriation of disparate
discursive strategies. Novels can have a wider, more visceral, and more powerful reach
than official discourse and thus subvert the latter’s hold on public opinion. In the fourth
6

chapter, I offer a parallel study of the historical detective fiction by Francesco Guccini and
Loriano Macchiavelli Tango e gli altri (2008) and of the experimental testimonio by
Bernardo Kucinski K.(2011). In the first part of this chapter, I analyze how in the Italian
case, the lack of a clear national history with regards to the ventennio, due to the ambiguity
about fascism propelled by the rhetoric of the lesser evil,

has produced numerous

narratives about fascism which are often in competition with each other. I argue that the
figure of the Detective Santovito, embodying multiple identities attached to specific
historical and political meanings, might solve the numerous myths about fascism that the
rhetoric of the lesser evil has produced. In the second part of the chapter, I turn toward the
peculiar case of the novel K. and its interactions with the final report of the Brazilian
National Truth Commission. While in the case of Detective Santovito justice is restored
only within the literary realm, Bernardo Kucinki’s testimonial narrative pressured the
institutions to recognize their mistakes and to take responsibility for their criminal actions.
Interpretations of Fascism and the Rhetoric of the Lesser Evil
In Fascism: Comparison and Definition (1980) Stanley Payne understands fascism as
“a radical force unleashed by World War I” (3), a movement that according to Payne was
newer and more original than Russian Communism. Payne, however, acknowledges that
this term has semantically grown over the years for it has been used in reference to many
phenomena that might not necessarily be direct products of WWI. Payne locates the
ambiguity of this term in the fact that this word—fascism—does not have a clear political
reference like for example liberalism, socialism, or communism (4). The lack of a clear
political aspect of this word is better exemplified in a short essay written by Orwell in 1944
7

in which he shows how the word ‘fascist’ is used in everyday language to simply mean a
bully.1
Payne blames the vagueness of the word ‘fascism’ on the ex post-facto nature of its
doctrines. (4) Indeed, it is once they have marched on Rome in October of 1922 that the
Italian fascists developed a clear set of doctrines that shaped a clear political project.
However, this does not justify the vagueness with which the term ‘fascism’ has come to be
used today, but, on the contrary, it speaks to the nature of fascism: an ideology that
continuously re-frames previous iterations of itself in an attempt to hide the contradictions
that this continuous evolution entails. In order then to pinpoint the trends of this eclectic
ideology, Payne suggests that a comparative analysis of different fascisms can help reveal
a so called fascist minimum. Nevertheless, because of the central role of WWI in fascist
rhetoric, Payne does not believe in the possibility of a fascism outside of Europe. This, I
argue, excludes interesting possibilities of comparisons that bring to light new frameworks
for understanding fascism, such as the one entertained in this study of Italy and Brazil.
One of the first of such comparative inquiries into fascisms is Ernst Nolte’s (1968)
study of German National Socialism, which resulted in the famous six-point minimum: (1)
antimarxism, (2) antiliberalism, (3) anticonservatism, (4) the leadership principle, (5) party
army, (6) the aim of totalitarianism. Payne agrees that the three foundational fascist
negations—anti-marxism, anti-liberalism, and anti-conservatism—are common to all
fascisms, but he rejects the remaining points of Nolte’s minimum because characteristics

“As I Please,” 17 [What is Fascism?] in Fascism: Cultural Concepts in Political Science. Volume I. pg.
49-51
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proper only to German National Socialism. 2 Instead, he suggests a tripartite definition of
fascism, using the Italian movement as the main point of reference because it “was the
significant force to exhibit these characteristics...as a new type and was for long the most
influential ideologically” (8). Payne descriptive typology of fascism locates the same
fascist negations as Nolte’s, however it specifies that in its anticonservatism, “fascist
groups were willing to undertake temporary alliances with groups from any other sector,
most commonly with the right” (7). Payne also identifies common points of ideology and
goals and, last but not least, special common features of style and organization. I would
like to add that these last two points, the goals of the movement and its style, complement
each other in a way that is peculiar to fascism: the aesthetics that surrounded gatherings
and discourse often came to represent the ideology itself. To put it in literary terms, it is
often the form not the content that defined fascism. 3 Its content came a-posteriori, and it is
often determined by which alliance can bring more power. It is, as political scientist Juan
A. Linz put it, “the prefiguration of the post-second World War catch-all party” (5).
Juan A. Linz’s essay “Some Notes Toward a Comparative Study of Fascism in
Sociological Historical Perspective” (1976), brings a new and original perspective to the
question of how we define fascism. First of all, Linz acknowledges that fascism exists as a
transnational phenomenon, and therefore it makes “its appearance in many countries, not

2

In this study of fascism I do not include Nazism as part of the paradigm of the lesser evil since the
development of Nazism, which presents different ideological characteristics than fascism, is what actually
empirically justified fascism’s claim of being the lesser evil.
3
Walter Benjamin’s pivotal essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” (1933)
explores the relationship between fascism, politics, and aesthetics by highlighting how fascism gives to the
proletarian masses “a chance to express themselves” (19) while preserving the system that oppresses them.
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only in Europe” (10). Second, Linz recognizes the possibility of fascist “ideological
formulations, appeals, and occasionally its rhetoric” (104) resurfacing in other movements,
thus freeing fascism from any fixed historical ties. Linz’s interpretation is fundamental to
this study of fascism because it supports the possibility of an ideology travelling from one
nation to another—as in the case of Italian fascism’s journey to Brazil via the creation of
the Brazilian Integralist Party in 1932—and for an ideology to travel across time—as in
the case of Brazil with the reappearance of certain Integralist ideas in the military coup
d’état of 1964. Linz’s definition of fascism shares some of the same points of Payne’s and
Nolte’s for he also highlights the negations of fascism as central to its interpretation.
Linz views the negatives of fascist ideology and their consequent appeal as results
of the latecomer nature of this movement. I argue, though, that these negatives also point
toward fascism’s claim of being the lesser evil. Fascism had to insert itself in a political
scene that had decades to crystallize, therefore it makes sense for its appeal to be
constructed against the previous existing parties—a move that also helped fascist
movements gain more supporters. At the same time though, paradoxically, fascism also
incorporated many of the concepts it supposedly stood against, making it difficult then to
define exactly where fascism stood in respect to its opponents. Fascism in Linz’s view is
a hypernationalist, often pan-nationalist, anti-parliamentary, anti-liberal, anticommunist, populist and therefore anti-proletarian, partly anti-capitalist and antibourgeois, anti-clerical, or at least, non-clerical movement, with the aim of national
social integration through a single party and corporative representation not always
equally emphasized; with a distinctive style and rhetoric, it relied on activist cadres
ready for violent action combined with electoral participation to gain power with
totalitarian goals by a combination of legal and violent tactics. (Linz 12-13)
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Fascism’s eclecticism, in its attempt to please everybody, lies at the center of Linz’s
analysis. His research interest is precisely that of locating the appeal of fascist parties
before coming to power, thus studying their emergence and their distinctive features before
entering coalitions with more traditional authoritarian parties or being taken over by the
state—as it is the case with the Brazilian Integralist Action and the establishment of
Vargas’ Estado Novo in 1937.
Linz explains how, precisely because fascism was a latecomer and had to
distinguish itself from well-established parties, the new forms of political organization and
action introduced by the fascist gatherings and militia were a decisive factor in winning
support among citizens. Focusing on the emergence of fascist parties, and their innerworkings, Linz condemns the violence that characterized the new fascist movements as a
“tragic innovation that made even minor fascist parties a significant factor in the crisis of
many European democracies” (12). Although particularly focused on fascism’s general
appeal, Linz’s analysis is careful not to dislocate fascism from its original conservative
position: one of the major reasons for fascism’s success was—and still is—the supposedly
imminent threat of a communist revolution. This phantom threat is really the backbone
behind the rhetoric of the lesser evil.
In contrast to Linz’s understanding of fascism as part of a conservative
phenomenon, Payne’s theory of fascism instead aims—alarmingly—to clearly separate
fascism from the conservative right and the radical right. Payne details the differences
between fascism and the conservative right, because according to him, only fascism really
pursued a “totally radical and novel form of authoritarianism” (18). Payne also argues
11

fascism’s originality in matters of social policy: contrary to the conservative and radical
rights, which were only interested in maintaining the status quo, fascism advocated for
changing “class and status relationships in society” (20). This tendency of interpreting
fascism as a revolutionary force that does not belong either to the right or the left, a position
supported by political scientist A. James Gregor, can be extremely dangerous for it negates
fascism’s political consequences and therefore succumbs to the rhetoric of the lesser evil.
While Payne might be correct in separating fascism from the more conservative
right—for fascism was indeed different, newer than any political movement seen before
World War I—fascism is not a movement of the left and therefore belongs to what is
commonly identified as the right-wing.4 Fascism, despite the allure it exercised on poorer
strata of the population, was not and never will be a movement of the working class. While
socialist doctrines might have influenced many of its ideologues, including Mussolini,
fascism found its basis in the middle class—or as Luigi Salvatorelli (1923) defined it the
petty humanistic bourgeoisie—and the small landowners. What the fascist called a
revolution was really a restoration of privileges that were on the verge of being lost due to
the great momentum experienced by the proletarian movement in the years following
WWI.

I agree here with Bobbio’s definition of left and right, which must be conceived as anti-ethical terms—
one exists because of the very existence of the other. Bobbio locates the main difference between these two
in the conception and ideal of equality. It is not so much a question of whether or not the right is
egalitarian, but the dissimilar standards of equality that the right employs in its political imaginary. Thus
fascism, whose ideas regarding equality are framed within a corporativist system, fails to change the status
quo—even if its revolutionary discourse and anti-capitalistic nature might mislead us to think otherwise.
12
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The role of this lower-middle class or petty bourgeoise is also at the center of Italian
historian Renzo De Felice’s explorations of fascism—which highlights Salvotorelli’s
Nazionalfascismo (1923) as one of the most important historical work done on fascism
(128). De Felice Interpretations of Fascism (1977) stresses that in order to fully
comprehend what the author calls the fascist phenomenon, it is necessary to understand the
important role played in it by the petty bourgeoisie, for it is among this group and the
middle class in general that fascism found its most ardent supporters (176). This group
entails white-collar employees, accountants, and salaried intellectuals, who according to
De Felice, “lacked personal autonomy [and] were only slightly integrated,” and did not
have “adequate instruments for collective bargaining and [were] in a situation of steady
loss of social and economic status” (177). The middle class was looking for ways to shake
the existing elites out of power, without however adhering to the communist struggle: there
needed to be a third way (la terza via) that would accommodate their revolutionary desire.
Fascism became to their eyes exactly that.
De Felice’s extensive biography of Mussolini, and his scholarly work on the fascist
years in Italy, shows that fascism exercised a powerful appeal among the middle classes.
The latter not only gave ample support to fascism during its rise to power, but also in its
later stages, when Mussolini, once in power, failed to deliver the revolution the middle
class was sought. Indeed, the “revolutionary” desires of this middle class, are not fulfilled,
since “the revolt of the petty bourgeoisie was made possible by the complicity of the upper
bourgeoisie, which was set on making Fascism the instrument of its own immediate class
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interests” (184). De Felice speaks of revolt and not of revolution because he aligns with
Salvatorelli’s idea that, while,
there could be no disputing the fact that the Fascist petty bourgeoisie had a
revolutionary class psychology... [h]owever, this psychology had no real
substratum because the petty bourgeoisie ‘is not a real social class imbued with its
own functions and forces; it is rather an agglomeration that exists on the fringes of
the productive process that is essential to capitalist civilization’. (De Felice 183)
The rallying cry for a revolution of the middle class reappears throughout time and space:
the ideologue of the Brazilian fascist party, the Integralist Brazilian Action, Miguel Reale,
recycles this idea of a middle class revolution to justify the military coup d’état. At the
same time, the fascist appeal to socialist ideas by borrowing revolutionary language is
paramount to fascism’s rhetorical legitimization.
De Felice’s work on fascism has been highly controversial because he argued that
the consensus it received in Italy “cannot be explained as the result merely of a police state,
regime of terror, or monopoly of mass propaganda” (177). He is thus actively pointing the
finger at Italian citizens as culpable and complicit in Mussolini’s rise to power. De Felice
goes as far as arguing that the propaganda of the regime was targeting specifically the
middle class over the upper bourgeoisie and the working class, thus effectively recognizing
this group’s hegemony over the others: “the [propaganda’s] ambivalence and oscillation
between conservatism...and subversiveness...between free-trade and protectionism,
between authoritarianism and social democracy, between realism and social democracy,
reflect the mentality, aspiration, interests, culture, contradictions...of the Italian middle
classes and their internal stratifications” (182-183). While it is important to acknowledge
the large civilian consensus the fascist movement and subsequently party have received, I
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want to insist that there are several dangers in depicting the fascist regime as an outgrowth
of democratic processes or popular will. The risk is to gloss over the violence and fear
mongering required in maintaining that consensus, and the overall anti-democratic
structure of the fascist state.
The insistence on the participation of the middle classes, which undoubtedly
constitutes an important aspect of what fascism is, must be framed within De Felice
understanding of fascism as a movement of the “left.” De Felice erroneously sees fascism
as part of the larger enlightened tradition of the “new man” (ix). But more importantly, I
think that the insistence on large civilian consensus works as a justification for the violence
committed by the fascists. If the middle classes have adhered in mass to the growing fascist
movement, and stood by it during its various political transformations, then the violence
on which the fasci thrive is dissipated and naturalized because of a false appearance of a
popular democratic base. It is a convenient excuse to avoid looking into fascist crimes,
because they have—supposedly—received the approval of a large part of the population.
This then feeds into the rhetoric of “the lesser evil” explored by historian Ruth Ben-Ghiat
in her discussion of the misrepresentations that arise when we compare Italian fascism to
the two other totalitarianism of the twentieth century, Nazism and Communism. This
rhetoric, I argue, supports the comparison between Italy and Brazil, because in both cases
the ample civilian support at the respective dictatorships—especially among the middle
classes of both countries—obstructed any attempt to constructively deal with the state’s
misuse of violence. Therefore, in both Italy and Brazil, these more than twenty-year long
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regimes have become understood as parentheses, as moments that do not define the
supposedly liberal nature of these young nation-states.
Ben-Ghiat in “A Lesser Evil? Italian Fascism in/and the Totalitarian Equation”
(2004) shows how Italian fascism itself actually contributed to the ‘lesser evil’ thesis, by
highlighting “the consistency of Italian perceptions of Germans as heartless materialists
from the Weimar Republic through the Nazi years, and the equal consistency with which
Italians saw themselves as possessed of a greater common sense and humanity” (139). BenGhiat argues that Italian fascists sought any possible opportunities to present themselves
as “less evil” than Germans thus exploiting stereotypical differences between northern and
southern Europe. This thesis was obviously embraced after 1945, and echoed not only by
the new republic, but also by “a host of foreign commentators whose work removed
Mussolini’s regime from the totalitarian equation” (142). One such foreign commentary
comes from the esteemed scholar of totalitarianism Hannah Arendt, who “groups Italy
together with Spain and Portugal as nations in which the presence of ‘Latin-European’
values mitigated the spread of the kind of extremist and anti-humanist mentalities that has
prevailed in Germany and Russia” (142). Ben-Ghiat further shows how Arendt “reproduces
scornful German views of Italian regime’s ‘shortcomings’ to bolster her argument” (143).
By using Arendt as an example here, Ben-Ghiat wants to show the complicity—whether
conscious or not—of intellectuals, from both left and right, in bolstering the thesis of “the
lesser evil.” However, besides exploiting existing cultural stereotype, I suggest that fascism
also contributed to the “lesser evil” thesis because in the language and rhetoric of its
ideology, concepts such as freedom, democracy, equality, and revolution are extremely
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important, and go through a theoretical re-signifying. Fascism is perceived as the “lesser
evil” not simply because Italians are by stereotypical associations meeker than Germans,
but also because fascism speaks the liberal lingo, it invokes concepts that are imbued with
democratic ideals and appropriates them.
A text that is commonly taught as one of the most important among fascist studies,
Stanley Payne’s Fascism: Comparison and Definition (1980), also contributes to the idea
that Italy’s twenty-year dictatorship was less violent, or lesser evil, than Hitler’s Germany,
through statements such as the following: “as twentieth-century dictatorships go, the
Mussolini regime was neither sanguinary nor particularly repressive”(75). Payne reinforces
the notion that the Mussolini’s fascist regime was somehow less violent than both the one
developing in Hitler’s Germany and Stalin’s Russia. Payne further attempts to distance
Mussolini from Hitler by stressing the notion that the former disapproved of the latter, so
much so that, under the threat of a German expansion southward, they reached a point of
“name-calling” (78). Payne continues in his whitewashed depiction of fascism by claiming
that fascists deployed epithets coined by western liberals to describe the Nazis, and “also
coined special slurs of their own, denouncing the Nazis, for example, as a ‘political
movement of pederasts’” (79).
According toy, fascism was overall a positive experience for the development of
the Italian state, and he points to the fact that Mussolini’s reforms of the banking system
and the state’s civil, commercial and penal codes have continued intact after the
democratization of 1945 (83). In praising the long-lasting impact of certain reforms enacted
by fascism, Payne does not acknowledge how the institutional presence of fascism in
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contemporary Italy might affect the collective memory of what fascism was and the latent
authoritarianism that still affects Italian politics. In his apologetical view of Italian fascism,
Payne individuates the fault of fascism in the megalomania of Mussolini, and he solemnly
declares that “the downfall of the Mussolini regime was not caused by the repressiveness
and unpopularity, nor by its alleged inept, reactionary, or anti-modern character [...] Rather,
its downfall came as the result of Mussolini’s adventurous foreign policy and alliance with
Nazi Germany”(84). Payne’s view of fascism does not speak of the violence that has
characterized the rise of this movement, nor of the violence that fascism imposed on its
citizenship by manipulating consciences and forcing onto them “a new secular religion”
(Mosse 143). Historical works such as Payne’s only foster the rhetoric of the lesser evil
promoted by fascism itself, and negatively impact the creation of a collective united
memory of fascist crimes. I will explore the consequences of the rhetoric of the lesser evil
in contemporary Italy in the fifth and final chapter.
Historian George L. Mosse in his pioneering work Toward a General Theory of
Fascism, first published as an article in 1979 and later revised as a book in 1999, stresses
the pivotal role that culture played in fostering the initial consensus surrounding the fascist
movement and its further consolidation. He argues that any comparative study of fascism
should start by acknowledging the nature of fascism as a cultural movement that created
an entire rhetorical and visual apparatus that helped spreading and hammering into the
masses the new fascist ideals. 5 Thinking about fascism in this way allows us to compare
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Giuseppe A. Borgese was among the first ones who sought to understand fascism as a cultural
phenomenon, more so than a political one.
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fascist movements that seem radically different from an economical or historical point of
view but that show important affinities on the cultural level, as it is the case for the study
of Italy and Brazil done in this dissertation. While Mosse’s interpretation of fascism shows
the intellectual and cultural substance of this political movement, he too risks giving a
distorted image of Mussolini’s administration. The direct comparison with cultural
elements of National Socialism shows that these two movements were substantially
different. Alas, this difference cannot be interpreted in terms of being less or more violent
because both movements, in order to foster the continuous state of war that is their raison
d’être, depended on the construction of an “other” to be annihilated. 6
If Payne and Linz, although from different perspectives, focus on what fascism is
not, Mosse centers on what fascism is. Mosse does not list a set of negations; he shows the
ways in which fascism co-opted previous ideologies and political attitudes, even if
seemingly hostile, and “integrated [them] into a coherent attitude toward life through the
basic nationalist fascist myth” (157-58). With the expression “attitude toward life” Mosse
is referring to fascist intellectual Giuseppe Bottai’s definition of fascism. Mosse argues
that fascism was able to appeal to so many because it was more than a simple political
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Literary scholar Rhiannon Welch, in her book Vital Subjects: Race and Biopolitcs in Italy (2016) shows
how the creation of the “Other” in Italian cultural and scientific productions began during the postunification period to answer “biopolitical anxieties about the implications of mass emigrations and the
potential presented by colonial acquisition.” (6) Italians were often represented as “vital subjects,” (7)
whose skin color or physiognomy did not define their race as much as the physiological capacities “with
which [they] are reproducing, laboring, or sacrificing themselves in battle.”(22) Interestingly, this
definition of italianità or italianness, which will later be central to the development of fascism, is
embedded in the creation of Italy as a nation-state. According to Welch, the creation of Italians racialized
subjects, more so than the creation of Other racializes subjects, during the post-unification era, through a
concept of race that was more sentimental than biological—the idea of vital subject is linked to the idea of
producing for one’s own country—attempts to mend what politicians such as Crespi saw as a fragmented
Italian identity.
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movement, it was a semi-cult, a religion that aroused excitement through the idealization
of the war and the promises of future empires. 7 The prophet of this religion was the Duce,
the embodiment of the new fascist man. Ideally all Italian male citizens would fulfill this
utopian ideal, but only if they kept the right ‘attitude toward life.’ This new man, much like
the nationalist myth that produced him, was a mixture of features from the past projected
onto the future:
the new fascist man is, on the one hand, set within the Italian patriotic tradition and
on the other, supposed to live a superior life unconstrained by space and time. He
must sacrifice his personal interests and realize that it is his spirituality which gives
him human values. But his spirituality must be informed by history, meaning Italian
traditions and national memories. (Mosse 164)
Although fascism glorified the Roman past of Italy, this past really represented a
platform for the ideal fascist man of the future. This synthesis between past and present
elements in order to project an idealistic future echoes in the philosophy of neo-idealist
Giovanni Gentile, the philosopher of the fascist party. Gentile saw in the fascist state a
terza via, a third way which resolved all contradictions of modern liberalism. Miguel Reale,
the philosopher and jurist of the Brazilian fascist movement, will use Gentile’s theoretical
concepts to imagine a Brazilian fascist state in his book Estado Moderno [Modern State]
(1934).
In direct conversation with Mosse, historian and political theorist Roger Griffin in his
pioneering work The Nature of Fascism (1991) defines fascism as “a genus of political

For more about the ritualistic culture of fascism and its ties to religion see Emilio Gentile’s “Fascism and
Political Religion” (1990). Gentile argues that fascism wanted to be understood as a secular religion
because these common feeling among its adepts would have transcended the divisions of class and
generation.
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ideology whose mythic core in its various permutations is a palingenetic form of populist
ultranationalism”(26). The collapse of the USSR in 1989 and the surge of cultural studies
opened up the space for a new dialogue between what Griffin refers to as generic fascist
studies, which involves a study of fascism at its macro level and specific case-studies. The
advantage of looking at theories of generic fascism, although the idea of a “generic”
fascism might arouse suspicion to those scholars who understand fascism only in direct
relation to a determined set of circumstances, is that of avoiding the bias that home-grown
scholars might show toward a particular topic. Griffin points to an important scholar of
Italian fascism, Emilio Gentile, as being one of the first indigenous historians of fascism
to enter into conversation with the Anglophone theories of generic fascism, albeit in
opposition to it.
According to Emilio Gentile, theories of generic fascism risk erasing the main existing
differences between expressions of fascism that exist in particular circumstances and of
drawing conclusions that are not necessarily true (96). Gentile, while placing importance
on the cultural aspect of fascism, does not reduce fascism to its culture. He acknowledges
the work of Mosse and Griffin in this field, but prefers to adhere to a multidimensional
definition of fascism, that incorporates the organizational and institutional aspects
discussed by both Payne and Linz. Emilio Gentile sees the fascist myth and the fascist
institutions as equally fundamental for the success of fascism, for he does not believe it “to
be possible to elaborate a general theory of fascism dissociating the ideology from the
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history, the myth from the organization, the culture from the institution” (E. Gentile 98).8
In his definition of fascism, Gentile combines aspects drawn from several theories
discussed thus far and describes three important dimensions that comprise fascism:
La dimensione organizzativa, che riguarda la composizione sociale, la struttura
associativa, lo stile di vita e i metodi di lotta del partito; la dimensione culturale,
che si riferisce al modo di concepire l’uomo, le masse e la politica, cioè alla
ideologia e al suo sistema di principi, di valori, e di fini; la dimensione istituzionale,
che riguarda il complesso delle strutture e delle relazioni che costituiscono il regime
fascista nei suoi aspetti peculiari. (E. Gentile 113)
The organizing dimension, which involves the social composition, the associative
structure, the life style and the methods of party struggle; the cultural dimension,
which refers to the way of understanding the man, the masses, and the politics, i.e.
the ideology and its system of principles, of values, and the goal; the institutional
dimension, which deals with the complex of structures and relationships that
constitute the fascist regime in its peculiar aspects. (E. Gentile 113)
Similar to the concept of totalitarianism, which can be extremely useful to set the stage
for opening up the study of fascism, generic theories of fascism tend to focus their attention
on the ideology, thus ignoring the set of institutions and organizations that allowed that
ideology to become a dictatorial political system. When writing of totalitarianism, Emilio
Gentile actually notes that the anti-fascist were the ones who first used the terms totalitario
and totalitarismo to talk about fascism on the eve of the March on Rome. Socialist
Giovanni Amendola first introduced the term totalitarian in 1923 to talk about Italian
fascism; however, Hannah Arendt in her Origins of Totalitarianism (1951) excludes Italian
fascism from her definition of totalitarianism. Moreover, the term totalitarianism has been

“sia possibile elaborare una teoria generale del fascismo dissociando l’ideologia dalla storia, il mito
dall’organizzazione, la cultura dall’istituzione” (Gentile 98). All translations from Italian are mine
otherwise stated.
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used to blur important differences between fascism, Nazism, and communism, as in the
case of Gregor’s book The Faces of Janus (2002).9
Emilio Gentile believes that the Italian fascist experience was totalitarian and defines
totalitarianism as “an experiment of political dominion expressed by an ideological,
cultural, organizational and institutional complex that had one of its manifestations in
Italian fascism” (8).10 Gentile accuses this tendency of disavowing Italian fascism as a
totalitarianism of defascistizzazione of fascism, which manifests itself in various ways, for
example: “refuting that there was a fascist ideology, a fascist culture, a fascist leading class,
a fascist totalitarianism and even a fascist regime” (6).11 The most common form of this
defascistizzazione is the reduction of fascism to the political vicissitudes of the Duce. In
this way, the large numbers of intellectuals who actively participated in the cultural and
thus political implementation of fascism tend to be forgotten or their collaborations glossed
over. In a way then, defascistizzazione is also an indirect way in which the rhetoric of the
lesser evil reappears in contemporary accounts of fascism, reaffirming once again the
importance of this particular discursive device within fascist ideology.
The Italian futurists’ participation in the first iterations of the fasci di
combattimento and the important intellectuals and artists later collaboration with the fascist
regime deserves some attention, for I find that the role culture plays in the fascist political

It is possible that at the base of this lies Karl Popper’s Open Society of 1945, in which he accuses both
idealism and historicism—the three philosophers under scrutiny are Plato, Hegel, and Marx—to have given
the ideological basis of twentieth century’s totalitarianism.
10 “un esperimento di dominio politico espresso da un complesso ideologico, culturale, organizzativo e
istituzionale, che ebbe nel fascismo italiano una delle sue prime manifestazioni.”(8).
11 negando che vi sia stata un’ideologia fascista, una cultura fascista, una classe dirigente fascista,
un’adesione di massa al fascismo, un totalitarismo fascista e perfino un regime fascista.”(6)
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imaginary is as much a defining characteristic of fascism as the support it has received
from the middle classes. The attention that fascism gave to cultural production and the
civilian consensus among the middle classes are both important factors in understanding
how fascism maintains the rhetoric of the lesser evil. After all, given that a certain
heterogeneity existed among cultural productions during the ventennio, it might seem that
there was no real censorship—especially compared to German pogroms—thus confirming
the hypothesis that fascism in Italy was “good.”
Art historian Mark Antliff explores at length the function of both fascism and
modernism in the development of modernity in his “Fascism, Modernism, and Modernity”
(2002). He explains that “the rise of fascism in Europe responded to a widespread search
for spiritual values and organic institutions capable of counteracting what was considered
the corrosive effects of rationalism (and capitalism) on the body politic” (121), highlighting
the vitalism that fuels fascist culture. He further argues that “many of the paradigms that
spawned the development of modernist aesthetics were also integral to the emergence of
fascism” (123). While Antliff bases his argument on Italian fascism, highlighting its
relationship to futurism first and to other modernist trends later, this also is partially true
for the rise of the Integralist Brazilian Action in Brazil and certain trends within modernist
aesthetic movement, such as the Movimento Verde-Amarelo, in Brazil.12
Antliff traces five common denominators of modernist aesthetics and fascism: (1)
concepts of cultural, political, and biological regeneration;(2) the use of avant-garde

Of interest also is Frederic Jameson’s Fables of Aggression: Wyndham Lewis, the Modernist as Fascist
(1979) on which the paradigm modernism-fascism is often based.
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techniques, such as montage;(3) notions of secular religion;(4) primitivism;(5) anticapitalist theory of space and time. (123) In order to foster the rebirth of the nation, fascism
needed artists capable of developing the creation of a nationalist fascist myth. In literature,
a turn toward regionalist narratives exemplify a search for roots, for the traditions of the
past, without however a nostalgic longing for it. These narratives had to offer examples of
italianità—true italianness according to fascist theories—for the new fascist man. At the
same time, regionalism fostered a sense of local differences, disrupting the globalized
homogenous space imposed by capitalism. These differences were based on both
geographical and ethical terms, showing how regionalist narratives can actually be used to
foster racist connotations. This is visible in Italy, for example, in the ways in which images
of backward southern communities populate the literary imagination.
Culture seems to be then the focal point through which the revolutionary mission
of fascism could be accomplished. While Antliff focuses his analysis on the aesthetics that
associate fascism and modernism, Ruth Ben-Ghiat’s Fascist Modernities: Italy, 1922-1945
(2001) explores the foundational relationship between fascism and the cultural production
that sustained its development and consolidated its success. Intellectuals were drawn to
fascism, Ben-Ghiat argues, because “it addressed both the hope and the fears of the modern
age” (8). Mussolini understood the importance of including these intellectuals in a
“national project of regeneration and international conquest developed in Italy in the
decades following WWI” (Ben-Ghiat 3), because they would be in charge of constructing
and diffusing a new Italian culture that “was to aid external as well as internal colonization
schemes, supplementing military conquest” (Ben-Ghiat 7). The pivotal role that culture has
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played in the rise and fortification of fascism is relevant to the rhetoric of the lesser evil: if
the fascist regime were so violent, why then there were intellectuals and artists actively
serving it by producing independent works of art?
As a matter of fact, culture was a fundamental space in which fascism could show
that its axiomatic claim of being the lesser evil were true. Through a series of cultural
policies and state subsidies under the forms of grants, prizes, and awards, Mussolini was
able to “domesticate and normalize intellectuals while giving them illusion that they
worked within a pluralist system” (Ben-Ghiat 20). Indeed, the lack of specific directives
regulating the content of cultural productions under fascism, allowed for a certain
flexibility of topics which often masked the veiled coercion and auto-censorship that artists
and intellectuals had to go through in order to be able to do their work. Ben-Ghiat describes
a wide “patronage network based on party membership” (22), which implicitly monitored
and coordinated what kind of art and culture was being produced. Another important aspect
of the cultural policies of the regime, Ben-Ghiat notes, are the “international congresses
and study centers that would attract high-profile intellectuals into fascist Italy” (35), as
well as the various mass-scale festivals and exhibitions, which “enabled the fascists to
consolidate patronage relations, since writers, architects, scenographers, and artists of
every type could compete for high-profile commissions” (Ben-Ghiat 36). Under fascism
then, culture became a political weapon both for dealing with domestic affairs, in
accordance with the various Mussolinian bonifiche, and for redefining Italy’s role in the
international landscape, which at time was becoming increasingly dominated by American
mass culture.
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The Italian identity Mussolini was seeking to project on the outside, was the result
of Italy’s inferiority complex toward the rest of Western Europe, which “led many Italians
to associate modernity with the achievements of more dominant nations”(Ben-Ghiat 29).
Moreover, the attention given to the foreigners’ perception of fascist Italy, and the efforts,
through international congresses and exhibitions, “to convince foreign elites that fascism
cared about culture” (Ben-Ghiat 35), strengthens the thesis that fascism itself contributed
to fomenting its own designations as a “lesser evil” compared to Nazi Germany. 13 The
presence of prominent intellectuals among the fascist ranks, such as Giovanni Gentile and
Giuseppe Bottai among others, is also an important factor in understanding the civilian
consensus fascism has received. A similar situation prevails with respect to the Brazilian
Integralist Action, a product of three intellectuals, one of which, Miguel Reale, educated
in Italian philosophy and most likely familiar with Gentile’s neo-idealist writings.
According to historian Phillip Cannistraro, “fascist Italy was the first state in Western
Europe to recognize the potential value of the mass media for purposes of political
control”(197). Indeed, fascists championed the centrality their policies gave to popular
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In The Nazi-Fascist New Order for European Culture (2016) historian Benjamin G. Martin argues that
“the basis for partnership between Nazi Germany and fascist Italy that emerged in 1936 rested...on the
shared desire to upend liberal international order”(4) through the creation of several cultural institutions
that participated in “a common project of cultural revisionism forging a revolutionary alliance against the
hegemony of the liberal-democratic vision of European civilization.” (4) Although Martin acknowledges
the ideological differences between the two, he believes that “what divided the two regimes was
overshadowed by what united them: their revisionist desire to smash the existing international order and
unleash mighty projects of national-imperialist expansion.”(11) While Benjamin does not dwell on the
thesis of the “lesser evil” his analysis of Axis-led European organizations and cultural institutions helps us
understand more clearly the connection between culture and politics in the fascist and Nazis regimes: it was
in fact in their hope that “the Axis-led European organizations would do was to seize the power to assign
cultural capital and then transfer this capital to the political field, endowing the Nazi-fascist Axis with a
special kind of legitimacy: the soft power of European cultural prestige.”(10)
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culture and the subsequent participation of the masses in the cultural and social life of the
nation that this entailed. However, Cannistraro argues, through this propaganda “Italians
were to be made feel that they were a vigorous, industrious people, filled with pride in
being Italians—not in being fascists.”(198) In this sense then, Mussolini’s successfully
accomplishes not so much a fascist cultural revolution, but the identification of italianità
with fascism, absorbing what was essentially a nationalist ideology into the rhetorical
framework of fascism. By italianità, I mean a nationalistic pride in being Italian, to feel
Italian and to be conscious of this sense of belonging. This concept has its roots in the
independence movements that emerged at the end of the nineteenth century in the territories
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire that claimed to be Italian. It was also used by the newly
founded Italian government as an ideological mechanism for reaching out to the large
swaths of Italian emigrants in the Americas, Europe, and the Mediterranean basin. It was
subsequently incorporated into fascist propaganda—undergoing a subtle transformation in
which this national pride became conflated with images of Italians as a vigorous,
industrious people. The association of the concept of italianità with fascism is
exceptionally visible in the propagandist tactics of the regime among the large communities
of Italian immigrants living in São Paulo, Brazil. In the next chapter I will explore how,
during the interwar years, fascist propaganda shaped Brazilian public opinion in favor of
conservative authoritarian ideas which resulted in large support for rightist national
movements not only in the 1930s, but throughout the twentieth century.
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1. Fascist Tupiniquim: The Italian Community in São Paulo and the
Ação Integralista Brasileira
In this chapter I explore the ways in which fascism becomes, to use Federico
Finchelstein’s concept, a transatlantic ideology. Finchelstein’s book Transatlantic
Fascism: Ideology, Violence, and the Sacred in Argentina and Italy, 1919-1945 (2010) is
the first book dedicated to the “global connections that were essential for fascist ideology
to travel (or replicate itself, so to speak,) from one side of the ocean to the other.” (8) My
analysis of Reale’s integralismo—Brazil’s own version of fascism—builds on
Finchelstein’s understanding of fascism as a transnational and trans-textual ideology that
“resists standard geohistoriographical categories.” (9) Similarly to Finchelstein’s work, I
also “show the multifaceted non-rationale and incoherent nature of fascist ideology as the
fascists understood it [and] how these dangerous ideas made sense to fascists.” (11)
According to my analysis, in both Italy and Brazil fascism found fertile ground on which
to grow and stay alive thanks to the rhetoric of the lesser evil. In Brazil, fascism found a
large community of Italians easily influenced by its massive propaganda, which was subtly
disseminated through cultural activities. The lesser evil axiomatic to fascism reveals itself
in this insistence on controlling the public opinion not through violence, but through culture
and leisure. After showing how these cultural activities positively influenced the Brazilian
public opinion of fascism, I move to discuss the Brazilian Integralist Action and its
relationship to fascism.
1.1 Fasci all’estero, Dopolavoro, and the Italian Community of São Paulo
The emigration of thirteen million Italians between 1880 and 1915 is, as historian Mark
Choate (2008) notes, the largest emigration from any country in recorded world history.
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Italy had only recently become a nation, in 1871, and emigration was the biggest challenge
faced by the newly established government, a challenge that would go on to shape its
national identity in unique ways. Brazil’s relationship to Italian emigration is peculiar
compared to the one characterizing Argentina and the US: the state of São Paulo, whose
economy, at that point, was mainly based on coffee, in 1884 began to offer a subsidized
immigration program which covered the costs of the trip and of relocation. Historian
George Reid Andrews, in Blacks and Whites in São Paulo (1991), explains that the São
Paulo landowners, foreseeing the imminent abolition of slavery of 1888, chose to bring
workers from Europe to São Paulo in order to oversaturate the labor market, thus keeping
the cost of labor low. Despite the loss of slave labor, São Paulo landowners had found a
way to stay in power, to continue to hold steady to the means of production, for “supply
and demand would now replace the violence and coercion of slavery as a means of
organizing production” (Andrews 58).
The subsidized immigration program really takes flight once slavery is abolished in
Brazil, so much so that for the duration of the program, between 1884 and 1927, São Paulo
received over two million European immigrants, with Italians accounting for almost half
of this population. “Immigration subsidies attracted the poorest of European emigrants,
those who lacked the earning capacity or savings to pay their own way to the United States
or Argentina”(83), Andrews explains. Moreover the program’s aim was to bring these
immigrants in as a family unit, in order to ensure men’s willingness to accept cheap labor
since they had to worry about the livelihood of their family while also “further weaken[ing]
the immigrants’ bargaining position by flooding the labor market with cheap and abundant
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child and female labor” (83). Andrews reports that in 1913, 80% of the capital’s
construction workers were Italian; and that 80% of textile workers in factories across the
state were foreign-born, the great majority of them Italian (67). These workers
systematically displaced black labor and Andrews shows that, “by choosing to invest funds
in European workers, and refusing to make comparable investments in Brazilians, the
province’s planters, and the state apparatus which they controlled, had made their ethnic
and racial preferences in workers crystal clear” (59). We then have a large population of
Italians living in São Paulo, some of them living in the city and dominating the industrial
labor force and consequently the unions; some of them working in the countryside, where
they will ultimately be able to buy their own land. The descendants of these large
community of Italians will eventually ask for recognition within the larger Brazilian
“imagined community” and the message of the Integralist Brazilian Action, the first
national mass-based party in Brazil and largely inspired by Italian fascism, will appeal to
their middle-class desires of belonging and social ascension.
Mussolini and the nationalists saw in this massive community of Italians living
abroad an opportunity to “peacefully” colonize the Americas. Because of the nationalistic
essence of fascism, its relationship with emigration was contradictory: fascist ideologues,
especially the revolutionary nationalists, frowned upon emigration because they saw it as
a waste of Italian “bodies” abroad. Nonetheless, they simultaneously embraced it as a new
form of expansion. Mussolini had especially high hopes for the State of São Paulo; in a
speech given in Trieste in 1920, he believed Italian would soon be the official language of
the State of São Paulo.
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Italy had 27 million inhabitants in 1870, it has now 50 million people: 40 million
in the peninsula, which is the most homogenous bloc that exists in Europe....And
next to these 40 million in Italy, there are 10 million more [Italians] that have flown
to all of the continents, beyond all oceans: 700,000 in New York, 400,000 in the
state of São Paulo, where the official language will be Italian, 900,000 in the
Argentinian Republic, 120,000 in Tunisia. (Mussolini Discorso del 20 settembre a
Trieste)
Based on the numbers that he quoted—which are to be taken with a grain of salt—
one would think that Italian would sooner become the official language of New York or
Argentina. What did Mussolini see, not simply in Brazil, but specifically in the State of
São Paulo, that would lead him to assert that Italian would conquer the most populous state
of this Latin American juggernaut? I believe that several characteristics of the political,
social, and cultural formation of the State of São Paulo—namely, its staunchly conservative
political establishment which wanted desperately to secede from Brazil, its overwhelming
whiteness in a country with the largest number of people of African descent outside of
Nigeria, and, lastly, its fast-paced modernization—caught Mussolini’s attention and
validated his imperialistic ambitions regarding Latin America. More importantly, without
the hundreds of thousands Italian immigrants who arrived in the State of São Paulo at the
turn of the century, the region’s appeal to fascism and for fascism probably would not have
existed.
In 1913, 80% of São Paulo’s construction workers were Italians and 80% of textile
workers across the state were foreign-born, the great majority of them Italian. However,
something that the masterminds behind the immigration program hadn’t taken into
consideration, was that with Italian labor also came Italian ideas about labor—namely
socialism and anarchism. Organized labor, for the most part Italian, took over the city and
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the state of São Paulo. The fact that Italians disrupted the labor market with strikes and
protests—which culminated in the first Brazilian general strike of 1917—was not wellreceived by elites. The same press that welcomed Italian immigrants some years earlier
began to depict them as subversive and traitorous and to turn its admiring gaze upon the
hardworking “Brazilian” workers.
Peasants and workers were not the only groups who emigrated from Italy to the
State of São Paulo . There was also a conspicuous middle class, whose aspirations to move
up the social ladder found an auspicious environment in Brazil, which, at that time, was
still coming to grips with a major event: the creation of an internal competitive, market,
something that had not existed before the abolition of slavery. It is this class of Italian
entrepreneurs, led by Francesco Matarazzo and Rodolfo Crespi, that insisted on creating
the Instituto Medio Dante Alighieri in 1913 on Alameda Jaú, about two blocks from the
posh Avenida Paulista. The school was to be directly managed by the Società Dante
Alighieri—founded in Rome in 1889—whose mission was to promote the Italian language,
literature, and culture among Italians abroad in an effort to strengthen their links with the
motherland. Rodolfo Crespi, who made his fortune with the production of cotton,
contributed a substantial sum of money to the creation of the school, which was designed
by the prominent Italian architect Giulio Micheli.
Soon after its inauguration, the Instituto Medio Dante Alighieri became one of the
most traditional schools of the city, principally responsible for educating generations of
children belonging to middle and upper class families, such as the sons of industrial
magnates, entrepreneurs, lawyers, doctors, and land-owners from all over the State of São
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Paulo (Franchini 24). Those who attended the school did not necessarily have to be of
Italian descent; they did, however, have to belong to the upper strata of the population, a
prerequisite that helped to cement further Brazil’s long-standing social hierarchy, which
was predicated on the immutable imbrication of whiteness and wealth. Italianità became
closely associated with racialized notions of social belonging, which in turn facilitated the
conflation of italianness and whiteness. The Brazilian oligarchs saw in the Dante
Alighieri’s mission of preserving italianità through education a possibility to redeem and
solidify their own professed whiteness and thus to distance themselves from the stigma of
miscegenation commonly associated with both Southern Italians in Europe and the
Brazilian masses. In addition, a diploma from the Dante Alighieri allowed students to study
in Italian universities, giving them access to what was at the time an extremely coveted
European education (Franchini 43). As a matter of fact, Portuguese counted as a foreign
language within the Dante Alighieri’s curriculum; Italian was the only official language
spoken in the school, whose subjects closely resembled those found in Italian educational
institutions at the time.
Throughout 1913 and 1937—the year that marks the prohibition of obligatory
schooling in a language other than Portuguese—an entire generation of children born to a
rising upper middle class had received what was, for all intents and purposes, an Italian
education. This generation would go on to reshape the political and cultural elite of the
State of São Paulo. Something along these lines is, for example, virtually unheard of in
New York, where Italian-Americans constituted a solid working-class and, due to the racial
politics of the US, faced intense pressure to speak English and adapt to other Anglo-Saxon
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cultural norms. I propose that the presence of Instituto Medio Dante Alighieri in the city
of São Paulo, with its italianità, first imbued with nationalism and then fascism, partially
explains the appeal that fascist political and cultural discourse has exercised, and still
exercises, among the middle and upper classes of São Paulo. It also compels us to
acknowledge that the racial contours of fascist discourse have been there since its
inception, and were not, as others (Payne 1980) have noted, only a consequence of
Mussolini’s alliance with Hitler.
After 1923, the year of the scholastic reform promoted by the Italian ministry of
education at the time, Giovanni Gentile, the Instituto Medio Dante Alighieri became
increasingly fascist (Franchini 43). The identification of italianità with fascism becomes
crystal clear when we consider the politics of the school’s leadership—for example, its
president, Rodolfo Crespi, who was also its primary donor and founder, welcomed fascist
ideas at the Instituto Medio Dante Alighieri, for he was a staunch supporter of Mussolini
whom he listed as a beneficiary in his will. It is in this academic atmosphere, steeped in
Italian fascist politics, that Miguel Reale, who founded the fascist-inspired party Brazilian
Integralist Action at only 22 years of age, began his intellectual apprenticeship.
The situation of Italian immigrants at the beginning of the 1920s in the State of São
Paulo offered, then, several of the preconditions needed to fulfill Mussolini’s imperialistic
aims: although Italians made important contributions to the modernization of the State of
São Paulo, they were not yet fully assimilated, and many longed for a sense of cultural
belonging, which institutions such as the Fasci all’estero and the Opera Nazionale
Dopolavoro provided to them. The association of the concept of italianità with fascism,
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one of the most successful fascist accomplishment according to historian Phillip
Cannistraro, is exceptionally visible in the propagandist tactics of the regime among these
communities of immigrants. With the excuse of offering spaces and events in which
Italians abroad were able to reconnect with their cultural origins, fascism used cultural
activities as the main vector for carrying its ideology across the Atlantic. Especially during
the interwar years, fascist propaganda shaped the Brazilian public opinion in favor of
conservative authoritarian ideas which contributed to the persistence of rightist national
movements not only in the 1930s, but throughout the twentieth century.
Emilio Gentile, in “I Fasci Italiani All’Estero: The Foreign Policy of the Fascist Party,”
explains that in order to spread fascist influence and ideology among Italian communities
abroad, the fascists needed a new, never before seen, political institution: the Fasci italiani
all’estero [Italian Fascist Abroad]. The fascist party was able to establish a wide network
of its party sections in foreign countries. While during the first years of the regime the fasci
all’estero carried out violent actions inspired by the original squadrismo, in the 1930s they
focused their energies not so much on assaulting those who did not support fascism, but on
monopolizing the cultural and social life of the Italians living abroad. Foreign countries
tolerated their existence because the fasci all’estero were supposedly prohibited them
interfering with the politics of the host country. The fasci were not always welcomed, as in
the case of the USA where their existence was outlawed in 1929—which, nonetheless, did
not stop the flux of fascist propaganda into American soil. According to Gentile, the fasci
all’estero aimed to:
claim the monopoly abroad for the fascist organization as the sole representative of
italianità; encourage with huge propaganda the sense of Italian identity among the
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Italian citizens and descendants abroad; create a public opinion favorable to fascism
by encouraging the celebration of Italian past and forwarding fascist ideology and
the regime as expressions of a renewed Italian glory. (E. Gentile 95)
While the concept of the fasci all’estero is important for understanding the outreach
of the Italian fascist party abroad, they were not the sole channel of transplantation of
fascism overseas. Historian João Bertonha, in O fascismo e os imigrantes italianos no
Brasil (2001) [Fascism and Italian Immigrants in Brazil], discusses the propagandistic
practices of fascism abroad, focusing specifically on Brazil. Here, the fasci all’estero were
spontaneous in their nature, and often were administered by middle class entrepreneurs or
professionals of dubious abilities (94). Although the fasci all’estero were more numerous
in Brazil than in other Latin American countries—75 fasci in Brazil, 32 of which
concentrated in the state of São Paulo—the total memberships were “irrisory” (Bertonha
101) if compared to the hundreds of thousands of Italians people of Italian descent living
in Brazil.14 Bertonha highlights that a larger number of Italians participated in those
activities that were not simply restricted to the members of that particular fascio. This
observation shows the inefficiency of the fasci all’estero in spreading fascist ideology,
whether because of mismanagement or because they were too aggressive. Nonetheless, at
the same time, it shows their success in becoming the repositories of italianità, for it was
through their cultural activities that they were able to involve a higher number of Italians,
who did not mind events indirectly organized and sponsored by the Fascist party.

14

Bertonha reports that the São Paulo DOPS files in the early 1940s list between 3000 to 5000 citizens
associated with the fasci all’estero, to whom you need to add the 2300 members of the Gioventù Italiana
del Littorio all’Estero.
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To reinforce the cultural section of the fasci all’estero, the fascist regime
transplanted abroad the Opera Nazionale Dopolavoro, a fascist social policy measure that
aimed to control Italians’ free and leisure time. 15 Its intent was to distance workers from
habits that fascism perceived as harmful to the health of these men, such as alcoholism,
gambling, and prostitution. In Brazil, the Dopolavoro’s main goal, through the diffusion
of Italian culture, the organization of various sports, and welfare programs was to prevent
the Italian communities to become assimilated into the dominant Brazilian society. The
Dopolavoro were extremely successful, especially in São Paulo, where, in 1935, it counted
more than 7000 members (Bertonha 111), much more that the numbers officially belonging
to the Fascio. Bertonha explains that in Brazil, the Dopolavoro “had a deep impact,
indoctrinating thousands of people, attracting several tens thousands [of people] to their
cultural, recreational and welfare activities, assuming a clear political function, in the sense
that ... [they] influenced in a pro-Italian and pro-fascist way the masses of immigrants”
(45).16 The broader success of the Dopolavoro’s subtle propaganda further reinforces the
idea that it was through a monopoly of cultural activities, not so much their politics, that
the fascist regime was able to penetrate the lives of the Italian communities abroad.
Together with the fasci all’estero and the Dopolavoro, another important fascist
presence on Brazilian soil were the consulates. Between 1929 and 1939, Bertonha points
out, the number of consular agencies grew disproportionately: from 48 to 63. This
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The Dopolavoro were largely inspired by fordist rationalization of the workforce.
“agiram em profundidade, enquadrando milhares de pessoas, atraindo algumas dezenas de milhares às
suas atividades culturais, recreativas, e assistenciais, assumindo uma função politica clara, no sentido de
[...] influenciar em senso pró-italiano e pró-fascistas as massas emigradas.” (45) All translation from
Portuguese are mine otherwise stated.
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expansion, “unjustifiable for customary diplomatic standards, according to the organs of
American intelligence” (Bertonha 113), reflects the fascist pretensions of higher control
and safeguard of the Italians living in Brazil. 17 The consular network needed also to
undergo a process of fascistization, which began with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Dino
Grandi but that only reached full completion when Galeazzo Ciano, the Duce’s son in law,
took the helm of the ministry in 1936. Because of this heavy fascistization, the consular
agencies began using direct tools of propaganda and surveillance. Bertonha singles out a
particularly important “fascist consul” (114), Serafino Mazzolini, who worked in São Paulo
from 1928 till 1932.18 Mazzolini is indeed a very peculiar figure in the fascist landscape:
he was an aristocrat who pursued the diplomatic career, and proved to be fascist until the
very end with his participation in the Republic of Saló in 1943.
Historian Sergio Rossi, in Mazzolini’s biography Mussolini e il diplomatico
[Mussolini and the diplomat], writes that Mazzolini, as the first fascist consul of São Paulo,
had to deal with the rise of para-fascist movements in Brazil, which, if on one hand
embodied the success of the spread of fascist ideologies across the Atlantic, on the other
hand did not welcome the non-assimilation of the many Italian communities promoted by
the Italian fascist government. Nonetheless, Rossi highlights how “Mazzolini had an
original idea and was able to make it win and win with it: give to the particularistic paulista
current the total support of the Italian masses” (xx).19 Bertonha too highlights that the

“injustificável para padrões normais da diplomatica, segundo os orgãos de inteligência Americanos”
(Bertonha 113)
18
“cônsule fascista” (114)
19 “Mazzolini ebbe un’idea originale, e seppe farla vincere, e vincere con essa: dare alla corrente del
particolarismo paulista l’apporto totalitario delle masse italiane.”(XX)
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Italian Foreign Affairs Ministry discussed the possibility of supporting the separatists of
the South of Brazil, whose center was in São Paulo, because the majority of these of Italian
descents concentrated in these regions. The fascist support for the paulista revolution raised
some red flags among foreign governments, in particular the British one, because they
feared the possibility of a fascist military alliance with São Paulo.
The São Paulo uprising of 1932, also known as the Constitutionalist Revolution, is
a watershed movement in understanding how identity politics worked, and still works, in
Brazil. The paulista elites, infuriated at the loss of political and economic power after the
military coup of 1930 which put an end to the Old Republic and installed Getúlio Vargas
as president of Brazil, attempted to secede from the Federal Republic of Brazil. During
these uprisings, Italians became part of the paulista imaginary through a careful
renegotiation of their role in the political life of the city and the state. If up to then the
Brazilian society had seen in the Italian immigrant a separate entity whose assimilation was
unlikely, the separatist attempt of 1932 opens the way for acknowledging the Italian
contribution to the modernity of São Paulo. Historian Barbara Weinstein, in her
groundbreaking The Color Modernity. São Paulo and the Making of Race and Nation in
Brazil (2015), has argued that the link between whiteness and progress that São Paulo has
embodied since the turn of the twentieth century reflects the racialized construction of the
paulista regional identity. Weinstein explains that “racialized discourses of modernity and
progress have been able to coexist, or even mingle, with discourses of racial democracy for
much of Brazil’s post-emancipatory history” (14). Indeed, if fascism became so widespread
in the São Paulo region it also had to do with the paulista exceptionalism professed among
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those who witnessed and experienced the stellar economic growth of the region, which
cemented the link between whiteness and progress.
According to Weinstein’s archival work, an imigrante [immigrant] could only be
someone from Europe, which implied a “white” person. It had a racial genealogy already
embedded in it as the term imigrante was “implicitly equated with ‘white’ people of
European descent.” (Weinstein 35). This has to do with the large subsidized immigration
program the State of São Paulo began immediately prior to the abolition of slavery. While
the discourse of regional exceptionalism excluded Afro-Brazilian descendants and any
African genealogy that might have had to do with the greatness of the modernity and
progress of São Paulo, it did encompass the immigrants that contributed to São Paulo
economic growth. Especially during the Constitutionalist Revolution, the immigrant
became fully “paulista,” even if they were organizing strikes and forming anarchist
associations: “immigrants as an infusion of eugenically desirable labor power could be
celebrated and appreciated regardless of their particular political inclinations” (Weinstein
124). For their part Italian immigrants and their descendants saw in the uprisings of 1932
their chance to assert their belonging in the “civilized and cultured paulista middle class”
(Weinstein 118) by taking up arms and embracing the fight for São Paulo’s autonomy.
Weinstein also does not exclude the possibility that middle and upper class Italians saw in
the Constitutionalist Revolution a way to “distinguish themselves from the proletarian
immigrant community” (Weinstein 125) and through “hefty monetary donations ... the
Crespi and Matarazzo clans allowed these ethnic groups to assert their loyalty and devotion
to their ‘adopted land’.” (Weinstein 126)
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It is in the 1930s that we witness an intensified fascist propaganda appearing in the
Brazilian newspapers; Bertonha claims that this larger effort of spreading the fascist
message, compared to the relatively smaller one of the 1920s, was the consequence of
political changes within Brazilian politics—the rise of dictator to be Getúlio Vargas had
begun—and within the world more in general—Germany was becoming more and more
powerful. The increased interest of the fascist government in extending its influence to
Brazil also reflects the growing imperialistic tendencies of the Duce, who saw in the
possibility of creating “a great bloc of Latin and fascist nations attached to Rome”
(Bertonha 71) the way to dismantle American hegemony. 20 To intensify its influence, the
fascist party extended participation to the activities of the fasci and Dopolavoro to
descendants of Italian and to the local communities as well. Besides its imperialistic goals,
the Abyssinia War was also most likely the reason why the party felt compelled to circulate
pro-Italy articles and photos. In Brazil, the fascist party directly controlled the União
Journalistica Brasileira [Journalistic Brazilian Union], through whose channels the party
spread pro-Italian articles in numerous Brazilian newspapers (Bertonha 279). The director
of the União Journalistica Brasileira [Journalistic Brazilian Union] in those years was poet
and journalist Menotti del Picchia, who co-founded with Plinio Salgado, future leader of
the Brazilian Integralist Action, the nationalist and reactionary movement Movimento
Verde Amarelo [Green and Yellow Movement].
The Fascist propagandistic efforts in Brazil proved to be successful. Bertonha notes
that, although “the Abyssinian War seemed to have changed the good image of fascism in
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“um grande bloco de nações latinas e fascistas ligadas a Roma” (Bertonha 71)
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countries so different like France, UK, and the USA ... in Brazil ... the war did not have a
negative impact on the fascist image” (327).21 The widespread acceptance of fascist
criminal actions among Brazilian public opinion is reflected in the flourishing in those
years of right-wing extremist movements. Bertonha argues that it was the massive presence
of fascist propaganda that allowed for the existence and success of extreme right-wing
political discourses in Brazil. His argument is that the Brazilian public, having been fed
fascist propaganda for over twenty years, and especially in the second decennial of the
regime, warmed up to the ideas promoted by fascist ideology. However, throughout my
dissertation I demonstrate that the influence of Italian fascism did not simply affect public
opinion, but also contributed to the framing of Brazil’s authoritarian politics—whether
expressed through the Integralist Brazilian Action, the Estado Novo of Vargas, or the
military coup of 1964—within a discourse of lesser evilism. This is particular evident when
we follow the rise of Italian-Brazilian jurist Miguel Reale, who shaped the political
philosophy of the Integralist Brazilian Action and acted as a legal advisors to the generals
who staged the military coup of 1964.
It is important to highlight that Brazil’s relationship to fascism is peculiar compared to
other countries within Latin America or other centers of the Italian diaspora because of the
presence of a successful local fascist movement—the Ação Integralista Brasileira
[Brazilian Integralist Action]. The presence of this fascist movement, a fascism that is
tupiniquim in the sense that it is reappropriated by its three main ideologues—Plinio

“a Guerra da Abissínia parece ter abalado a boa imagem do fascismo em países tão diversos como a
França, o Reino Unido, e os Estados Unidos ... já no Brasil … a guerra não teve efeito negativo sobre a
imagem fascista.” (327)
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Salgado, Gustavo Barroso, and Miguel Reale—is also another reason for Rome’s renewed
interest in Brazil, for the fascist government sought to create an ideological bridge between
the two nations. However, Bertonha points out that fascism also looked benevolently
toward the rapid rise to power of Getúlio Vargas, which meant that the resources coming
from the fascist party were split between supporting the elected Brazilian president, soon
to become its dictator, and the promising Integralist movement developed during the
Brazilian interwar politics, which was very popular among Brazilians of Italian descent.
1.2 Ação Integralista Brasileira (1932-1937)
Back in 1931, while consul in São Paulo, Serafino Mazzolini had already noted to
Rome the emergence of a new local fascist movement, the Ação Integralista Brasileira
[Integralist Brazilian Action], from here on AIB. Mazzolini believed this movement to be
an obstacle to the fascist imperialistic plans, because of the strong nationalistic rhetoric
used by its exponents. It is only in 1936, at the height of the success of the Integralist Party,
that the then Minister of Foreign Affairs Galeazzo Ciano decided to support financially the
Integralists, while simultaneously supporting the increasingly more authoritarian
government of president Getúlio Vargas. Before the 1938 elections, in which the AIB was
going to participate and most likely secure important seats, President Getúlio Vargas,
whose presidency had become increasingly authoritarian and was soon coming to a close
(since he could not run for another term), proposed to Plinio Salgado, chefe of the
Integralists, to join forces in overthrowing the liberal regime and installing a permanent
state of siege. In return Vargas promised to Salgado and the Integralists the complete
control of the Ministry of Education, under which they could have continued to develop
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their program and militias. In particular, Vargas wanted access to a collection of documents
that General Olympio Mourão Filho, head of the Integralist secret services had drafted,
which included false information of a communist plan to overtake the government, known
as the “Cohen Plan.” Once these documents were published, they allowed Vargas to declare
a state of siege. Now in complete control of the government, Vargas soon forgot the
promises made to Salgado and the Integralists.22 Rome immediately stopped financing the
AIB, since, for the Italian fascists, the two movements were almost interchangeable, thus
leading them to believe that a collaboration between the two authoritarian Brazilian forces
would actually be possible. Vargas immediately banned the existence of any other party or
political associations, thus actively dismantling the AIB. Its leaders, after brief exiles or
imprisonments, came to terms with Vargas’ government and some actively became
involved in it. It is the case of Miguel Reale, the youngest of the three ideologues of the
AIB, that reveals how fascist ideas have reproduced themselves throughout the twentieth
century Brazilian political landscape.
While the Integralist party existed for merely five years, its existence changed not
only the way of doing right-wing politics but politics more broadly in Brazil as it was, after

Historian Sandra McGee Deutsch, in “Brazil: A Revolution of the Heart and Soul,” (1999) delineates the
trajectory of the AIB and explains that Vargas strategically used the popularity of the Integralists to his
favor. Indeed, in 1934 Vargas had banned the only left leaning, radical, party the Ação Nacional
Liberatdora (ANL) but did not use the same measures against the AIB, even if congress had solicited him
to do so at various moments, especially when the AIB threatened the stability of the democracy through
violent protests or with the recruitment and training of militias. Vargas, Deutsch explains, used the
“Integralist’s fierce campaign against democracy, politicians, and communism” to “create acceptance for a
coup that would eliminate these forces.”(303) Just as the fascist propaganda in Brazil allowed for
widespread acceptance of authoritarian ideas, the presence of the AIB on the Brazilian political panorama
allowed Vargas to maintain and extend his power. Ultimately, Vargas recycles the paradigm of the lesser
evil by emerging as the strongest alternative to a fascist takeover.
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all, the first Brazilian political mass party with a national base. Hélgio Trindade in his study
Integralismo (O Fascismo brasileiro na década de 30) [Integralism (The Brazilian Fascism
in the 1930s)] published in 1974 gives a clear picture of the origin, the formation, and the
nature of the AIB:
o integralismo seria um movimento fascista em função da composição social dos
seus aderentes; das motivações de adesão de seus militantes; do tipo de organização
do movimento; do contéudo explicito do discurso ideologico; das atitudes
ideologicas de seus aderentes; enfim, do sentimento de solidariedade do movimento
com a relação à corrente fascista internacional. (Trindade 12)
integralism is a fascist movement because of the social composition of its
adherents; the motivations of adhesion of its militants; the type of organization of
the movement; the explicit content of the ideological discourse; the ideological
attitudes of its adherents; finally, the sentiment of solidarity of the movement
toward the fascist international current. (Trindade 12)
In his study, a major touchstone for anyone interested in Integralism, Trindade maintains
that there could not have been an AIB without the rise of fascism in Europe and the
presence of ethnic European minorities (especially Italians) among the communities that
largely supported the AIB. 23 Trindade recognizes the Integralists’need of an external model
of reference in the hierarchical organization of the AIB and in its ritualistic and public
ceremonies. Like Emilio Gentile, Trindade also affirms that “you cannot dissociate, in a
fascist movement, the ideology and the organization because there exists an explicit
relation between the structure of the latter and the content of the other former.”24 (169) The
organization of the AIB was extremely rigid to ensure that the Chefe (the Brazilian version
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For those interested in reading more about the historical trajectory of the AIB in English, please see the
already mentioned chapter “Brazil: A Revolution of Heart and Soul” in Sandra McGee Deutsch’s book Las
Derechas. The Estreme Right in Argentina, Brazil, and Chile 1890-1939.
24 “não se pode dissociar, num movimento fascista, a ideologia e a organização porque existe uma relação
explícita entre a estrutura desta e o contéudo da outra”(169).
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of a Duce) had ultimately all the powers; it was also an instrument of political and
ideological socialization, in a sense calquing the function of the Italian Dopolavoro; and
more importantly it was the prefiguration of what the ideologues of Integralism envision
as the Integralist state.
Regarding the relationship between the AIB and the growing community of Italian
immigrants, Trindade findings show that, while Integralism as such cannot be explained
without the rise of Italian fascism, its popularity did not depend on the fact that it appealed
to Italian expats. Quite the contrary, the majority of Italians (meaning those who were
actually born in Italy) did not adhere to the AIB, but remained faithful to the italianità
promoted by the fascist spokesmen in their respective cities—this is especially true in São
Paulo where big powerful Italian families, such as the Matarazzos, did not partake in the
fascist frenzy of the moment and thought it safer sticking with President Vargas. The
largest base of the party were actually the offsprings of these same Italians, both first and
second generations, who sought in the nationalism professed by the AIB a way to become
Brazilians. In the same way that the chants, the uniforms, the marches and ultimately the
exaltation of violence recreated a sense of community for those veterans who did not feel
part of the Italian society, these same ritualistic elements, transplanted in Brazil, catalyzed
a sense of brasilidade for members of immigrant communities that until then had been left
out of the Brazilian national imaginary.
The AIB also appealed to another growing sector of the Brazilian population at the
time, the white-collar middle class who had been left out of the elitist political circle—
which reflected the oligarchical system in place before the Republic of 1930— and were
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hungry for political representation. If both Fascism and Integralism can be understood as
largely middle-class movements, it is important to keep in mind that in Brazil the middle
class was not directly threatened by the fear of a proletariat dictatorship as it was in Italy,
a fear that translated into the support of the extreme fascist actions. This Brazilian middle
class was at the time of the AIB prospering and in social ascension. The participation in
the first national political party reflected their ambitions and their intentions of climbing
the Brazilian social ladder.
Marilena Chauí, in her important Ideologia e Mobilização Popular (1978)
[Ideology and Popular Mobilization], also agrees that the recipient of the Integralist
discourses was the Brazilian middle-class. However, she explains that understanding the
AIB as a middle-class movement is not enough, because this statement actually comprises
a series of challenges, especially when it comes to identifying the urban middle class in
Brazil in the 1930s. According to Chauí, the middle class cannot be in charge of an
autonomous political project because it is caught between the fear of a proletarian take over
and the desire for social ascension. The middle class according to Chauí is not simply a
conservative class, but it is “viscerally reactionary” (59).25 However, I argue that this
tendency to adhere to more conservative values, and to abhor progressive policies, is born
out of a political desire for stability. It is on this desire that right-wing movements and
authoritarian projects like the Integralist party in the 1930s and the military in 1964 build
their platforms. The support and participation of the urban middle class has been the key
element for the success and the resilience of the right in Brazil. Moreover, the participation
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“visceralmente reacionária.” (59)
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of the middle class allows us to further establish the parallels between Italy and Brazil
through the frame of the lesser evil. The association with the middle class of these fascist
and authoritarian movements, lends credence to the idea that these moments of utter
disregard for democratic institutions are somehow non-radical and thus less violent because
propelled by forces coming from the middle class, which is often taken to represent the
quintessential culture and ideology of a sensible majority.
Although Chauí is unwilling to give to the middle class political autonomy, she
recognizes that during the 1920s and 1930s the urban middle class was “a pressing force
for the overthrown of the oligarchical regime” and that “the more radical leaders were
among the public administration, the military, and the professionals” (61).26 The AIB
capitalizes on this force by making the middle class the political subject at the center of its
policies: “the middle class, especially the new middle class (white collar), without a
political role in society, disdained by the upper classes, feels in the green [Integralist] credo
the opportunity to fit into the State, which had banished them, for forty years, because [they
were perceived as] parasitic and unproductive” (65).27 In sum, the AIB becomes the party
of those who didn’t automatically belong to the old oligarchies, whether it is because they
were descendants of immigrants or affiliated with a professional class belonging to the new
technologies, but that had the capital power to be part of it. It is the Brazilian terza via
[third way]; or, as historian Sandra McGee Deutsch puts it, “the alternative to the

“uma força de pressão para a derrubada do regime oligárquico” and that “os lideres mais radicais
encontram-se entre os funcionários públicos, militares e profissionais liberais.” (61)
27
“a classe média sobretudo a nova classe média (white collar), sem papel político na sociedade,
desdenhada pelas camadas dominantes, sente no credo verde a oportunidade de ajustar-se ao Estado, que a
banira, durante quarenta anos, como paristária e improdutiva.” (65)
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left”(267), since its program included “an opening to workers...criticism of the oligarchy”
(306) while holding on to values that are customarily understood as traditional and
conservative. The aesthetics of the party, with the uniforms, the slogans and the parades,
which provided a feeling of community, also were an important factor in attracting and
building upon that repressed socio-political force.
Especially at the local level, the white-collar, petty bourgeois, was triumphing;
however, it rarely made it to the top level of the extremely rigid pyramid of the Integralist
organization. According to Trindade’s data, the top national positions were allocated to the
“urban intellectual middle bourgeoisie” (142).28 This strict hierarchical political structure
is reflected in the paramilitary one as well: “the intellectual elites hold the positions of
‘high command’ and the middle and popular classes not intellectualized constitute the
‘troops’” (Trinidade 145).29 The figure of the intellectual, whose work often embraces both
politics and culture, is fundamental in the success of any fascist movement, for the fascist
“revolution” happens also in the cultural realm.
1.3 Intellectuals and Politics
In the 1937 book Raízes do Brasil [Roots of Brazil], sociologist Sérgio Buarque de
Holanda studies the role that the positivist doctrine played in the formation of the Brazilian
intellectual elite that made the Republic possible. According to him, the love for
generalization that characterize positivism found on Brazilian land a fertile soil to grow

“média burguesia intelectual urbana” (142)
“essa estratificação social é analoga à estrutura paramlitar da organização da milícia: as elites intelectuais
detêm o “comando” e as camadas médias e populares não intelectulizadas constituem a “tropa.” (Trindade
145)
28

29
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(189). In particular, Buarque de Holanda points out how a doctrine which supposedly
affirms reality, becomes among Brazilian intellectuals a negation of that same reality:
blinded by the power of ideas, they disregarded any contradictions that such ideas might
present when applied to Brazil. Those who wanted a republic were but a small exalted
minority of intellectuals, who, as Buarque de Holanda explains, were not speaking for the
pátria and its povo. This is but the first of many pushes for reforms—or of democratic
movements—that instead of happening from the bottom up, were being orchestrated from
the top down by the intellectual elite, who, as Buarque de Holanda points out, became the
new aristocracy once the agricultural elite was displaced by urbanization and
industrialization.
A pioneer of this transformation was nonetheless Brazilian emperor Dom Pedro II,
who many accused of being more devoted to books than to his political responsibilities.
The emperor of Brazil was then a “prototype of our official intelligentsia” (Buarque 195),
setting up a relationship between culture and politics that will be reinterpreted by the
intellectual elites of the twentieth century. 30 This rings true also for the case of the Italian
intellectual élites, especially in the case of Gentile, who saw in the Risorgimento, which
promoted this equation between politics and intellectualism (as Borgese aptly described,
the Risorgimento was inspired by Dante, an exiled poet, and came to life first in the novels
of Manzoni and the poetry of Foscolo), the beginning of the fascist revolution.
Daniel Pécaut’s extensive study on the role of the intellectuals in Brazil, Os
intelectuais e a política no Brasil: entre o povo e a nação [The Intellectuals and Politics in
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“um protótipo da nossa intelectualidade oficial.” 195
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Brazil: Between the People and the Nation], shows that already in one of the most important
artistic and cultural moments of Brazilian history, the Semana de arte moderna [Week of
Modern Art] of 1922, culture and politics cooperate in the interest of creating an authentic
Brazilian national identity. Indeed, Pécaut discusses how many of these artists and
intellectuals aligned themselves with militant nationalisms, whether to the right or the left
(27). The common obsession with a Brazilian reality, which fueled their nationalism,
brought these intellectuals to repudiate liberalism, “considered as an imported product,
unsuitable to the Brazilian soil” (28).31
In Estado Moderno [Modern State] (1934), Reale writes: “last century’s [the 19 th
century] history is, nevertheless, a series of negations that the liberal State performs of
itself” (75).32 Although extreme in his thinking, Reale’s perception of liberalism was not
all wrong. Buarque de Holanda’s stance against the nineteenth century popularity of
positivism in Brazil recognizes that the intellectual elite responsible for the formation of
the Brazilian Republic, only partially assimilated liberal and democratic principles: “we
effectively assimilated these principles only when they coincided with the pure and simple
negation of a bothersome authority, confirming our instinctive horror at hierarchies and
our custom of treating rulers with familiarity” (192).33 The Marxist thinker Roberto
Schwarz, in his widely known essay “Misplaced Ideas: Literature and Society in Late

“O liberalismo, daí em diante, também teria sido como produto importado, inadaptável ao solo
brasileiro.” 28
32 “A história do Estado Liberal é, na verdade, a história de um mundo de ficções que se quer impor a
realidade.” 60
33
“Só assimilamos efetivamente esses princípios até onde coincidiram com a negação pura e simples de
uma autoridade incomoda, confirmando nosso instintivo horror às hierarquias e permitindo tratar com
familiaridade os governantes.” 192
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Nineteenth-Century Brazil,” goes on to define the adoption of liberal ideologies in late
nineteenth-century Brazil, where slavery was still in practice, as an “ideological comedy”
(20) because the reality of the everyday was strikingly different from the ideas professed
by the intellectual elite. Just as Buarque was right in calling democracy in Brazil a
misunderstanding, so too was Reale in saying that democracy in Brazil was all but a “name,
a pretext, or an instrument” (Obras Políticas I 92).34
The repudiation of liberal values, and the reinforcement of nationalistic ones,
created a new elite, that of the Brazilian-bred intellectuals. According to Pécaut, the
creation of the University of São Paulo (USP) in 1934 is part of a larger political program
aimed at forming this new political elite. Although they were still studying European
philosophy and political theory, these intellectuals—such as Miguel Reale—did not go to
study abroad, as it was customary for the previous generation of bachareis. What is even
more interesting is that with the creation of USP, according to Pécaut, the “art of doing
politics becomes directly linked to scientific knowledge” (30), a proposition that reinforces
the idea that intellectuals are the sole “owners of political knowledge” (39). Moreover,
making politics part of the sciences, assures that there will always be space for the
intellectual among the Brazilian ruling class, even in the case of the advent of a
technocracy—which is what the military regime of 1964 will turn into.
The trademark of the intellectuals of Miguel Reale’s generation, whose first
political memories are of World War I but who came of age at a moment of modernist
euphoria and search for a Brazilian identity, is that “they were able to seize and interpret
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“No Brasil, a Democracia foi um nome, um pretexto ou um instrumento.” 92
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the signs that pointed to an already existing nation inscribed into reality, although a nation
that was still lacking a political and cultural expression: they flattered themselves [by
imagining that they were] making explicit what was still implicit” (Pécaut 38).35 Pécaut
discusses how few intellectuals after this generation have shown the same tenacity and
conviction in elaborating social policies. Intellectuals such as Miguel Reale did indeed
succeed in transforming theories into praxis, and the use of his ideas by government
officials and policymakers to portray the coup d’état of 1964 as a democratic revolution
clearly is but such example.
Miguel Reale was born in 1910 in São Bento de Sapucaí in the province of São
Paulo. His family was originally from Italy: his mother, Felicidade Chiaradia, was the
daughter of the Italian immigrant Miguel Chiaradia, who came to Brazil to work the land
of the interior of São Paulo as part of a larger program promoted by Emperor Pedro I to
hire land laborers from the Mediterranean area to implement fruit cultivations in the interior
of São Paulo. His father, Brás Reale, was a doctor originally from Naples who served in
the Italian army. Because of his middle class Italian family, Miguel Reale was sent to study
at the prestigious Instituto Medio Dante Alighieri in São Paulo and then proceeded to study
Constitutional Law at the Faculdade de Direito Largo San Francisco in São Paulo,
becoming one of the most influential jurist among the political elites of the state and, later
on, the nation.

“Tinham [os intelectuais] uma vocação dirigente porque conseguiam, melhor do que qualquer outra elite,
captar e interpretar os sinais que demonstravam que já existia uma nação inscrita na realidade, mesmo que
ainda desprovida de expressão cultural e política: do implícito, vangloriavam-se de produzir o explícito” 38
35
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Miguel Reale is well aware of the special relationship between intellectuals and the
Brazilian state for in many instances throughout his autobiography he highlights the
fundamental role that the intellectual plays in the construction of Brazil. He writes “the
great mission of the Brazilian intellectual is the revelation of our national identity” (Reale
Memórias I 219).36 With a hint of arrogance, he compares his own relationship with São
Paulo governor Adhemar de Barros—a populist leader who was elected twice to the
governorship, from 1947 to 1951 and from 1963 to 1966— to the one of Plato with the
tyrant of Syracuse (198), and later he refers to himself as the Alexander of Diadema, a
municipality on the border with São Paulo (215). But more than a Plato or an Alexander,
Reale depicts himself as a messiah that takes on the responsibility of intervening whenever
he feels that Brazilian democracy is threatened: “looking back now, to the past, I might be
able to affirm that...my political participation...has always occurred either because I felt
that the democratic cause was in danger, or because I thought I was capable of contributing,
in some way, to its instauration” (Memórias II 26).37 Throughout his political trajectory,
Reale has always acted behind the scenes of power, by exerting his influence on presidents
and governors, without actually ever being the one in charge: “my conscience tells me that,
during my fortuitous wanderings, although I have always kept my eyes on the scale [of
justice], I had not been afraid to move closer to the sword of power, in a constant effort to
put the sword at the service of the scale, conforming to the symbol of Justice” (Memórias

“compreendi que a grande missão do intelectual brasileiro é a revelação de nossa identidade nacional,
reivindicando constantemente nossa privaticidade.” 219
37
“Volvendo, agora, ao passado, talvez possa afirmar que...minha participação política...sempre ocorreu
por sentir em perigo a causa da democracia, ou por julgar-me em condições de contribuir, de algum modo,
para a sua restauração.” 26
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II 26).38 Reale then effectively justifies his political actions, by casting them as attempts to
either protect democracy or restore the juridical order that was somehow lost.
Miguel Reale is also the one Integralist who, after Vargas took power in 1937,
decided to go into exile in Italy and seek the help of Mussolini himself. Reale held him in
great esteem, “he [Mussolini] gave us a model in continuous perfectibility, in incessant
revolution, reflecting all the characteristics essential to the Italic Nation” 39 (Obras Políticas
I 121). However, once in Italy he realizes that there is no hope for the Integralist movement
and ultimately decides to go back to Brazil and be part of Vargas’ government. In his
Memórias he dedicates several passages to his time in Italy, and to his disillusionment with
the Fascist political project:
longe de encontrar um povo espontaneamente integrado no regime, dei-me conta
de profunda desilusões, sentindo que a gente peninsular, em sua grande maioria,
estava cansada da aventura mussoliniana com o seu lema de viver perigosamente;
nem escondia sua aversão contra líderes de tipo de Ciano e Starace; objeto de
críticas acerbas, quando não de chacotas vulgares. (Reale Memórias I 138)
far from encountering a people spontaneously integrated in the regime, I realized
the deep disillusionments, understanding that the peninsular people, in their
majority, were tired of the mussolinian adventure with its motto of living
dangerously; nor did they [the peninsular people] hide their aversion to leaders such
as Ciano and Starace, subjects of their harsh criticisms, if not of vulgar derision.
(Reale Memórias I 138)
Moreover, when the Italian Racial Laws of 1938 are implemented he calls it a
“caricature of Hitler” and further perpetuates the idea of Italy being the lesser evil of the

“Minha consciência me diz que, durante minhas acidentais travessias, mantive os olhos seduzidos pela
balança, mas sem receio de aproximar-me da espada do poder, em reiterado esforço de colocar esta a
serviço daquela, conforme nos adverte o símbolo da Justiça.” 26
39 “ele [Mussolini] nos deu um modelo em contínua perfectibilidade, em perpétua revolução, refletindo
todas as caracterisitcas essenciais da Nação itálica.” (Obras Políticas I 121)
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two European totalitarianisms by claiming that “so inoffensive had always been the italic
people to any racial prejudice”(138).40 Of his time in Italy during the years 1937-1938,
Reale recalls:
A Itália estava vivendo momentos ambíguos que não tardariam a se converter em
tragédia....Foi-me fácil perceber que os italianos não queriam a guerra, e sobretudo
a guerra ao lado da Alemanha nazista, cujos ditames Mussolini era cada vez mais
obrigado a submeter-se, em virtude ao isolamento a que o condenavam as nações
democráticas...Sentia-o vitima da esclerose e da corrupção, que são as doenças
fatais dos sistemas políticos autoritários de longe duração, cada vez mais
divorciados das forças populares que o haviam inspirado, quando prevalecia a
crença numa terza via, representada pelo Fascismo, capaz de superar a desordem
em que se afundara a Democracia Liberal e evitar a opressão ameaçadora do
stalinismo. (Reale Memórias I 138-139)
Italy was living ambiguous moments that would have turned into tragedy not much
later...It was easy for me understand that the Italians did not want war, and
especially not a war next to Nazi Germany, whose orders Mussolini had to obey
because of the isolation to which he was condemned by the democratic nations...I
perceived him as the victim of sclerosis and of corruption, which are the fatal
sicknesses of authoritarian regimes of long duration, since they grew more distant
from the popular forces that had originally inspired them, a time in which the belief
in a terza via prevailed, represented by Fascism, [a force] capable of overcoming
the disorder in which the Liberal Democracy had drowned and of avoiding the
menacing Stalinist oppression. (Reale Memórias I 138-139)
For as much as Reale tries to distance himself from the Fascist regime, the last sentence of
his analyses of the last years of the Mussolini’s government betrays that a certain bias
regarding Fascist ideas is still present in Reale’s thought well after his integralists years.
Moreover this statement reveals Reale’s familiarity with Gentile’s conception of fascism
as terza via—that is, as a method of solving the supposedly irremediable conundrums of
socialism and liberalism. In the next chapter I will trace Reale’s intellectual genealogy and

“caricatura hitlerista” and “tão inofensa havia sido sempre a gente itálica a qualquer preconceito racial.”
(138)
40
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I will show how three main Italian thinkers, Giambattista Vico, Giovanni Gentile, and
Vilfredo Pareto have influenced Reale’s socio-political views.
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2.Fascist Intellectuals and the Lesser Evil: Giovanni Gentile and Miguel
Reale
In this chapter I argue that Miguel Reale’s Italian intellectual formation during the years
that he spent at the Instituto Medio Dante Alighieri shaped his political views in unique
ways. In particular, I expose several parallels between the fascist writings of the Italian
philosopher of the fascist party, Giovanni Gentile, and Reale’s writings about
integralismo—his own Brazilian version of fascism. Reale’s deep knowledge of Giovanni
Gentile’s fascist writings, lends credence to a re-appropriation on the part of Reale of the
rhetorical trope of the lesser evil employed by Gentile. This chapter is divided in three
parts: the first one analyzes Gentile’s fascist writings, the second one traces Reale’s
intellectual formation and shows how he came in touch with Gentile’s ideas, and the third
highlights Gentile’s theoretical influences in Reale’s integralist writings. While historians
have claimed that the efforts that Mussolini poured into the creation of a fascist “Latin”
empire failed because local nationalisms were able to appeal more successfully to people
of Italian descent, I argue that the intellectual works of Miguel Reale, which are riddled
with references to Italian thinkers who contributed in different ways to the ideological
formation of fascism, demonstrates that the propagation of fascist ideas in Brazil did indeed
generate prolific and long-lasting results.
2.1 Giovanni Gentile and the Lesser Evil
For about two decades after the end of WWII, scholars preferred to treat fascism as if
it were devoid of any intellectual substance. In contrast to what this study argues, fascism
was understood as a pathology of society, an aberration of modernity, therefore there was
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no intellectual aspect to its development, but only groups of amorphous masses that fell
victim to authoritarian personalities.1 The exaltation of the irrational aspects of fascism
made sense at the time, for few wanted to be associated with the fascist atrocities that were
bound to define an entire century. Writing in the 1970s, historian Nicola Tranfaglia in
“Intellettuali e fascismo. Appunti per una storia da scrivere” [Intellectuals and Fascism.
Notes for a history to be written], highlights the lack of studies regarding the ways in which
fascism impacted the development of Italian culture. 2 He points to the two trends that until
then characterized scholars’ attitude toward this question: the first one, deriving directly
from Croce, is that fascism did not contaminate the true Italian culture, which stayed
liberal, democratic, and antifascist (115). According to this interpretation of the events, the
intellectuals that actually did hew to fascism were opportunistic and in any case they
constituted an irrelevant number. The second one, which Tranfaglia finds just as
unsatisfactory as the first one, asserts that everybody was somehow contaminated due to
the totalitarian character of the regime (115).Tranfaglia believes that no serious study had
taken up the task of researching the historical relationship between intellectuals and

1

For more on this see the studies of Adorno, Ortega y Gasset, and Hannah Arendt. For one on the Italian
case please see Alberto Savinio’s essay collected in Sorte dell’Europa in which he defines fascism as
stupidity (27).
2 The 1970s saw a wave of cultural productions dedicated to the fascist years, such as the films Amarcord
(1973), Il Portiere di Notte (1974), Pasqualino Sette Bellezze (1975), Salò (1975), Novecento (1976),
Cristo si è fermato a Eboli (1979) among others and books such as La Storia (1974), Piazza d’Italia
(1975), Il sistema periodico (1975). These works were questioning the narrative of the “italiani brava
gente” by showing how Italians took part of the violence of the ventennio as well; while they are still
representing a mythologized resistance, they are also instilling into the public opinion the possibility that
Italians were somewhat at fault for what had happened. This is partially due to the pollical climate at the
time, in which terrorist forces of both right and left were demanding a change in government leadership, a
change that had been much overdue. For more about the 1970s political turmoil see: Settantasette. La
rivoluzione che viene edited by Sergio Bianchi e Lanfranco Caminiti e Settanta by Marco Belpoliti.
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fascism because the Italian cultural establishment wanted to protect its reputation, “in order
to avoid an examination that was going to have extremely onerous consequences” (117). 3
Benedetto Croce, Tranfaglia explains, defended his initial pro-fascist enthusiasm—
up to 1925—as a distraction, or as an “accident completely disjointed from the
development of his political thought” (120).4 For Tranfaglia the question lies precisely in
the underlying contradiction between the initial mass support that intellectuals gave to
fascism and their subsequent opposition to it. Intellectuals such as Croce, but also Einaudi
and Albertini, saw in the rise of fascism the only force capable of stopping the rise of
socialism and the eventual overthrown of the Italian bourgeoisie. However, after fascism
defeated socialism it did not give the power back to the liberal elites; a turn of events that
those intellectuals who originally supported Mussolini had not foreseen. The opposition to
fascism, then, of Croce and the others, was born out of a desire to restore their old liberal
privileges, and not necessarily of their outrage to Mussolini’s political program. Tranfaglia
argues that these intellectuals were “men of the past” (121) who did not understand that
the arrival of the masses on the political panorama brought inevitable changes to the
bourgeois hegemony.5 At the same time, Tranfaglia argues that those intellectuals that
chose instead to stay in the fascist ranks—such as Gentile, Rocco, and Bottai—actually did
theorize a new state, “that of the producers and the corporations” (122), which attempted

“per evitare un esame di coscienza che si annunciava estremamente costoso.” (117)
“accidente del tutto disgiunto dallo sviluppo del suo pensiero politico.” (120)
5 “uomini del passato.” (121)
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to answer, albeit with obsolete tools, the demands of the modern political, social, and
economical life.6
The writings of the philosopher of the party Giovanni Gentile are an important primary
source if we are to understand the extent to which the rhetoric of the lesser evil is
constitutive of fascist discourse. Moreover, the philosopher of the Integralist Brazilian
Action Miguel Reale will employ similar concepts to the ones Gentile uses to legitimize
the use of violence and to re-define authoritarian gestures as a democratic revolution of the
middle classes during the Brazilian military coup d’état of 1964.
Giovanni Gentile wrote Origini e Dottrina del Fascismo in 1927 and he subsequently
published it in 1929. It took five years for fascist guidelines to be established, a time lapse
that attests to fascism’s inherent eclecticism and nature of being a “catch-it-all-party” (Linz
5). Gentile, aware of the fact that the party was in need of a political philosophy that could
guarantee its legitimate status among the larger political currencies at the time—a
philosophy that went beyond the squadrismo of the first years of the movement—tries to
explain the actions of the fascist movements by calling them a political method and not a
system. He explains that if “we commonly understand as a system a laid-out and closed
doctrine based upon theories fixed in propositions or theorems...around which we have a
sect [then] nothing more foreign from Fascism than any systematic or philosophical
pretense” (G. Gentile Origini 41).7 Calling fascism a method highlights the centrality that

“quello dei produttori e delle corporazioni.” (122)
“comunemente per sistema s’intende una dottrina svolta e chiusa in un giro di teorie fissate in
proposizioni o teoremi…intorno a cui sorge…la setta”; “nulla di più alieno del Fascismo da ogni pretesa
sistematica o filosofica.” (41)
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fascism places on action, more so than thought also implies a certain primacy of praxis,
similar to the Marxist one, but re-appropriated to the fascist revolution. 8
We can only speak of philosophy in relation to fascism, Gentile continues, if we
understand philosophy as “a universal principle in the act of its happening, a principle
capable of manifesting gradually, day after day, its fecundity and the load of consequences
of its capabilities” (Origini 40).9 This statement may appear contradictory at first insofar
as a principle cannot be both unique to the reality of each day, and universal, an overarching
guidance to our understanding of the world. While the universal has to take place within
the empirical world, it seems that what Gentile suggests here is that the principle that offers
itself as the key to the universal mutates constantly thus affecting its status as a universal.
However, Gentile’s conception of philosophy makes sense if fascism is understood as an
ideology in constant conflict with its previous iterations, persistently trying to justify its
actions once they have already happened by fabricating the circumstances within which
decisions about these actions have been made. This is especially true if we think that the
consequences, or the practical manifestations, of this principle, which is both unique and
universal, are revealed only once they happen, thus suggesting that actions more so than
thoughts define the principle itself. Gentile’s philosophy of attualismo, actualism, in which
thought and action are indistinct, offers then the basis within which violent actions are
justified. Indeed, this begs the question: if there isn’t an a-priori thought to which we can

8

We know for a fact that Giovanni Gentile knew Marxist theory quite well, so much so that he dedicates to
it an entire study called “La filosofia della prassi.”
9
“un principio di carattere universale nell’atto del suo svolgimento, un principio capace di manifestare a
grado a grado, e quasi un giorno dopo l’altro, la propria fecondità e la portata delle conseguenze e
applicazione di cui è capace.” (40)
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trace the action, how can we attribute responsibility? This reinforces the point that the
rhetoric of “the lesser evil” is constitutive of fascism, and that it was not built upon only
through comparison with Germany, but it was theoretically ingrained in the fascist
ideology. If you cannot attribute responsibility, or better, if your actions will always find a
justification post-factum, then these actions, even if criminal, will always appear as “the
lesser evil” because they can be legitimized in the aftermath of their consequences. The
overlapping of actions and thoughts, or the understanding of the action as thought, is central
to Gentile’s philosophy and can be traced back to the mazzinian motto pensiero e azione.
Gentile often refers back to Giuseppe Mazzini as the one who started the
“revolution” that fascism successfully fulfills. 10 He is referring to the Risorgimento, the
political and spiritual movement to create a united Italy. However, the Risorgimento
Mazzini had envisioned does not succeed—it ultimately does not create a Republic and the
power remains in the hands of a small elite. A contemporary of Gentile, Giuseppe Antonio
Borgese, writing in exile in 1937, identifies in the Risorgimento some of the mystical traits
we are to see in the rhetoric of fascism. In Golitah: The March on Fascism, Borgese traces
the cultural trajectory that according to the author has allowed for the large popular
consensus fascism has found in interwar Italy. When describing the Risorgimento, whose
name “chosen for the new era...was bad: another variant of Renaissance, another plea for
the resurrection of the dead”(52), Borgese once again notes how the figures who are in
charge of unifying Italy and finally bringing into reality that nation Dante had brought to

10

I will look more in depth at what revolution means in fascist terms through the writings of Miguel Reale
(by comparing them to some of Gentile’s ideas on revolution) in chapter 3.
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life in his poetics some five hundred years earlier, are “five poets and “three heroes”(53).
Of these heroes,
[Mazzini]was an Italian man of letters, nourished like all others upon the
reminiscence and regrets of the past glory of Rome. He was also a worshipper of
Dante, in whom he found the idea of the unity of mankind and of human society as
a revelation of God...He resumed, from ancient Romanism, the purpose of universal
law and unitary organization...He agreed with the Middle Ages as far as the goal of
human history was concerned; no different than Dante he saw that goal in the
perfectibility of human intellect and action, and in the realization of God’s plan, but
he freed his religion from the structure of the Catholic dogma and mythology.
(Borgese 61)
Mazzini “was a discoverer of unity,” so much so that he successfully accomplishes
a bridge “between medieval theology and modern humanism”(61). Mazzini’s motto
pensiero e azione exemplifies this unity in the attempt to create a totality in which the ideal
and the material exists in the same instance: the reality is not a given, because if that was
the case, the reality would be too limiting, such that men could not reach the fulfillment of
their spirituality. The mazzinian unity is also visible in the “totalitarian character” of the
fascist doctrine, “which does not only concern the political ordering and direction on the
nation, but its entire will, its thought and its sentiment.” (G. Gentile Origini 36).11
For Gentile the meaning of the motto pensiero e azione is that: “life is not a game, but
a mission, and that the individual has therefore a rule, a purpose, whose realization brings
to the individual his value, to the point that, for this purpose the individual should sacrifice
himself, by sacrificing private interests, quotidian worries if not his life altogether” (G.

“carattere totalitario…la quale non concerne soltanto l’ordinamento e l’indirizzo politico della nazione,
ma tutta la sua volontà, il suo pensiero e il suo sentimento.” (36)
11
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Gentile Origini 10).12 The idea that your life’s worthiness is defined by your actions,
undermines the basic principle of equality that is foundational to any liberal democracy. If
actions define someone’s worth, thus their role in society, there will always be an irrational
hierarchy, some who will be intrinsically better than others. Actions, which always have a
purpose, are translatable into a profession; it is here that the corporativist state brings into
reality the fascist state. Instead of an “abstract political individual that the old State thought
of as an autonomous atom,” the corporativist state sees a “specialized productive force”
that supports a “system of organic representation, corresponding to the real structure in
which citizens are framed and from which they derive the fundamental motives of their
psychology and the constant aliment of their personality” ( G. Gentile Origini 50-51).13 It
is your work that gives you freedom and, depending on what it is that you do, a certain
amount of political representation. This is the democracy of fascism, and we will see that
Miguel Reale entertains a similar idea in his writings .
In tracing a cultural genealogy of fascism, Gentile wants to show that although fascism
flirts with anti-intellectualism, it is in fact culturally and philosophically rooted in a long
tradition of Italian thought. Indeed, fascism is only anti-intellectual in so far, Gentile
argues, as intellectualism represents a “divorce of thought from action, of science from

“la vita non è un giuoco, ma missione, e che l’individuo ha perciò una legge, un fine, nel cui
raggiungimento ottiene il suo valore, e che per questo fine perciò gli conviene sacrificarsi, sacrificando ora
i privati comodi e interessi quotidiani o addirittura la vita.” (10)
13 “astratto individuo politico che il vecchio stato liberale supponeva atomo autonomo;” “forza produttiva
specializzata;” “sistema di rappresentazione organica, corrispondente alla reale struttura in cui i cittadini
sono inquadrati e da cui traggono i motivi fondamentali della loro psicologia e l’alimento costante della
loro personalità.” (50-51)
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life, of brain from heart, of theory from practice” (Origini 38).14 Thus, the antiintellectualism Gentile and fascism champion is not “hostility to culture, but to bad
culture...to culture that does not educate and does not build the man...and [instead] makes
him into a morally thus politically indifferent man” (Origini 39).15 Gentile here is building
a binary relation between a kind of culture produced under fascist auspices, which is good,
and one he conceives of as “bad” culture, which for him encompasses all the cultural
productions that are not explicitly political, that do not concern themselves with the azione,
or “doing,” and are to be understood only through their aesthetics.
For Gentile, “bad” culture, produces in turn “bad” men, men who are morally
indifferent to the needs of their nation, which, in the totalitarian vision we have discussed
earlier, means that they are politically disinterested. This however cannot be the case
because in the fascist state, as Gentile aptly describes, the nation is not an a-priori entity
that lives outside of the people, rather the nation is to be found within the people (46). If
they do not sacrifice every aspect of their lives to a higher purpose—the nation—then,
according to fascist ideology, they are not worthy of this life. The totality of Gentile’s
philosophy is astounding, and the vitalism that governs it is reminiscent of Mazzini, as well
as another humanist, that of Vico. It is along this tradition that we should attempt to
understand the theoretical foundation of fascism as an ideology that has made of “the lesser
evil” its primary axiom. If the nation is within oneself, and it is the principle that guides

“divorzio del pensiero dall’azione, della scienza dalla vita, del cervello dal cuore, della teoria dalla
pratica.” (38)
15 ostilità alla cultura, ma alla cattiva cultura…alla cultura che non educa ne non fa l’uomo…e ne fa
un…uomo moralmente e perciò politicamente indifferente.”(39) Emphasis mine.
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our actions, to the point of sacrificing one’s will to it, then any violence or abuse done in
the name of the nation is justifiable so long as it fulfills the purpose of the nation; it becomes
less evil than any other action that might harm the integrity of the nation.
Gentile’s persistence in creating an intellectual genealogy of fascism is also evident in
the manifesto produced during the Congress of Fascist Intellectuals which held its first
meeting in Bologna in March 1925. The result of this congress was a Manifesto of Fascist
Intellectuals in which Gentile defends fascism’s political and cultural legitimacy—a postfacto legitimization of the brutality with which fascism first conquered the majority and
then proclaimed a one party State. Giovanni Gentile describes fascism as a “recent yet
ancient movement of the Italian spirit” (Manifesto 173); however, he immediately goes on
to say that while “it is intimately linked to the history of the Italian nation, it is not devoid
of meaning of interest for other nations” (Manifesto 173). He allows for the possibility of
fascism to become an international movement; this internationalism, theorized by one of
the ideologues of fascism, is important in understanding and accepting fascism has spread
throughout the globe. It also reveals another contradiction of fascism: that it is a
nationalistic movement with international aspirations.
In this manifesto Gentile addresses the action of the squadristi, who were brutally
beating up socialists throughout the Po valley. This is the most evident example of the
rhetoric of the lesser evil I have defined thus far. Gentile justifies fascist thuggery by
explaining that “squadrism’s targets were the proponents of national disintegration, whose
activities culminated in the general strike of July 1922”(Manifesto 175) and that “however
intransigent fascism’s patriotism is, its heart is filled with humanity.” (Manifesto 176)
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Gentile uses the discursive force of the lesser evil to his advantage: he writes that the
opposing forces were disrupting the unity of the Italian nation.
Gentile is thus pointing to the actions of the strikers as more subversive than the ones
of the fascist beaters, not so much because they wanted to abolish capitalism, but because
they wanted to destroy Italy as a nation. The squadre become then in the writings of Gentile
a legitimate tool: “[they] are the force of a virtual State that tends to realize itself, and in
order to realize a superior regime they disobey the regulatory laws of the [liberal] State to
be overthrown because incomparable to the essence of the aspired national [fascist] State”
(Origini 33).16 The actions of the squadre, however, do not cease after the four years of
“illegality,” (Origini 32) but they persist even once the new regime is in power. 17 At this
point then, the squadre do not represent the force of the revolution against the State, but
that of the State “against the residues and the internal debris that prevent [the State’s]
execution and organization” (Origini 34).18 The almost geological language Gentile uses
to describes the forces opposing fascism, “residues” and “internal debris,” is reminiscent
of the larger projects of bonifica happening throughout the ventennio, which, as Ruth BenGhiat explains, were not simply about draining the swamps of the Po, but also the swamps
of the Italian political landscape.
The squadre, which Gentile explains were the illegal but necessary force to begin the
fascist revolution, became, once the party was in power, the “legal voluntary Militia,”

“la forza di uno Stato virtuale che tende a realizzarsi, e per realizzare un regime superiore trasgrediscono
la legge regolatrice del regime che si vuol rovesciare perché impari all’essenza dello Stato nazionale a cui
si aspira.” (Origins 33)
17 “illegalità” (32)
18 “contro i residui e i detriti interni che ostacolano il suo svolgimento e la sua organizzazione.”(34)
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whose duty was to “efficiently maintain the warrior spirit of the Revolution until it had
exhausted its program” (Origini 34).19 In the lengthy explanation he dedicates to the
squadrismo, Gentile is actively legitimizing the violence the fascists used to achieve and
maintain their power. He is aware of the need to somehow excuse the brutal actions
committed by these militias, and to further justify why they are still in existence once the
revolution had been achieved. This is a prime example of the ways in which fascism strives
to elide its own contradictions: if the squads were necessary to achieve the revolution, why
are they still necessary once the revolution happened? The shift in regards to the necessity
of the squads, whose existence by then should have been obsolete since the state had been
overthrown, allows fascism to maintain the use of force. In a sense, we can interpret
fascism’s capacity to prevent the exposure of its contradictions through a constant
renegotiation of the circumstances under which previous iterations of its political ideology
have taken place as the source of its generative power.
2.2 Miguel Reale and the Italianità of the Dante Alighieri
Because of his Italian family, Miguel Reale was sent to study at the prestigious
Instituto Medio Dante Alighieri in São Paulo. Reale discusses how it is during this time
that he understood the incredible potential of education as a tool for propagandistic effort
(Memórias I 30) and laments that: “the preoccupation for the italianità was suffocating,
being clear that the willingness of transmitting to the descendants of immigrants the
peninsular tradition, was more because of a demand from above, according to the

“legale Milizia volontaria:” manten[ere] in efficienza lo spirito guerriero della Rivoluzione finché essa
non abbia esaurito il suo programma”(34)
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mussolinian style” (Reale Memórias I 32).20 Because of his years spent at the Dante
Alighieri, Reale was well educated in Italian literature, culture, and history and fostered
this connection with the Italian world of jurisprudence also later on in his life. It seems that
despite the “suffocating” italianità of the Dante Alighieri Reale enjoyed the extensive
library of the institution, to the point that many of the references visible in his later works
do come from the Italian theoretical landscape. In particular, he writes that “the reading”
of the works of Antonio Labriola “in my adolescence marked, more than anybody can
imagine, my intellectual formation, which profited from the selected library of the Dante,
which allowed me to read the principal platonic dialogues, and, in Latin, the Mondologia
of Liebniz, whose ideas of a pre-established harmony marked me deeply” (Memórias I
34).21 How did Reale get in touch with the Marxist works of Labriola if the Dante Alighieri
was increasingly fascist? It is likely that he became familiar with this Italian philosopher
through the close contact with the brothers Franciso and Dante Isoldi, both ardent antifascists, originally from a small city near Salerno, who arrived in São Paulo in 1919.
Francisco Isoldi was a scholar of classics and he taught at the Istituto Medio Dante
Alighieri before joining the newly funded Department of Letters and Philosophy at the
University of São Paulo in 1935. Dante Isoldi, who Reale describes as a “social-democrat”
(Memórias I 34), was known in São Paulo for his socialist activities; Dante Isoldi’s name

“a preocupação pela “italianidade” [italianità] era sufocante, sendo patente o programa de perpetuar-se a
tradição peninsular nos descendentes de imigrantes, mais por exigência do alto, segundo o estilo
mussoliniano” (Memórias I 32).
21
“a leitura” and “na adolescência, marcou, mais do que se possa imaginar, minha formação intelectual,
favorecida pela selecionada biblioteca do Dante, que me permitiu ler os principais diálogos platônicos, e
em latim, a Mondologia, de Leibniz, cuja ideia da harmonia preestabelecida me impressionou
profundamente” (Memórias I 34).
20
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also appears in the correspondence between São Paulo consul Serafino Mazzolini and
Italian foreign ministry Dino Grandi, who wanted Isoldi out of the school on the ground
that he was one of the most determined enemies of the regime in São Paulo (Mazzolini in
Bertonha 153).22 Reale describes Isoldi’s socialism “with some spots of marxism, but of
the open marxism and of wide theoretical inspiration, exhausted in the admirable work of
Antonio Labriola, up to now one of the most precious analyses of what is alive in Marxist
thinking” (Memórias I 34).23
Antonio Labriola—not to be confused with Arturo Labriola, who also appears in
Reale’s Memórias—was an Italian Marxist philosopher who sought to reconcile Marxist
theory with its practice. He wanted Marxism to be a philosophy of praxis—a concept that
Antonio Gramsci will later developed—that would take into consideration the
unpredictable variables of society instead of acting as an undisputable truth. Roberto
Dainotto in the article “Historical Materialism as new humanism: Antonio Labriola’s ‘In
Memoria del Manifesto dei Comunisti (1895)’,” argues that Labriola’s critical communism
is a new humanism, that proposes historical materialism as a new science, “immanent to
the very historical contexts it theorizes” (Dainotto 272-273). As a new science, Marxism
needs to be appreciated in its novelty and difference from the natural sciences since “the
distance instituted by natural sciences between object and subject of study disappears here:
subject and object become an inextricable totality” (Dainotto 274). However, Dainotto

“socialista democrático” (34)
“com algumas tintas de marxismo, mas do marxismo aberto e de larga inspiração teórica, haurida na obra
admirável de Antonio Labriola, até hoje uma das mais preciosas análises do que há de vivo no pensamento
de Marx.” (34)
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shows that a similar concept of history had already been formulated by Italian philosopher
Giambattista Vico in his New Science, which Labriola knew very thoroughly thanks to his
participation in the classes of Vico’s scholar Bertrando Spaventa. Besides, “cleansing the
genealogy of Marxism from its positivist precursors ... [and] re-inscribing Marxism within
an Italian genealogy of thought” (Dainotto 275), Labriola, through Vico, also “elevates
communism to the status of a philosophy competing, if not identifying itself, with idealism”
(Dainotto 280). Because of Reale’s thorough knowledge of Labriola’s work, and because
his formation in Italian philosophy and his idealist inclination, I propose that Reale came
to know Vico’s innovative conception of human progress through Labriola. It is also
possible, however, that Reale came to know Vico through the reading of philosopher
Giovanni Gentile, whose work was most likely available to him during his years at the
Dante Alighieri. This intellectual genealogy explains Reale’s belief, and Integralism’s
belief more in general, that social evolution is achieved through a continuous cycles of
ruptures—ricorsi—and stability—corsi. (Reale Actualidades 34) Reale mantains that
progress is achieved through a series of constant crises, or conflicts, that allow the
opportunity to renegotiate hierarchies of power. This idea is also visible in fascism’s
overall tendency to stand in conflict with previous iterations of itself, making precisely this
conflict, or contradictory stances, its generative power. Moreover, both Vico’s theory of
the verum-factum and Gentile’s insistence on the synchronicity thought and action strongly
echoe throughout Reale’s work. Vico argues that truth is nothing more than a product of a
communal belief, meaning that events can constantly be fabricated to fit the moral, or
emotional, need of a particular community.
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That a Marxist philosopher was at the center of Reale’s intellectual formation is not
surprising, for even philosopher Marilena Chauí praises Reale’s knowledge of Marxism;
however, Reale in his Memórias goes as far as to say that in his youth, because of the
aforementioned socialist influences, he also became “an adversary of Mussolini” (35).24 It
is unclear what “youth” entails here, for in 1934, at only twenty-four years of age, Reale
wrote the ideological pillar of the Integralist Movement, titled Estado Moderno [Modern
State], in which he praises Mussolini. An hypothesis for why he chose to relegate Marxism
to his youth is that by doing so Reale highlights how Integralism allowed him to overcome
this “youthful” mistake. At the same time, it is also possible that he chose to emphasize his
socialist backgorund in order to draw attention away from his Integralist past and his
collaboration with the military coup of 1964, given that his memoirs appeared in 1986, a
year after the Brazilian military dictatorship ended. Nevertheless, it is important to
acknowledge that many Italian fascist intellectuals and politicians, Mussolini himself, grew
out of a dissatisfied socialist movement. Reale too moves from the critical communism of
Antonio Labriola to the revisionist socialism of Carlo Rosselli, who, inspired by the British
labor movement, developed a non-Marxist theory of socialism in which “socialism
becomes liberal and liberalism socializes itself” (Rosselli in Reale Memórias I 63).25 This
shift of Reale’s position toward socialist ideas reflects a deeper crisis in political terms,
which brings him to explore Gentile’s idea of a terza via, a synthesis between socialism
and liberalism. It is thus likely then that Giovanni Gentile, more so than Labriola, or

24
25

“um adversário de Mussolini” (35)
“o socialism torna-se liberal e o liberalismo se socializa” (Rosselli in Reale 63)
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perhaps both, provided a blueprint for Reale’s evolution toward a political philosophy that
uses ideas of the left but repurposes them in a way that transforms them into “ideological
oxymorons.” (Spackman 132) However, this terza via needed to be authentically Brazilian.
Reale continued his academic career at the Faculdade de Direito Largo San
Francisco in São Paulo, commonly known by the nickname Arcadas, where he obtained a
degree in Constitutional Law. Laws for Reale are simultaneously normative, provisional,
and open to change: “laws, in order to perform a pedagogical functions...have to be a
concretization or a dynamic integration of social facts and of human values, through
incessant and renewed normative synthesis; synthesis that are always opened and
provisional, since they do not express a unifying or totalizing dialectic, in the mode of
Hegel or Marx, but a dialectic of polarity or complementarity”(Memórias I 219).26
Ultimately, Reale’s understanding of laws reveal a peculiar paradox: those making the rules
are practitioners and can change them as they please.
This definition of law reappears, in a more polished form, in Reale’s internationally
acclaimed tridimensional theory of law. According to Reale a law is not simply normative,
but it is also comprised of both sociological aspect (what he calls social facts) and an
axiological one (the human values). The humanism of this theory is groundbreaking, for
the fact-value relationship usually finds expression in humanistic disciplines, not in
jurisprudence; a humanism that reflects Reale’s own predisposition to literature and the

“as leis, para poderem exercer a função pedagógica...devem ser a concreção ou a integração dinâmica dos
fatos sociais e dos valores humanos, através de incessantes e renovadas sínteses normativas; sínteses
abertas e sempre provisórias, visto serem sem expressão, nao de uma dialética unitária ou totalizante, à
maneira de Hegel ou Marx, mas de uma dialética de polaridade ou complementariedade” 219
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arts more generally, however frustrated his literary ambitions might have been. 27 The
humanism permeating this understanding of the law is also dangerous—as the discourse
surrounding 1964 shows—because it can lead to disambiguation and misinterpretation of
the law: Reale does not define what he means by value, nor does he ever clearly express
what his values are.
Throughout the Memórias he insists that his formation was not a professional one,
but a humanistic one, “the [law] school of São Paulo never abandoned its cult of poetry or
prose” (Reale Memórias I 50), or “in the Arcadas, yesterday like today, the epochs succeed
to and interweave with one another, when they don’t muddle, to give us as a result a
tradition that resembles that of the Renaissance, when Jurisprudence was a word that
covered all the humanistic disciplines” (Reale Memórias I 53).28 In this way he justifies
not so much his juridical work, which has been largely recognized in Brazil, but also his
philosophical and literary contributions. Not surprisingly he also writes that “if we take a
look at the major figures of paulista literature, we must recognize that the majority comes
from the Arcadas, and not so much from the Department of Literature and Philosophy [of
USP]” (50).29 Indeed, according to him, the humanistic departments of the University of
São Paulo only produced mediocre Marxists. Reale’s never really fulfilled passion for
letters and philosophy is then channeled in his juridical and political work.
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Miguel Reale claims to be a poet as well.
“a faculdade paulistana jamais abandonou o culto da poesia ou do romance” (50) and “nas Arcadas,
ontem como hoje, as épocas se sucedem e se entretecem, quando não se baralham, para dar-nos como
resultado uma tradição que faz lembrar o Renascimento, quando Jurisprudentia era uma palavra com a qual
se compendiavam todos os estudos humanístico” (53).
29 “se relancearmos os olhos para as maiores figuras da literatura paulista, forçoso será reconhecer que elas
proveem mais das Arcadas do que da Faculdade de Filosofia e Letras.” (50)
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As we have seen, the 1930s are tumultuous years in Brazil, especially in São Paulo,
which attempts a secessionist coup in 1932. During this time, Reale’s political
consciousness is formed based on his intellectual experience at the Dante Alighieri with
socialist texts and idealist philosophy and his exposure to extremely conservative,
positivistic ideas at the San Francisco. It is both the Revolution of 1930, aimed at
suppressing the old oligarchies, and the violent repression with which the government met
the paulista attempt to secede that most deeply shaped Reale’s political loyalties. Already
in 1932 Reale had moved away from anything remotely socialist for he declares that “the
Revolution of 1932, [was] a typical movement of the middle class, who, apropos, is always
vanguardist in the revolutionary events” (21).30 The middle class is, according to Reale, at
the center of any revolutionary movement, a belief that is in stark contrast with Marxist
ideas. The centrality of the middle class is in turn reflected in tˆhe pyramidal society he
envisions for the Integralist State, in which white-collar professionals sit at the top of it.
The middle class is in the hierarchies of the AIB divided into two separate kind: the petitbourgeois that can achieve success only within the local level, and the professionals, which
comprises doctors, lawyers, intellectuals, and professors, who govern at the national level.
The proletariat, according to Reale, needs the guidance of the middle class.
It is not by chance that another important reference for Reale’s thought is Vilfredo
Pareto’s theory of the élites. According to Pareto, the equilibrium of society depends upon
the velocity with which each non-governing élite in the higher stratum of society supplants

“a Revolução de 1932, movimento típico da classe média, que, por sinal, é sempre vanguardeira nos
eventos revolucionários.” (21)
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the governing élite. Pareto too understands human society as if in a continuous cycle of
transformation, which he calls “class-circulation” (555), but not everybody can partake in
this revolution: Pareto does not believe that what he calls the “lower stratum” or the “nonélite” has any sway in deciding the faith of the socio-political order (555). Only some
individuals from the lower stratum can access the higher stratum and thus restore the
“governing class ... not only in numbers, but—and that is the more important thing—in
quality, by families rising from the lower classes and bringing with them the vigor and the
proportions of residues necessary for keeping themselves in power.” (Pareto 555)
Basically, according to Pareto, the circulation of élites happens as a continuous restoration
of power, that is through a careful selection of those individuals from the lower stratum
who either have the “label” or the “wealth” to become part of the higher stratum. However,
in such society, social mobility is unlikely to happen, because the ultimate goal of this
selected integration is to restore the original power of the elites.
Pareto explains that, when the social equilibrium is unstable, because of
“accumulation of superior elements in the lower classes and, conversely, of inferior
elements in the higher classes” (555), and a revolution is about to happen “the members of
the lower strata are captained by leaders from the higher strata, because the latter possess
the intellectual qualities required for outlining a tactic, while lacking the combative
residues supplied by individuals from the lower strata” (Pareto 555). Reale espouses this
theory, as he sees himself among those intellectuals in charge of re-establishing the lost
social equilibrium. What defines who is part of the élite is not so much wealth, although
Pareto admits that can be a contributing factor to becoming part of the governing elite, but
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the capacity of each individual in his “human activity” (551). The élite then becomes the
“class of the people who have the highest indices in their branch of activity and to that class
give the name of élite” (Pareto 552). This division of society is reminiscent of the ways in
which Reale divides society according to a person’s qualities. It also remits to Gentile’s
understanding of an individual’s worth merely based on the kind of activity he entertains
and the advancement this activity contributes to society at large.
The legacy of Pareto’s society divided according to a person’s qualities in both
Gentile and Reale’s fascist writings is a smoke screen that prevents an understanding of
the deep inequality that this idea of society entails: due to different class privileges, it is
unlikely that the same kind of qualities are available to all, especially when it comes to
qualities that are developed through education or professionalization. However, by saying
that each contributes to politics based on their work, the fascists enhanced the role of
workers, without however actually giving them power. It is again part of the paradigm of
the lesser evil, meaning that it places itself between the oligarchies and their non-inclusive
liberalism and the communists and their subversive egalitarianism. Ultimately, for both
Gentile and Reale, it is our work that defines not only our role in society, but our identity
as well—which is exemplified in the corporatist state. Indeed, it is from corporativist
theories of Fascist Italy, that Reale draws the ideological guidelines for the Integralist State.
2.3 The Fictional State of Miguel Reale, O Estado Moderno 1934
Marilena Chauí, in Ideologia e mobilização popular (1978) [Ideology and Popular
Mobilization,] shows how the “ideological constellation” of authoritarian thought in
Brazil—but also elsewhere—survives through a series of dichotomies that she articulates
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as the opposition of “artificial, legal and foreigner” to “natural, real and national” (36).31
While at first it would seem that the nationalism that characterizes the speeches of
Integralist leaders, with their embrace of mythical Brazilian figures such as the
bandeirante, the caboclo, the gaúcho, the tupi, the sertanejo, stands against the former
triad, that of imported ideas and concepts, Chauì shows that this is not the case. She argues
that the mere substitution of “myths of European origins for others, indigenous ones, it is
[not] a theoretical operation sufficient to free the national thought from ‘alien influences’”
(36).32 She explains that this is nothing more than a mere change in vocabulary which
allows right-wing, nationalist discourses to use European concepts and ideas without
“being ashamed of them” (37). Theories coming from Europe become empty signifiers
onto which each singular place can attach their own, national, signified.
Chauí goes on to explain that this particular operation, helps us understand how
authoritarian thought works. She argues that it is not so much because of the importation
of certain ideas, in this case fascist ones from Italy, that a strand of Brazilian intellectual
thought becomes authoritarian; rather, it is because the inner nature of authoritarian thought
operates through the importation of ideas. Chauí believes in the existence of an
authoritarian mode of thought, and not simply in a way of thinking that arise from
authoritarian actions—although these two are never disconnected (37). This authoritarian
mode of thought has nothing to do with personal psychology, it is purely a political matter.
In her definition, “authoritarian thought… needs a priori certainties in order to fulfill itself

“constelação ideológica” and “artificial, legal e estrangeiro” and “natural, real e nacional.” (36)
“mitos de origem européia por outros, caboclos [não] é uma operação teórica suficiente para liberar o
pensamento nacional das “influencias” alienígenas.” (36)
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and it is going to find them as much in ‘facts’ as in ‘theories’” (37).33 The authoritarian
thought needs to find a-priori certainties in real world events, manipulating facts in which
it can project its own models of knowledge production, which are not original, but come
from, as in the case of the mythical origins of Brazil, theories and concepts already
produced and subsequently emptied out.
O pensar autoritário, região das consequências sem premissas, precisa localizar em
algum ponto externo, anterior e fixo um conjunto de afirmações protocolares graças
as quais entra a pensar. Apoia-se no já visto ( o fato exemplar), no já pensado ( a
teoria previa), no já enunciado ( o discurso autorizado); teme o novo e inédito e
esforça-se para retraí-los até às fronteiras do jà sabido. Incapaz de pensar em
diferença, tanto no espaço quanto no tempo, precisa sentir-se autorizado antes de
impor-se; vive sob o signo da repetição. (Chauí 38)
Authoritarian thought, a region of consequences without premises, needs to localize
in some external point, antecedent and fixed, a set of prescriptive affirmations
through which it comes into thought. It supports itself in the already seen (the
exemplar fact), in the already thought (the antecedent theory), in the already said
(the authorized discourse); it fears the new and original and tries its hardest to
isolate them [the new and original] to the frontiers of the already known. Incapable
of thinking differences, in both space and time, needs to feel authorized before
imposing itself; lives under the sign of repetition. (Chauì 38)
In carefully selecting the facts that fit their empty, theoretical skeletons
authoritarian thinkers produce fictions that become their dogmas and that are reproduced
across time and space. Fictions because, in order to be used as empirical examples, the
facts they will be using need to retain some verisimilitude. Barbara Spackman also
highlights a certain fictional quality to fascist discourse, which gives fascism the possibility
to fabricate the circumstances leading up to certain events. However, a single fact
extrapolated from the longer historical trajectory which produces it, loses its original

“o pensar autoritário...precisa de certezas prévias para poder efetuar-se e vai buscá-las tanto em “fatos”
quanto em “teorias.” (37)
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meaning, becoming vulnerable to subjective interpretation and manipulation. This reveals
how politics is nothing short of an imaginative operation, in which certain facts are used to
create a particular narrative that conveys specific meanings, not unlike literary fiction.
The rhetoric of the lesser evil, besides being internalized in the ideology of these
movements, also exists then in the fictionalization of certain facts, or, in the trivialization
of the responsibilities for certain crimes. Paradoxically, fiction, through the rhetoric of the
lesser evil, allows fascist discourse to invoke the presence of another, bigger, evil—namely
communism. At the same time, I argue that it is in fiction that a re-contextualization of
these imaginative threats takes place, especially since it is in the form of the novel that we
find the same expansive, imaginative quality frequently exhibited in fascist rhetoric.
Playing on the same field then, novels that exhibit the same tendency to verisimilitude as
fascist discourse, albeit operating at a different register, can offer counter-narratives that
compete with and debunk fascism’s rhetoric of the lesser evil.
Imagination does indeed play a fundamental role in Reale’s understanding of
reality, since according to him: “the act of knowing is an act of creation” (Obras Póliticas
I 36).34 This resembles Gentile’s idea that thought and action are simultaneous, which, as
I discussed in chapter 1, ultimately means to be able to justify the facts, and fabricate them,
in any way one may wish. Any reality becomes then “distorted” (36) by our own
subjectivity.35 Along these lines, it is not surprising that Reale, as early as in 1934, mantains
that reality is split between what is (ser) and what ought to be (deve ser). The latter, which
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“o ato de conhecer é um ato de criação” (Obras Póliticas I 36)
“deturpada” (Ibid.)
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is to say Morality, always comes before the former, which stands for Politics. He writes:
“in order to perfectly understand this political realism … it is necessary to always keep in
mind the distinction that I draw between the world that is and that word that ought to be” (
Reale Obras Póliticas I 34) 36. I argue that, together with the idea that thought and action
are simultaneous, this division between what is and what ought to be allows for a semantic
flexibility of concepts and events in fascist rhetoric. This ambiguity allows Reale, as well
as Gentile, to manipulate reality, since it can be interpreted according to one’s own personal
and political values—which ultimately have to converge into the well-being of the nation,
that, as Gentile wrote, lives within each induvial.
The concept of the deve ser also appears in Gentile, who argues that “life is not
really what is, but what it ought to be; only the latter, full of obligations and difficulties,
requiring sacrifices, is worthy of being lived.” 37 (Gentile Origini 12) Reale’s insistence on
morality resonates with Gentile’s conviction that each life needs to be lived according to a
mission, to fulfill a higher purpose that fascism recognizes in the nation. According to this
logic, if reality should not be understood for what it is but for what ought to be, then any
sort of action—which is always simultaneous with a thought—becomes automatically
justified because it is fulfilling a higher moral purpose, that of the nation. Similar to the
concept of semantic flexibility, the division between “what is” and “what ought to be”
gives ground for the rhetoric of the lesser evil to plant its roots. If your actions are always

“para se compreender perfeitamente este realismo político … é necessário ter sempre presente a distinção
que faço entre o mundo do ser e o mundo do dever ser.” (34)
37
“la vita non é propriamente quella che è ma quella che dev’essere; e che soltanto la seconda, tutta piena
di doveri e di difficoltà, richiedente sempre sforzi e volontà è degna di essere vissuta.”(12)
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justifiable because they ought to be that way—since actions done by fascists supposedly
fulfill an higher purpose identified in the nation, functioning effectively as a secular
religion—no action then is wrong. Having this embedded categorical imperative in each
action, Reale is able to produce fictional discourses about certain events, as I will show in
the following chapter when he defines the 1964 coup d’état a democratic revolution. The
fictionality of fascist rhetoric then, which I have discussed as a product of the semantic
flexibility of not only concept but also of events, directly responds to the reality of the deve
ser, since in order to imagine a reality that ought to be fascist discourse needs to employ
fiction to sustain itself. Thus it makes sense that fascism is in a constant state of crisis, renegotiating previous iterations of itself, since its discourse lacks referentiality. Or better its
referentiality does not address the reality of the ser but that of the deve ser, challenging the
creation of a continuous, logical, discourse.
In his 1934 book, Estado Moderno [Modern State], Reale describes a State that
exists only in his mind; the AIB was not even a political party yet and the possibility of
overruling Vargas were also very limited. The lucidity with which he wrote this book is
striking, and it proves not only that Reale used fiction, or imagination, to write it but also
that authoritarian thinking can exist independently from authoritarian actions, just as Chauì
wrote. Sociologist Ramos, in “Estado, Corporativismo e Utopia no pensamento integralista
de Miguel Reale (1932-1937),” defines Reale’s Integralist State a “conservative utopia”
(3).38 Ramos argues that this utopia is really a counter-utopia because it wants to maintain
the original order and only reorganize society’s main core through institutionalizing a clear
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“utopia conservadora” (3)
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hierarchical structure that runs across corporativist lines (4). Because of this inner,
traditionalist (in the sense that it does not want to overturn the order) nature, it makes sense
that the middle class is the protagonist in this society and it proves Chauí’s definition of
the middle class as being reactionary. The power of Reale’s Estado Moderno lies in the
fact that it is truly an ideology of a growing middle-class. Distinct from Italian fascism,
which begins as an action, Reale’s Integralism begins with a hypothesis—which is what
reality ought to be—that never becomes reality. At the same time, though, since action and
thought exist simultaneously, we can also argue that the two complement each other: while
we do not witness an Integralist revolution per se, we see that the reality of the ought to be
delineated in the Estado Moderno will shape subsequent authoritarian moments, in
particular the military coup of 1964, that fundamentally inform Brazilian democracy during
the twentieth century.
Although extremely authoritarian and classist, Reale speaks of the “only
democratic regime possible” (Obras Politicas I 152).
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Democracy in Reale is not the

democracy of liberalism in which we are all equal, but is again the same reconceptualization of democracy we saw in Gentile: “democracy, that is a form of
government in which is established, as the final goal, the progressive enlargement of the
governed people’s sphere of interference, with a no less progressive diminution of the
personal arbiter on behalf of the rulers” (Reale Obras Politicas I 82).40 Liberalism created

“único regimen democrático possível” (Obras 152)
“Democracia, ou seja, uma forma de governo na qual esteja estabelecido, como essencial finalidade, o
alargamento progressivo da esfera de interferência do povo governado, com uma não menos progressiva
diminuição de arbítrio pessoal por parte dos governantes.” (Obras 82)
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a “democratic myth” that fostered women and men’s “uselessness.” Reale continues by
saying that through this device, liberalism successfully “misguided the masses, agitated the
popular conscience with the media’s smart propaganda, created a collective soul, which
[liberalism] used to fulfill unrevealed goals” (64).41 He is arguing that “the history of the
Liberal State is, in reality, the history of a world of fictions that wants to impose itself on
reality” (Reale Obras Póliticas I 60).42 The liberal state thus cannot exist in reality because
it is not an organic, or integral, form of political organization and it is imposed on reality.
At the same time, this statement entails that the fascist State is not an imposition on reality:
quite the contrary, it organically develops from the individual. Indeed, according to fascist
ideas, the nation exists within each individual and it is the individual’s mission to fulfill
the nation through his participation in the State. Moreover, the fascist State exists in the
reality of the ought to be, thus it can never be an imposition since its existence strives
toward a moral categorical imperative that lumps all the individuals together—the integrity
of the Nation.
By projecting onto liberalism a quality, that of fictionality, that, as we have seen,
belongs to fascism, Reale is feeding into the rhetoric of the lesser evil. In depicting the
degenerations of liberalism, Reale constructs a villain next to which Integralism, even if it
also were a “history of fictions,” appears as a lesser evil—thanks to the distinction between
what is and what ought to be. Meaning that, the fictions of Integralism, serve the fulfillment

“mito democrático” and “inutilidade” (64); “iludi[u] a massa, agit[ou] a consciência popular com a
propaganda inteligente da imprensa, cri[ou] uma “alma coletiva”, e dela se servi[u] para fins não
revelados.” (64)
42
“a história do Estado Liberal é, na verdade, a história de um mundo de ficções que se quer impor a
realidade.”(60)
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of the nation’s integrity. This rhetorical maneuver is one of Reale’s trademarks for it
appears also in his later 1964 essays Imperativos da revolução de março [Imperatives of
the March Revolution] in which he defends the military coup d’état as a revolutionary one.
A clear example of this is when he describes Brazil’s First Republic of 1891 as a
“constitutional fiction” ( Reale Obras Póliticas I 75) and goes on to explain that “in Brazil,
Democracy was a name, a pretext, an instrument” (92).43 But these pretexts were exactly
what the military coup was based on.
The problem of liberalism, Reale continues, is that it confused the “world that is”
with “the world that ought to be”44 (Obras Politicas I 45). What ought to be became to be,
thus they “jeopardized ... Democracy... the highest expression of the political ideal.” 45 (45).
The only way to reconcile the two worlds, that of being and that of the ought to be, is not,
Reale writes, “accepting, like a fatality, the predominance of a leading class ... by saying
that Democracy should be substituted by Demophilia, that is, by a government of
circulating elites that keep in mind the well-being of the people,” (45) but through a third
way, that proposed by Integralism. 46
Penso que o governo deve estar na mão da minoria, somente porque verifico a atual
incapacidade do povo. Mas só por isso. Eis por que acho que incumbe à classe
dirigente não só governar para o povo, como também criar as condições reais para
alargar a participação do povo no governo. (Reale Obras Póliticas I 45)
I think that the government should be in the hands of a minority, only because I
detect an actual incapacity of the people. But only for this. And because I think that
“ficção constitutional”(75); “no Brasil, a Democracia foi um nome, um pretexto ou um instrumento.”
(92)
44
“o mundo do ser” and “o mundo do dever ser” (45)
45
“comprometeram ... a Democracia ... a expressão mais alta do ideal político” (45)
46
“aceitando, como uma fatalidade, o predomínio de uma classe dirigente ... Dizendo que a Democracia
deve ser substituída pela Demofilia, isto é, pelo governo das elites circulantes tendo em vista o bem do
povo” (45)
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the task of the leading class is not only to govern for the people, but also to create
real conditions to enlarge the participation of the people in the government. (Reale
Obras Póliticas I 45)
In Reale’s re-adaptation of Pareto’s theory of the élites, the governing-elite is in
charge not only of choosing for the non-elite, but of creating the conditions for this nonelite to be part—eventually—of the government. People’s auto-governing principles do not
exist anymore, because the capacity to govern is only in the hands of few: “governing
should be the task of those most capable, selecting from the masses their highest values, so
that the State itself realizes the social transformations that justice demands” (45).47 These
few “most capable,” which Reale identifies as “cultural elites,” have the incumbent
responsibility of creating “all the necessary conditions for the free development of the
individual capabilities, [so] to enlarge more and more the circle of the governing class, in
the quest of the political ideal that is the government of the people for the people” (45).48
But if the possibility of a government of the people for the people, which is today’s shared
meaning of democracy, only remains a political ideal, something to strive toward but
unlikely to be fulfilled, then Reale precludes a certain set of classes to partake in
governmental decisions.
While Reale insists that his Integralist State is a democratic regime, he carefully
envisions an extremely hierarchical society in which the possibility of social mobility is
very scarce. The participation that he grants to people that do not belong to the cultural

“o governo deve caber aos mais capazes, selecionando da massa como expressão seus valores mais altos,
para que o próprio Estado realize as transformações sociais que a justiça exige” (45).
48
“todas as condições necessárias ao livre desenvolvimento das capacidades individuais, para alargar cada
vez mais o círculo da classe dirigente, à procura do ideal político que é o governo do povo pelo povo.” (45)
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elites, depends upon what each individual brings to society for its betterment through their
labor. Reale admires Mussolini’s Carta del Lavoro and its corporativistic nature, which
divides society into unions and corporations and grants upon them some political power.
The party as a political unit does not exist anymore; each group of society belongs to either
the workers’ or the owners’ unions of that particular sector of economy, and each union
votes their representatives for the respective corporations.
Corporativism guarantees Reale the hierarchy that he envisions to make his
pyramid work: “the State is a pyramid from the perspective of who exercises authority:
democratic in its base, in it [the pyramid] the direct participation of the people diminishes
as we elevate the problems to the higher and more complex levels” (Obras Póliticas I
154).49 Each individual is an integral part of the State; however, all these different parts are
not equal. The key contradiction that lies at the heart of Reale’s democratic state, and of
Integralism, is precisely this mandate of “integrate while discriminating” (132). 50 Reale
explains that “the whole should not absorb its parts (totalitarianism), but integrate the
common values while respecting specific and exclusive values (integralism)” (132).51 This
in turn explains why in Reale’s ideal state “equality among men is impossible,” (123) and
that, consequently, “in the Integralist regime each individual does not have the right to only

“O Estado é uma pirâmide do ponto de vista do exercício da autoridade: democrático na base, nela deve
ir diminuindo a participação direta do povo à medida que se elevem os problemas a plano mais altos e mais
complexos.” (154)
50
“integrar discriminando” (132)
51
“o tudo não deve absorver as partes (totalitarismo), mas integrar os valores comuns respeitando os
valores específicos e exclusivos (integralismo).” (132) On a side note, it could not be totalitarianism
because that was Stalin’s Russia and according to Reale, communism, or anti-capitalism more in general,
was also embedded within the nationalism championed by liberalism, so much so that Reale sees Marxism
as a bourgeois thinker. (115)
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one vote” (154).52 In these writings we reveal the semantic flexibility of democracy in
fascist discourse, a democracy that does not give equal power to all its citizens, simply
because, according to this political philosophy, citizens are not all equal.
Since in Reale’s State differences between individuals—who are not equal—are
maintained and actually constitute the defining characteristic of the Integralist State,
Reale’s ideology is highly discriminatory, for it is classist and racist. Reale states: “There
are in society, besides professional groups, biological, cultural, ethical and religious
groups. There are, moreover, geographical differences that combine interests and create
relations that should not be forgotten in order for the representation to be integral” (Obras
Póliticas I 154).53 Reale’s ideology is classist because it does not account for social
mobility: given that those individuals who have more skills have more votes, and that your
participation in society is based upon your work, automatically those who have more
money and that can afford to have different professional roles will have more power than
those who have a skilled job. At the same time Reale’s ideology is racist: if your worth is
dictated by what you contribute to society, then Afro-Brazilian and indigenous people are
implicitly ruled out since it is unlikely that you find any black or indigenous skilled laborer
in Brazil in the 1930s, especially in São Paulo.
Historian George Reid Andrews writes that the lack of black labor is largely due to
the large number of European immigrants that flooded the labor market immediately after

é impossível a igualidade entre homens” (123) and “no regimen integralista cada individuo não tem
direito a um único voto” (154).
53
“Há na sociedade, além dos grupos profissionais, grupos biológicos, culturais, éticos e religiosos. Há,
ainda, diferenças geográficas que combinam interesses e criam relações que não devem ser esquecidas para
que a representação seja integral.”(154)
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the abolition of slavery in 1888. This prevented black labor from taking part in the
industrialization of São Paulo for about 40 years, from 1890 to 1930—the year Vargas
began his presidency and the old oligarchies were overthrown. Immediately in 1931,
Vargas passed the Law of the Nationalization of Labor, “which aimed to ‘defend’ the
Brazilian worker from competition by immigrants” by requiring industrial and commercial
enterprises “to maintain a workforce that was at least two-thirds Brazilian-born” (Andrews
147). In the 1930s, parallel to the rise of the Integralist Brazilian Action we witness the
arrival on the Brazilian political landscape of the Frente Negra Brasileira [Brazilian Black
Front] an explicitly political, black organization. It was founded in São Paulo in 1931 by
Arlindo Veiga dos Santos, a lawyer from Bahia with a Jesuit education who espoused
reactionary political theories and was one of the leaders of the party Patria Nova which
advocated for a return to monarchical order. 54 The Brazilian Black Front was a
nationalistic, xenophobic movement that promised the uplifting of the black working and
middle class. Its promises were similar to the one the Integralist Brazilian Action was
making to its members; so much so that the two movements were openly supporting each
other. Both movements “shared a contemptuous disdain for liberal democracy [and] despite
their rejection of foreign political philosophies, an open admiration for European Fascism”
(Andrews 153). Andrews also notices how the Black Front even adopted the Integralist
motto “for family, for country, and for God” and added “for race” to it. (154) Deutsch
argues that “the AIB’s acceptance of the São Paulo branch of the [Black Front] indicated
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For a detailed biography of Arlindo Veiga dos Santos please see O Cavaleiro Negro: Arlindo Veiga dos
Santos e a Frente Negra Brasileira (2015) by Teresa Malatian.
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its racial tolerance, a component of its [branding as] alternative to the left”(281). I do not
fully agree with this understanding of racial tolerance, and considering that Arlindo Veiga
dos Santos was openly anti-Semitic, I tend to interpret the AIB’s acceptance of the Black
Front more in term of political advantage: the AIB, since becoming a party, needed the
votes of mobilized extreme rightist, and that is what the Black Front was providing to them.
Moreover, their supposedly allegiance with the Black Front also can be understood within
the rhetoric of the lesser evil, since not only they would look racially tolerant if they openly
supported the marginalized Brazilian communities of São Paulo, but also their embrace of
these communities was more moderate than the stark elimination of them from the
Brazilian imaginary entertained by the political oligarchies.
Reale believed that different “biological groups” existed, and he made perfectly
clear that these groups were not equal. Reale perceived the Jewish community also as a
group of their own: “when the State disciplines the economy, it will face numerous Judaic
forces of the financial capitalism; but this struggle won’t be anything more than a spillover
of the greater anti-capitalist campaign; and this will have nothing to do with racial
prejudices.”55 (Obras Póliticas I 134) Once more, Reale contradicts himself. In singling
out “Judaic forces,” as the cause of the middle-class impossibility to become richer and
socially ascend, he already constructs a “racial prejudice.” He points to one group, the
Jews, as being responsible for the economic inequality of the country. Moreover, Reale
conveniently employs Marxist language, such as “struggle” and “anti-capitalist,” when

“quando o Estado disciplinar a economia, se defrontará com numerosas forças judaicas do capitalismo
financeiro; mas esta luta não será mais que o reflexo da grande campanha anticapitalista; e nada terá que
ver com preconceito raciais.” (134)
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conveying an anti-Semitic message, which would further confuse his readers. In his article
“O pensamento corporativo em Miguel Reale: leituras do fascismo italiano no integralismo
brasileiro” [The corporative thought in Miguel Reale: readings of Italian Fascism in
Brazilian Integralism] Fabio Bertonha’s explains that, even if there are instances in which
Reale appears anti-semitic, he ultimately openly stood against the idea of an Arian race
defended by Hitler (Bertonha 273-274). I do not think possible to only partially support
Hitler’s ideas in regards to the Jews. Writing about Reale’s Integralism in these terms show
the ways in which the rhetoric of the lesser evil, constitutive of fascist discourse, emerges
in the historiography about Integralism, and regarding Reale specifically. Indeed, the lesser
evil allows for a certain exceptionalism, which is the same kind of exceptionalism that
haunts Italian fascism. The lesser evil is what makes the authoritarian forms of these
countries, Italy and Brazil, always exceptional in comparison to other countries or through
the creation of greater threats. If Italian racial laws weren’t really Mussolini’s doing, and
he only implemented them because of Hitler, then the violence inflicted on thousands of
Italian Jews by the fascist regime is to be blamed on the Nazis. A similar erasure and
condoning happens when among the Integralist leaders, Gustavo Barroso is always
depicted as the only one to bear anti-Semitic sentiments. But this is unlikely because
Barroso was an integral part of the movement and much of what he wrote reflected the
sentiment of the Integralist triumvirate—comprised of Gustavo Barroso, Plinio Salgado,
and Miguel Reale.
At last, Reale depicts a State in which each individual works together to achieve
that political ideal called democracy. He explains, that his vision of an organic State is not
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a return to an absolutist past, because, “if the State is whole, and the individual and society
are its parts—it is incomprehensible how the parts could act against the whole, nor how the
whole could act against its parts” (131).56 But yet again, there is another contradiction:
while Reale preaches that the State cannot do harm to the individuals who compose its
totality, he defends the use of violence by the State: “separating the right from the force is
yet another liberal illusion” (100).57 He explains that “violence for the sake of violence is
far from the fascist conception” because “you cannot condemn the force used to make the
right prevail” (100).58 Similarly, Gentile argues that “the state authority and the freedom
of the citizens constitutes an unbreakable circle; in which authority presupposes freedom
and vice versa.” (Manifesto 51) Thus, the force of the state is the condition for which its
citizens achieve freedom. Reale imagines a harmonious State in which differences are not
cancelled out but valued in their specificity and that finds itself using violence in order to
enforce this harmony. In both Gentile and Reale then what emerges is the need of violence
to maintain the State functioning and consequently, fulfill the integrity of the Nation.
Precisely because of the mystical tones that engulf how violence is understood by fascist
ideologues, it comes across as legitimized through what I have called the rhetoric of the
lesser evil which I have argued is constitutive of fascist discourse.
Although Reale’s Integralist State was never officially implemented, its phantom
will reappear in several moments throughout the twentieth century. In particular I point

“se o Estado é todo, e o indivíduo e a sociedade são as partes—não se compreende que as partes possam
agir contra o todo, e nem que o todo possa agir contra as partes.” (131)
57
“separar o direito da força é mais uma das muitas ilusões liberais.” (100)
58
“a violência pela violência está bem longe da concepção fascista” because “não se pode condenar a força
que se coloca ao lado do direito.” (100)
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toward the legacy of Integralism in Reale’s writings dedicated to the military coup of 1964.
Reale resorts to the same semantic flexibility of both concepts and events to skillfully
describe the military coup as a democratic revolution. Even in his own understanding, 1964
is a continuation of 1932 and 1937—the years of the creation of the AIB and the year of
the attempted overthrown of Vargas’ presidency. What I will argue in the following chapter
is that Reale’s fictional State might have been translated into reality by other agents that
were not necessarily the Integralist Party. The simple fact that Miguel Reale has been able
to freely move in the backstage of various Brazilian governments, including that of populist
dictator Vargas, of the various generals of the military regime and of beloved former
president Fernando Henrique Cardoso, has given him a certain political power, even if
indirectly, that greatly impacted the ways in which authoritarian ideas have molded the
makings of Brazilian democracy.
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3. The Making of 1964: a Fictional Revolution
On April 1, 1964, only a few hours after the military forces overthrew the Brazilian
president João Goulart, the secretary of justice of the State of São Paulo, Miguel Reale,
broadcast a speech on the radio in support of the generals. The military’s actions, he said,
were democratic and revolutionary. In associating the words democracy and revolution
with a military coup d’état, Reale performs the same “re-semanticization” (Spackman 131)
of the words democracy and revolution that we have seen both him and Gentile do in their
fascist writings. In this chapter I argue that Reale repurposes the rhetoric of the lesser evil
axiomatic to fascism, whose subjective and objective existence depends on both the
semantic flexibility and the fictionality of fascist discourse, to the military coup of 1964,
proving that fascism continues to exist independently from particular historical
circumstances. Reale interprets this violent overthrow of democratic institutions, which
was largely supported by the Brazilian middle class, as the revolution that was never
fulfilled by the Integralist Brazilian Action.
Sandra McGee Deutsch frames the events of 1964 as a legacy of the Integralist
movement (323), and indeed the military coup of 1964 was supported by several of the
most prominent Integralist figures, including Miguel Reale and General Olympio Mourão
Filho. Moreover, Plinio Salgado, chefe of the AIB had come back from his exile in 1945
to form a new party, the Popular Representation Party (PRP), whose “philosophy
resembled that of the AIB, although it claimed to support democracy” (Deutsch 322).
Historian Odilon Caldeira Neto argues that it is precisely through the PRP that Integralism
had been able to stay alive during the democratic period and that although Integralism had
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been put on hold, “it could come back in full force with the political currents in support of
the military coup of 1964” (69).59 This is particularly visible in the involvement of the PRP
in the organization of the major civilian marches against president João Goulart, the
Marchas da Família por Deus e pela Liberdade [Marches for the Family, for God , and for
Freedom]. During the march in São Paulo, Plinio Salgado spoke in defense of democracy,
the family, and in support of the women marching and of the movement in favor of the
military coup. The latter was the response of the Brazilian upper middle class and the
military to a series of progressive policies initiated by the government of João Goulart, who
emerged on the political scene under the protection of dictator and populist leader Getúlio
Vargas—who committed suicide in 1954.
The mobilization for the coup d’état of 1964—or the revolution of 1964 as the
military and those in support of their actions still today refer to the ouster of president João
Goulart—began on March 30th, with the troops of General Olympio Mourão Filho (exIntegralist and friend of Miguel Reale) moving toward Rio de Janeiro. The “revolution” or
“golpe” had been in the making for some time, at least since the end of the previous year,
with the Revolta dos Sargentos [Revolt of the Sergeants] in Brasilia. These military forces
were protesting a recent law that prohibited high-ranking military officers from holding
any public office. This was only one of the many pieces of progressive legislation
promulgated by the Goulart government. In addition to this attempt to make a clear
distinction between military and non-military, Goulart was planning to implement
important progressive reforms, the so called Reformas de bases [Base Reforms], which

59

“pôde voltar à tona com a formação das correntes golpistas do pré-1964”(69)
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planned radical changes within Brazilian society, in particular in the agricultural industry.
The Brazilian middle-class was not in favor of these reforms, which would have drastically
changed the order of society (allowing for social mobility in a deeply unequal society);
thus, they supported the actions of the military. The events of 1964 are important insofar
as they show how fascist ideas are repackaged and reappeared to interfere with the
realization of Brazilian democracy, ultimately establishing the platform from which the
the military regime legitimized itself. The rhetoric of the lesser evil functions here in a
similar fashion as in the writings of Gentile and Reale: the military coup was necessary to
prevent another bigger evil, communism, from taking root in Brazil.
In Imperativos da Revolução de Março [Imperatives of the March Revolution],
published in 1964, Reale theorizes the military coup as if it were a revolution. Throughout
the text I establish connections with his fascist writings, but, more interestingly, with
Gentile’s own definition of revolution. In particular it resonates in Reale’s idea of a
revolution that was cut off and that finds its completion in the military coup. This is what
the Risorgimento was for Gentile, who understood the fascist takeover as the rightful
fulfillment of Mazzini’s project. After analyzing the Imperativos, I will move onto Reale’s
Memórias [Memories], a two volume autobiography published in 1986, immediately after
the military regime ends. I argue that Reale’s Memórias [Memories] are not simply a
recollection of private memories: they function as an extensive overview of the
transformations that fascism undergoes in Brazil throughout the twentieth century. Reale
exploits the overlap of author and narrator characteristic of autobiography by justifying his
own involvement in various questionable historical events, such as the creation of the
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Integralist Party, his collaboration with the Vargas’ regime, and his participation in the
military coup that overthrew president João Goulart. Through this auto-legitimization he
attempts to explain to the readers the reasons behind his own involvement with those
various authoritarian stages of Brazilian politics and to ensure that these events will be
remembered as necessary preconditions of the country’s subsequent democratic, liberal
turn. These two volumes, through the re-appropriation of the rhetoric of the lesser evil, give
credence, and legitimacy, to the continuity between Reale’s fascist writings and the later
ones. More

importantly they established that Gentile’s careful packaging of fascist

violence, not only travelled across the Atlantic but reverberated throughout the twentieth
century.
Reale carefully makes the violent ideas and actions described in the Memórias
always appear necessary, in line with the tendency of authoritarian discourse to fabricate
political circumstances that can only be resolved by resorting to violence. Ultimately, he
offers a highly tendentious version of reality, omitting relevant facts while fictionalizing
certain aspects altogether in an effort to absolve himself of wrongdoing. In this sense, then,
through the Memórias the political power of fiction manifests itself first-hand, especially
in the autobiography’s monolithic first-person narration, which despite its high flown
literary

prose
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dialogic
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the

form.

Through a close reading of Reale’s Imperativos da Revolução de Março and of his
Memórias, this chapter reveals how the events of 1964 have been framed within the rhetoric
of the lesser evil through a process of fictionalization, or re-writing, that still deeply affects
the ways in which the military golpe is studied today in Brazil.
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3.1 Imperativos da revolução de março, 1964
The pieces in the collection Imperativos da Revolução Março [Imperatives of the
March Revolution] are for the most part lectures and interviews given in the immediate
aftermath of the military takeover. This book was published by the paulista Livraria
Martins Editora, and it is currently out of print. The copies circulating in São Paulo are for
library use only; some rare copies are available through the used bookstore network. While
at first the rarity and precariousness of this extremely controversial set of essays might
seem convenient for Reale’s political career, this hypothesis is discredited by the fact that
Reale himself includes one of these essays, Diretrizes Fundamentais [Fundamental
Guidelines] in the appendix of the second volume of his autobiography. Brazilian historian
Diogo Cunha in his essay “Os intelectuais e ‘revolução’: trajetória, escritos políticos e
memórias de Miguel Reale (1961-1979)” [The intellectuals and the ‘revolution’: trajectory,
political writings, and memories of Miguel Reale (1961-1979)], looks at some of these
essays as a form of civilian collaborationism. Cunha inserts his argument in the larger
historiography of those who contend that the Brazilian dictatorship was a civil-military
regime, that had been possible largely because many civilians supported it. Indeed, the
military coup found large consensus among the middle classes who backed the generals.
As in the case of Italian fascism and Brazilian Integralist Action, the adherence of the
middle class to this authoritarian project gives it a democratic of populist veneer, thereby
making them seem less evil than other dictatorships.
It is along these lines that Reale disguises the action of the military as a revolution
whose aim is democracy: he elaborates a convoluted, albeit theoretical informed, apparatus
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to categorize the events of 1964 as a revolution. In defining Reale’s disguise of the violent
actions that brought to an end Brazilian liberal institutions as theoretically informed I am
not agreeing with his interpretations of these events. Nonetheless, if we are to take fascism
seriously as Barbara Spackman suggests, it is important to take the time to struggle
intellectually with these writings, which, despite everything, have defined the
historiography surrounding the military coup of 1964. In order to see the extent to which
Reale’s theory of revolution is theoretically informed, I read it vis-à-vis Arendt’s
conceptualization of revolution. The two texts were written almost at the same time, and
both find important interlocutors in Vico’s humanism and Hegel’s idealism. It is along
these lines that I am interested in reading these two philosophers side by side, while
acknowledging the divergent political tendencies they represent.
The military themselves chose to call their coup a revolution, and Reale’s essays
not only reflect the institutional discourse, but they also establish the theoretical
foundations of what military officials wrote in the AI 1:
A revolução se distingue de outros movimentos armados pelo fato de que nela se traduz,
não o interesse e a vontade de um grupo, mas o interesse e a vontade da Nação. A revolução
vitoriosa se investe no exercício do Poder Constituinte. Este se manifesta pela eleição
popular ou pela revolução. Esta é a forma mais expressiva e mais radical do Poder
Constituinte. Assim, a revolução vitoriosa, como Poder Constituinte, se legitima por si
mesma. Ela destitui o governo anterior e tem a capacidade de constituir o novo governo.
Nela se contém a força normativa, inerente ao Poder Constituinte. (Ato Institucional 1,
1964)
The revolution distinguishes itself from other armed struggles because it is not the interest
or the willingness of a group that is translated in it, but the interest and the willingness of
the Nation. The winning revolution manifests itself in the army of the Constituent Power.
This is in turn manifested through popular election or through a revolution. This is the most
expressive and radical form of the Constituent Power. Hence, the winning revolution, as
the Constituent Power, auto-legitimizes itself. She [the evolution] overthrew the previous
government and has the capacity to constitute a new government. (Instituional Act 1, 1964)
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Reale’s essays produce a discourse that is both reactive and productive; he explains
the events while also creating the circumstances in which these actions appear to be legal,
thus unpunishable. We can understand the capacity of Reale’s discourses to give meaning
to the actions only once they have already happened through the same frame of the fascist
motto pensiero e azione seen in Gentile’s writings [thought and action]. The fact that this
conceptualization of the military coup as “revolution” not only shaped the public opinion
of the time through its subsequent circulation in the media, but that it also still has
repercussions among academics today, shows how Reale was able to re-appropriate, or resemanticize, what we conceive of as a ‘revolution’. Reale’s theory of revolution, because
representative of that constant re-negotiation of discordant circumstances emblematic of
fascist discourse, presents many contradictions, invoking at once passions and ideas,
novelty and restauration, democracy and militarization.
While at first it is not surprising that Reale wants to conceptualize the actions of
the military using the category of revolution—he has been waiting to witness this
“revolution” since his fascist activism in the thirties—we are slightly taken aback by his
insistence in using this category, in the context of 1964 South America, merely five years
after the Cuban revolution. Revolution by then already became part of the discourse of the
left. Arendt writes in On Revolution how Karl Marx made of the social question a
revolution’s main objective, thus subsuming the quest for freedom—the main objective of
revolution according to Arendt—to historical necessity: “the role of the revolution was no
longer to liberate men from the oppression of their fellow men, let alone to found freedom,
but to liberate the life process of society from the fetters of scarcity so that it could swell
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into a stream of abundance. Not freedom but abundance became now the aim of revolution”
(Arendt 54). In light of this ideological meaning of the word revolution, it is deceiving to
see it used by someone like Reale—a committed right-winger, a product of the rampant
fascist ideology of the thirties—to justify actions that are done in the name of
anticommunism.
Arendt argues that we can talk about revolution in the modern sense only after the
two major eighteenth century revolutions, the American and the French one. She points out
how at first, in both cases, the agents of these revolutions were not looking for a new
beginning, but rather they wanted a restoration of ancient liberties that were respectively
taken away by the abuses of colonial powers and absolutism (17,34). In a sense that is what
Miguel Reale and the larger civilian anti-Goulart coalition also wanted: a restoration of
their original privileges that were soon to be lost with the impending implementation of
what they perceived as ‘communist’ reforms. More so than a revolution, the military coup
of 1964 was, to use Salvatorelli’s term when talking about the fascist movement, a revolt,
because, ultimately, this middle class still existed, just in Italy, on the fringes of the
capitalist system, lacking the psychology and functions of a real social class. However,
before building further on these ideas, it is important to underline that, according to Arendt,
although the revolutions of the eighteenth century might have started as restorations, it is
during the process of liberation from an unwanted authority, that the agents of such a
process realize that they have the possibility of beginning something completely different.
And “only where this pathos of novelty is present and where novelty is connected with the
idea of freedom are we entitled to speak of revolution. This means of course that
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revolutions are more than successful insurrections and that we are not justified in calling
every coup d’état a revolution or even in detecting one in each civil war” (24). 60 In Arendt,
revolution is inextricably linked with the possibility of a new beginning, and not mere
change: “only where change occurs in the sense of a new beginning, where violence is used
to constitute an altogether different form of government, to bring about the formation of a
new body politic, where the liberation from oppression aims at least at the constitution of
freedom can we speak of revolution” (25).
The element of novelty is for Arendt the defining element of any revolution; and
Reale re-appropriates parts of what Arendt wrote, even the part about the coup d’état, and
adapts it to his political needs:
a revolution, we all know, is only worthy of this name when it starts a new
constitutional order, that is, when it makes itself ready to definitely overcome the political
structures in place, since they proved to be incompatible with the fundamental needs of the
country...Other than this, there is only a simple coup d’état (42). 61
Gentile similarly understood the willpower behind the fascist movement as
revolutionary because “constitutive of a new state.” 62 (Origini 30) Reale refuses to call the
events of march 1964 a coup d’état arguing that the actions of the military inaugurated a
new political order; however, this new political order aimed at overturning the existing
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My emphasis.
“Uma revolução, sabem-no todos, só é digna desse nome quando dá inicio a uma nova ordem
constitucional, ou seja, quando se dispõe a superar definitivamente as estruturas políticas até então
vigentes, por se terem revelado incompatíveis com as exigências fundamentais do país...Fora disso, o que
há é mero ‘golpe de Estado’, por melhores que sejam as personalidades investidas no poder.” 42
62
“costitutiva di un Nuovo stato”(30).
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democratic structures thus illegally seizing power from Goulart’s government. This tension
made of pure contradictions taints the clarity of the essays in Imperativos, and it is the
strategy used by Reale to confuse the reader: if he wants to cover up the actions of the
military, why would he even mention the possibility of a coup d’état in the first place? He
uses here that same rhetorical maneuver he employed in Estado Moderno, when he defined
liberalism as nothing more than a series of political fictions when he was actually the one
theorizing a fictional state. This is also reminiscent of Gentile’s passage regarding the
necessary nature of the squads and the contradiction inherent in the fact that if the squads
were only needed to fulfill the revolution, they should not be part of the new government.
Such contradictions, as discussed earlier, are the generative force of fascist discourse
because they are the rhetorical devices that enable fascism to imagine new threats and to
renegotiate its own responsibilities through the reconstruction of its reality. Especially
when actions and thoughts are simultaneous, contradictions are inevitable because there is
not a clear logical procession of the events.
To further emphasize the connection between revolution and restoration, Arendt
also highlights the original meaning of the word revolution, first used in the sciences to
talk about Copernicus’ On the Revolutions of the Heavenly Spheres. Revolution here does
not address the possibility of a new beginning, but instead addresses a cyclical and
recurrent movement orchestrated by an irresistible force. It is impossible to deviate from
each given orbit, as this force is such that will eventually restore the original alignment.
The traits that Arendt stresses as characteristic of revolution—novelty, beginning,
violence—are absent from the original etymology of the word revolution. Nonetheless, the
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primordial quality of irresistibility is maintained, a quality that exposes men’s impotence
when faced with the revolutionary spirit: “the motion is still seen in the image of the
movements of the stars, but what is stressed now is that it is beyond human power to arrest
it, and hence it is a law unto itself” (Arendt 38). Tocqueville and Marx believed that behind
any revolutions there was a force that could not be stopped—a historical necessity of sorts.
This historical necessity becomes in Reale, following Sorel’s theories of class struggle, the
impulses and passions of the people, which comprised an unstoppable force that would
bring forth a “new constitutional order.” This irresistible force, however, becomes
entangled with the use of violence to materialize the desires of the people of the revolution.
This violence is unaccountable as it seems that it is the natural progression of revolutions,
an unaccountability that plays in favor of Reale, who probably sees in the category of
revolution a way to ensure that the military’s acts of violence could be left unpunished
because they were responding to a higher calling—similar to the way Gentile understood
the actions of the squadre.
Revolution, according to Reale, refers to two different types of events: one
actualizes an idea, while the second refers to people’s impulses waiting to be crystallized
into concepts. This duplicity is one of the many moments in which we can read the
underlying contradictions in Reale’s revolution: while he invokes the revolution and its
irresistible force, he also acknowledges another definition of revolution, similar to the one
that Ardent defends in her book, which is that a revolution is the outcome of specific events
and deeds. Reale writes that: “[this revolution] contains a governing principle within it, em
germem, and without the conceptual determination of this governing principle the
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revolutionary fact ideally would not legitimize itself” (12).63 Calling it a revolution that
expressed the will of the people and their amorphous impulses seemed to be working;
however, these impulses needed to be shaped into concepts and ideas by figures like Reale
himself, what he calls “mentors, men that sensed the moment, alerting the nation” (16). 64
Not only were there men more attuned to the general morale of society, but there were also
men entrusted with the tarefa renovadora (the task of renewal), since “there isn’t a
revolution without revolutionaries” (47).65 Similarly, Giovanni Gentile argues that an idea
is always behind a revolution, which resonates with his belief in the simultaneity of thought
and action. Indeed, according to Giovanni Gentile, a revolution without an idea is a
negative revolution, which for him equates to a Bolshevik revolution (31). This idea
however, defined by Gentile as a “soul that destroys for creating,” (Origini 31) needs to be
transformed into a person, “in one or more determined willpowers that follow determined
purposes” (Origini 9).66 Just as Reale identifies in the revolutionaries those men that have
to bring forth the idea of the revolution, so Gentile, referring specifically to the
Risorgimento, but also to Fascism, which he interprets as the rightful fulfillment of the
revolution that began with the Risorgimento, believes that a handful of men should be the
interpreters of the “revolutionary will” (Origini 30).67

“contém uma ideia diretora ‘in nuce’, em germen, sem cuja determinação concentual o fato
revolucionário idealmente não se legitimará.” 12
64
“mentores, homens que se anteciparam à intuição do momento, alertando a nação” 16
65
“não há revolução sem revolucionários” 47
66
“anima che distrugge per creare”(31); “in una o più volontà determinate che perseguono scopi
determinanti” (9)
67
“volontà rivoluzionaria” (30)
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The presence of these men, that somehow are entrusted with the almost-divine role
of transforming the irresistible force of the revolution into laws, hints to the larger
problem—which Reale recognizes—of where this revolution can find its own source of
legitimacy. There is then a paradox inherent in all revolutions, which is that novelty and
stability must somehow coexist: “the spirit of revolution contains two elements which to
us seem irreconcilable and even contradictory. The act of founding the new body politic,
of devising the new form of government involves the great concern with the stability and
durability of the new structure” (Arendt 215). While Reale insists in calling the events of
1964 a revolution of the people, a movement brought forth by a common feeling of
dissatisfaction, he also does not want to leave these actions politically empty—hence the
need for men who anticipated the revolution and therefore must be in charge of distributing
the force of the revolutionary spirit.
Gentile also believed the capacities of certain men, to interpret the will of the
revolutionary force, so much so that he dedicates the book I profeti del Risorgimento (1923)
[The prophets of the Risorgimento], to Benito Mussolini because “worthy of listening to
the voice of the prophets of the new Italy” (i).68 In both Reale and Gentile, the presence of
an overarching idea that is interpreted or transformed into persons capable of fulfilling
what ought to be enables the rhetoric of the lesser evil. While in both cases the desire of
the middle class for stability is what propels the revolutionary movement, these irrational
desires, that would result in irrational violence, are, according to Gentile and Reale,

“degno di ascoltare la voce dei profeti della nuova Italia” (i). In I profeti del Risorgimento italiano,
Gentile calls these men, Mazzini and Gioberti, “spiritual guides” highlighting once more the moral aspect
that guides the fascist concept of revolution.
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contained by an idea interpreted by a group of men, thus making the generated violence a
lesser evil compared to, for example a revolution without an idea—Gentile’s definition of
the Bolshevik case.
Reale simultaneously defends this revolution as a force without a “previous
ideological program,” (Imperativos 21) and as a “movement of ideas” (Imperativos 45).
Here the coexistence of action and thought is evident, just as it is evident in the fascist
ideology—which Gentile described as a method (not a doctrine) that does not follow an apriori set of guidelines but that simultaneously follows a universal principle. An example
of the inherent contradiction here, a contradiction that shows the underlying conflict of
fascist discourse, especially when referencing to facts, is when Reale argues that the
revolution first exploded because Goulart’s government was “divorced from the substantial
will of the nation”, thus “the Brazilian people felt betrayed” (Reale Imperativos 94).69
However, he also explains how the revolution is not simply “a revolution of the Brazilian
people,” but also of the governors:
O regime federativo é como que uma família de Estados...quando o governo federal falta à
fidelidade federativa, o “direito de revolução” surge de maneira natural como um
imperativo da sobrevivência nacional. A revolução de março não foi, porém, uma
revolução de governadores, mas sim uma revolução do povo brasileiro que, no momento
crítico, teve como seus intérpretes os governadores dos Estados, convertidos em
depositários do compromisso comum. (Reale Imperativos 96)
The federation is like a family of States...when the federation fails to be loyal to its States,
the ‘right of revolution’ surges in a natural way as an imperative of national survival. The
March revolution was not, nevertheless, a revolution of the governors, but really [was] a
revolution of the Brazilian people, who, in the most critical moment, had as their
interpreters the governors of the State, converted in the depository of the social contract.
(Reale Imperativos 96)

69

“divorcio com a vontade substancial da nação”; “o povo brasileiros sentiu que estava sendo traído” 94
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Reale uses the trope of the family—a trope often used in Brazilian society to justify
violent acts, or to naturalize the country’s social immobility and deep inequality—in this
case to further legitimize the revolution and to explain away its paradoxical realization, the
product of a process at once impulsive and calculated. However, the importance placed on
the governors, as interpreters of the will of the people, and the existence of a final
compromise reduces the possibility of an actual new beginning brought about by the
revolution, which is the same result that we have once the fascist movement in Italy takes
hold of the government. The middle class never receives the political representation that
it was promised, and the same oligarchies who ruled before the rise of Mussolini continued
to enjoy the same privileges (for without them the fascist movement would not had
succeeded).
Although Reale understands that a revolution needs to bring a new beginning, he
cannot help but to see in 1964 “the ultimate phase...of a revolutionary process that began
to uncoil in the distant year of 1922” (Imperativos 112).70 Just as fascism was the
fulfillment of the national process of formation begun with the Risorgimento, the military
regime was not a parenthesis in Brazilian history, but rather an integral part of its own
nationalistic development. Arendt, probably thinking of Germany, warns us about the
danger of combining the discourse of revolution with nationalist political program:
what set the world on fire was precisely a combination of these two, of national
revolutions or revolutionary nationalisms, of nationalism speaking the language of
revolution or of revolutions arousing the masses with nationalist slogans....Not
constitutions, the end product and also the end of revolutions, but revolutionary
dictatorships, designed to drive on and intensify the revolutionary movement, have
“estamos vivendo a fase derradeira...de um processo revolucionário que começou a se desenrolar no já
longínquo ano de 1922” 112
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thus far been the more familiar outcome of modern revolution. (Arendt On
Revolution 150)
Reale sees history in the totality of its events as it exists an “historical reason, that
is the combination of values and ideal conditions that flag the dominant direction of society
in determined circumstances of time and space” (Imperativos 49).71 What is notable about
Reale’s interpretation of this particular moment in Brazilian history, 1964, is his claim that
passions are capable of producing a political change: the people felt something and this
emotion/passion transformed itself into a political force, which in turn needed to be
contained by certain institutions in order to fulfill its potential.
Framing 1964 as yet another revolution—or conflict—in a longer succession of
similar events, remind us of how in Giambattista Vico’s New Science (1730), conflict acts
as the motor behind human institutions. 72 In Vico, these same institutions have, at the same
time, the duty to contain conflict in such a way that it becomes productive by the
implementation of laws—just as in Reale there are “interpreters” of the revolution who
have to “crystallize” the revolutionary concepts. In the New Science, which attempts to be
a secular history of human society, Vico traces the evolution of society based on its
passions and the conflicts that arise from them. Indeed, these two are present from the first
instances of humanity: Vico’s wandering giants experienced fear only when they projected

A ‘razão historica’, isto é, o complexo de valores e de exigências ideais que marca a diretriz dominante de
uma sociedade em determinadas circunstâncias de lugar e de tempo” 49.
72
Vico became a central figure in Italian nationalistic thought; Gentile was in conversation with Vico’s
ideas through the book Studi vichiani. In 1941 Nino Tripodi published Il pensiero politico di Vico e la
dottrina del fascismo. Reale explicitly refers to Vico in his 1970s writings Atualitades, and we can assume
than he was familiar with Vico’s ideas through his readings of Giovanni Gentile and Antonio Labriola’s
works. Moreover, because his thorough knowledge of Italian philosophy, it seems reasonable to assume
that he was familiar with the New Science.
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another entity onto the sky with which they entered into conflict, for they recognized that
this entity was more powerful than them.
Without conflict and the violence it generates the world that men create, not only
does not progress, but it doesn’t even begin. Social passions are the basis of Vico’s political
institutions; social passions are also what initiates the conflict. However, precisely because
these passions have to be felt by a group of individuals in order to be capable of actually
changing society for the best—or for the worst—in the New Science Vico describes a
transcendental

force,

which

he

calls

in

various

ways

divine

providence/conatus/spontaneity/moral effort, that does not belong to men’s world. This
spiritual or mystical influence is also present in Reale’s understanding of history, and in
particular of the events of 1964, since this revolution contains the “force of a sincere
conviction” (Imperativos 15), that of the Brazilian people who felt betrayed and among
whom lies the “destiny of this revolution” (Imperativos 16).73
In both Gentile and Reale the revolutionary will that should supposedly bring about
a new state, created the conditions under which authoritarian systems of governance could
thrive. In 1964, the implementation of the First Institutional Act (AI1) politically
disenfranchised anybody who did not agree with the military regime. However, Reale
highlights that “the shadows of a dictatorship without a foreseeable term were avoided, as
it was preferred to maintain the Congress and the Constitution of 1946” (Imperativos 21).74

“força de uma convicção sincera” 15; “O destino desta revolução está...na consciência do homem
comum” 16
74
“se evitaram as sombras de uma ditadura pro prazo imprevisível, preferindo-se manter o Congresso e a
Constituição de 1946” 21
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The fact that the Brazilian Congress functioned regularly for almost the entirety of the
military regime—excepting its closure for ten months between 1968 and 1969—is a point
often stressed by those who refrain from calling the military regime a dictatorship, since
they argue that if the Congress was still active it meant that no authoritarian system was in
place. However, the Congress had already been purged of many politicians who were not
sympathetic to the “revolution” of 1964 in the immediate months after the coup d’état,
thanks to the First Institutional Act implemented by the military regime. The appearance
of maintaining the liberal institutions active—just as fascism created a supposed
democracy through the creation of corporations that only conferred some political
representation to those who supported the fasci—shows how the rhetoric of the lesser evil
finds validation outside the textual level, in the so-called “real” world.
“The Institutional Act was, despite indisputable lacunas, the right path found by
the revolution. Until this legal decree had been promulgated, the revolution remained
suspended and risked witnessing the destruction of its ideas” (Imperativos 101), writes
Reale.75 This sentence suggests that the first Institutional Act—not numbered because it
was supposed to be the one and only—represents the institutionalization of the revolution’s
true intentions and ideas. It is the form undertaken by the revolution that actually brings to
life the new constitutional order. Gentile had recognized in the rise of the fascist movement
a similar right “path” for the fulfillment of the revolution which began with the
Risorgimento, a path that would have been created by the revolutionary idea (Origini 30).

“O Ato Institucional foi, apesar de indiscutíveis lacunas, o caminho certo encontrado pela revolução. Até
e enquanto tal diploma legal não foi promulgado, a revolução permaneceu em suspenso, correndo o risco
de ver destruídos os seus ideais” 101
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This first Institutional Act, approved on April 9th,1964 by the military junta or the Comando
Supremo da Revolução [Supreme Command of the Revolution] established indirect
presidential elections and brutally suspended the political rights of anybody who was
identified as an enemy of the regime. Reale interprets this disenfranchisement and the
consequent witch-hunt with particularly disturbing language—“to cleanse the political
environment,” (Imperativos 102) or as the “necessary purge of the elements that betrayed
the responsibilities entrusted to them” (Imperativos 103)—reminiscent of the language
used by Gentile when referring to the political enemies of the regimes as “internal debris”
and “residues” alluding to the overall fascist project of bonifica, drainage.76
Although the political consequences of the Institutional Act are straightforward—
no direct elections, no political dissent—Reale continues to sustain the contradictory
rhetoric previously employed: while the political disenfranchisements are clearly driven by
political reasons, Reale argues that there is nothing ideological about them. The
contradictions between the facts and the justifications point once more to the constant need
of fascist discourse to justify previous iterations of itself; and the contradictions allow the
space for fictionality to emerge as a powerful weapon within the rhetorical arsenal of fascist
discourse.
Não desejamos, de maneira alguma, que tais providencias sejam desviadas de suas
verdadeiras e autenticas finalidades, convertendo-se em vindita de caráter políticopartidário ou se degradando em hedionda punição de alguém por mera convicção
ideológica....é nisto que a democracia se distingue do totalitarismo soviético,
chinês, ou cubano: sabe também vencer com dignidade, não se degradando nos
horrores do “paredon” ou na violentacão das consciências. (Reale Imperativos 104)

“um dos efeitos salutares da revolução de março deve ser limpar o terreno” 102; “o expurgo necessário
dos elementos que traíram as funções que lhes foram confiadas” 103
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We do not wish, not in any possible way, for these measures to be divorced from
their true and authentic purposes, converted into a revanchist political program or
degraded into a hideous [process of] punishing individuals for their ideological
convictions...this is how a democracy distinguishes itself from soviet, Chinese, or
Cuban totalitarianism: democracy knows how to win with dignity, without
degenerating into the horrors of the ‘paredon’ or coercing people’s consciences.
(Reale Imperativos 104)
Using the pluralis majestatis “we,” Reale is clearly positioning himself on the side
of the military. According to Reale it was not a matter of political sides, but since the
Institutional Act disenfranchised precisely those who did not agree with the measures
undertaken by the military, these measures are clearly ideologically grounded. Reale
defends so vehemently the Institutional Act because he is aware that these practices are
anti-democratic—parties also were banned by Vargas when he first became president of
Brazil in 1937—and does not want to recognize parallels between his work and that of
communist dictatorships. Moreover, pointing to “soviet, Chinese, and Cuban
totalitarianism” vis-à-vis the military regime, which by allowing the Congress to keep
working had maintained an appearance of democracy, is but another instance of the rhetoric
of the lesser evil: communist politics are always depicted as the more subversive. The fact
that Reale singles out these regimes also speaks to the ideological motives behind the
Institutional Act. Moreover, the figures prove Reale wrong: it is during the presidency of
Castelo Branco (1964-1967) that Brazil has its highest number of political prisoners (3644
over a total of 5517).
The Institutional Act—through the political disenfranchisement (cassações) of
anybody who did not agree with the politics implemented by the regime and the militarypolice inquiries (IPM or inquéritos)—was fundamental in helping the military regime
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fulfill two main objectives: to destroy the political and intellectual reformist elites who, in
the last years, had become too powerful, and to cut any existing connections between these
political and intellectual elites and the popular social movements of the workers and the
peasants. In this way they were hoping to start a process of conservative modernization
aimed to form an accumulation of capital that required major economic reforms while
maintaining the same social and political structures existing before this process of
modernization. This entailed a conservation of old privileges and a perpetration of the same
inequality despite a change in the economic structure. Although the Institutional Act
claimed to be a temporary measure—it was supposed to last until the end of January
1966—the military objectives of creating a capitalist State that could play a significant role
in an increasingly globalized world could not have been pursued in this short amount of
time. Reale reassures the readers that the measures implemented by the Institutional Act
were only limited in time because they were responding to the imminent threat of the
advent of communism in Brazil (Imperativos 103). At the same time, though, he also writes
that “it is clear that the deadlines foreseen in the Institutional Act are too short, since the
legislative work requires prudence and objectivity of criteria, which is incompatible with
rush and hastiness” (Imperativos 64).77 Once again, while he is writing one thing—that the
disenfranchisements are but a temporary measure—he actually affirms its opposite: in
order for the revolution to truly fulfill its potential new constitutional order, the revolution
(through intellectuals like himself) needs to create the time to think of a new socio-political

“é claro que os prazos previstos no Ato Institucional são por demais exíguos, pois a obra legislativa
requer prudência e objetividade de critérios, o que é incompatível com a pressa e precipitação” 64
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program, which should go hand in hand with the economic plan already agreed upon. Reale
here is attempting to negotiate the authoritarian and violent reality of a supposedly
democratic military regime, what Spackman calls ideological oxymoron. This disjointed
referentiality expresses the constant conflicted state, or as Gramsci put it the constant
“crisis,” of fascism. The contradictions present throughout Gentile and Reale’s texts point
to this lack of actual referentiality, becoming then a rhetorical device that allows fascist
discourse to generate its own reality.
Reale stresses the importance of a new socio-political plan because these essays are
simultaneously working to conceptualize the revolution and to create the need for an
intelligentsia capable of producing an interpretation of society that suited the new
constitutional order. Regarding the role of the political elites during the revolutionary
moment, Arendt writes that those “have...determined the political destinies of the many
and have in most instances, exerted a domination over them” needed to do so in order “to
protect themselves against the many” (Arendt 269). Pessimistically, Arendt reflects how,
despite the revolutionary process, “the relationship between a ruling élite and the people,
between the few, who among themselves constitute a public space, and the many, who
spend their lives outside it and in obscurity, has remained unchanged” (269). The figure of
Reale in Brazilian politics exemplifies precisely this ruling élite, perhaps even more so
considering that Arendt acknowledges that politics has become a profession and a career.
Reale understands politics as “the art and science par excellence of the totality of
social problems” (Imperativos 27) and he warns that “a revolution risks exhausting itself
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when it loses the sense of the totality of problems” (Imperativos 62), directly.78 This
obsession with totality remits to Reale’s Integralist belief in an integral state, in which a
hierarchical order of each parts guarantees the efficiency of the State in its totality. His
insistence on the collaboration of politics and administration—“to prevent this
disaggregation [between politics and administration] is the most urgent duty of the political
and civil groups who supported the revolutionary government” (Imperativos 27)—points
to Reale’s worries regarding the prospect of the military regime turning into a
technocracy—which is eventually what happened. 79
Once he realized that the military were not going to step down from power, Reale
distanced himself from the administration of the regime, and although still a prominent
political and intellectual figure—he served as the president of USP from 1969 to 1973 and
he was the major legal advisor for the building of the Itaiupu Dam—he never directly
served under any of the generals. Not that the opportunities had not arisen, as rumors about
his possible governorship of the State of São Paulo began to spread during the Médici era.
But he preferred not to ever directly held the ‘sword’ of power. His reluctance in carrying
on a more prominent role during the military regime speaks to his awareness of the political
situation: he knew that when the regime was going to come to a halt, he needed to be free
from any undesirable attachments. At the same time, though, his Memórias reaffirm his
belief that the events of 1964 were a revolution, a revolution that was prematurely spoiled

“é a arte e a ciência por excelência da ‘totalidade’ dos problemas sociais” 27; “uma revolução arrisca
esvaziar-se quando perde o sentido de totalidade dos problema” 62
79
“prevenir tal desagregação é o dever mais urgente das agremiações políticas e cívicas que apoiam o
governo revolucionário” 27
78
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and could not fulfill its true potential. The fictionality of the fascist discourse becomes in
the Memórias the prominent medium through which Reale defends his own positions and
legitimizes the military regime as a lesser, necessary, evil compared to other
totalitarianism.
3.2 Memórias (1986-1987)
Miguel Reale’s two-volume autobiography offers a particularly rich window into
Brazilian political and intellectual history and gives an overview of the different instances
of fascism throughout the twentieth century in Brazil. The titles of the Memórias already
set the scene for what the texts showcase: the first one, which roughly covers the period
between 1910, the year of his birth, and 1954, the year of Vargas’ suicide, is titled Destinos
cruzados (Crossed Destinies) and emphasizes Reale’s predestined path to become a jurist
and a philosopher. The second one, which moves from the Kubitschek’s years until 1985,
is titled A balança e a espada (The Scale and The Sword), and Reale focuses on
proclaiming himself the protector of democracy. In particular, it is in this second volume
that Reale revisits key ideas regarding the “revolutionary process” and slightly elaborates
them in light of what happened after 1964. This elaboration usually involves a
minimization of his own involvement with the military, while maintaining the same
distorted version of the facts already presented in Imperatives. Reale does not write these
memories in an attempt to reflect on his past life, nor to confess and repent for some of his
faux pas, but to justify his own actions, assess the legacies of others, and rebuild his own
image within the new democratic space. His use of a literary space to do this, a space that
as he aptly recognizes in his preface, does not bind him to any factuality—not that this
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stopped him before—demonstrates the peculiar political aptitude of literature, and in
particularly of the testimonial literary form.
In the Memórias Reale insists on inscribing 1964 in a longer series of revolutionary
processes in Brazil, listing a similar set of dates as he did in the Imperatives, but adding
that these instances of revolution revealed:
irradicable habits, maybe of colonial matrix, that had already ineffectively
produced the revolutionary irruptions of 1922,1930, 1935, 1937, 1938, 1941, and
that they were going to issue into an unstoppable fatality—through known
institutional crisis—in the estuary of the Movement of 1964, transforming itself,
after difficult experiences and detours, in the delta of various paths. (Memórias I
218)
vícios inveterados, talvez de fonte colonial, que já haviam provocado inutilmente
as irrupções revolucionarias de 1922, 1930, 1935, 1937, 1938, 1941, e iriam
desaguar numa fatalidade implacável, através de conhecidas crises institucionais,
no estuário do Movimento de 1964, transformando, após duras experiências e
desvios, no delta de tantos caminhos. (Memórias I 218)
Spackman noticed that the use of numerical data reflects “Mussolini’s aspiration to
belated omniscience;” and in a sense this is what the enumeration of the dates does for
Reale, asserting scientific knowledge while giving “an impression of precision”
(Spackman 125). In Reale’s autobiography, the revolution of 1964, although still part of a
larger project of Brazilian nationalistic politics, has lost the human component of its
theorization. There are no more ‘mentors’ to this revolution because it has become an
‘unstoppable fatality’, the result of a force that does not belong to this world. In the original
Portuguese, this idea of irresistibility is well transmitted through the metaphor of a river
embedded in the words desaguar, estuário, delta. The violence that this unstoppable force
brought within it, the “difficult experiences and detours” that followed its failure, is
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naturalized not only as part of the revolutionary process, but also as part of the colonial
process itself.
Reale finds here a way to deflect accountability for the actions of the military by
placing the blame onto the Portuguese colonial past; however, this move stands in stark
contrast with the entirety of his intellectual and political production, for he has always been
an advocate of Brazilian autonomy and nationalism. Indeed, in another passage, Reale
further highlights 1964 as part of a larger nationalistic project—just as it was the case of
fascism in relation to the Risorgimento—as he traces it back to his very own Integralism,
“it would be useless to deny the contribution of Integralism to this new era...If we think
about the revolutionary process of 1964, we cannot not give enough weight to the
centralizing forces that permanently operate at the core of the Brazilian reality” (Memórias
I 165).80 Reale did not once mention the word Integralism in the Imperatives, which
underlines his reluctance at the time to be associated with this fascist inspired party that he
himself theorized. However, writing in 1986, almost fifty years after the end of the
Integralist Party, Reale does not shy away from highlighting his ties to the Party and the
right-wing nationalistic discourse that it helped pioneered. In this newly found climate of
‘forgive and forget’ promoted by the Brazilian re-democratization, he attempts to resurrect
the Integralist project as an important contributor to the creation of a modern Brazil. The
fact that he can do this without any fear of repercussions to his political and legal career
shows the misconceptions surrounding forms of authoritarian politics in Brazil. I argue that

“Inútil seria negar que o Integralismo contribuirá para o advento dessa nova era...se pensarmos no
processo revolucionário de 1964, não podemos deixar de conferir o devido peso às forças centralizadoras
que operam permanentemente no âmago da realidade brasileira” 165
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these ambivalences are not only the product of mishandled transition processes but the
direct legacy of the rhetoric of the lesser evil. This is also evident in the way Italian society
has struggled to rally around one, collective, memory of the fascist regime, an effort that
instead it produced several, often contrasting, narratives of how the ventennio is
remembered. I will explore the relationship between the rhetoric of the lesser evil and
institutional reckoning in the aftermath of authoritarian regimes in Italy and Brazil in the
next two chapters.
In keeping with the anti-communist rhetoric of his previous essays, Reale, in his
autobiography, continues to make disturbing references to the necessity of limpeza
(cleaning), a process the military was obliged to undertake in order to free the nation from
corrupted and subversive politicians. He reinforces the same rhetoric of the lesser evil—
that fascist violence is justified when compared to the subversive and radical force of the
communists—that Gentile has originally established as the linchpin of fascist discourse.
He often refers to the Brazilian left with the derogatory epitome of esquerda festiva (merry
left), ridiculing their tactics and their policies. Reale seems unconcerned that the major
political forces at the time he is writing his autobiography in Brazil were coming from
precisely what we can generally refer to as “the left”. In his autobiography Reale makes
himself to be the victim of an ideological witch-hunt carried out by the forces of redemocratization, which he refers to as:
Adversários encapuçados ou subterrâneos, que não temem, por certo, o
Integralismo (fato remoto e superado) mas sim o fortalecimento de qualquer diretriz
política em condições de abrir caminhos novos à democracia, tornando inviáveis
suas aspirações marxistas-leninistas ou revelando o ridículo de suas posições de
esquerda festiva. Até hoje, atuam no Brasil, ora às claras, ora encobertos, esses
comandos de patrulheiros. (Memórias I 258)
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Hooded and subterranean adversaries, that do not fear, for sure, Integralism (a
remote and surpassed fact), but the strengthening of any political initiative with the
conditions to open new pathways to democracy, making unviable their MarxistLeninist aspirations or revealing the ridicule of their merry left positions. Still
today, either overtly or stealthily, these commands of patrolmen are active in Brazil.
(Reale Memórias I 258)
Integralism appears here again, for this has been the only controversial aspect of Reale’s
political trajectory that the Brazilian intellectual community has questioned. Reale’s
continuous references to this can testify to his own coda di paglia. At the same time, the
numerous references to Integralism can also obscure his more recent political meddling,
thus acting as a narrative strategy that Reale employs to dissociate himself from the military
regime of 1964. In a sense, he re-employs the rhetoric of the lesser evil to his own actions:
the integralist past becomes here less evil than the complicity with the military coup of
1964.
In the autobiography, his political adversaries, the so-called communists, not only
are subversives, but they are inhuman, ‘hooded’ and ‘subterranean’ figures, recalling
images of witchcraft and wizardry. “Nobody can negate the bewitchment of the so-called
‘forces of the left’ in the cultural scenario of Brazil, capable of creating an immense
fictional power, in which they end up believing, and, what is worse, making many others
believe in it as if it were real and true. Up to now, this has been its virtue and mistake”
(Memórias II 120).81 Reale presents here the idea that political power is nothing more than

“Ninguém poderá negar o sortilégio das chamadas ‘forças de esquerda’ no cenário cultural do Brasil,
capazes de criar imenso poder fictício, no qual acabam acreditando, e, o que é pior, levando os demais a têlo como real e verdadeiro. Até agora, esse tem sido a sua virtù e o seu erro” 120
81
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a fiction, a common belief of a group of people, that becomes true. It seems that Reale
borrows from Vico not only his idea of corsi e ricorsi but also his theory of the verumfactum.
In the New Science, Vico reaffirms his belief in the power of the collective by
explaining how men, intended as a group, make their own world. Vico himself acts upon
this theory by playing with this possibility in the written realm, when he lies regarding his
own date of birth in his autobiography. Indeed, Vico too writes an autobiography, which is
more an intellectual reflection on how he came to write his New Science, or as literary
scholar Michael Sprinkler writes, “a text about texts” (326), for according to him, Vico’s
body of work offers “repetitions of previous works—his own and the works of others—but
only in the sense that each repetition constitutes a unique and individual articulation of the
pattern. Each text repeats each other by producing difference” (Sprinkler 329). And,
ultimately, this is also what Reale is doing in his own autobiography; he is producing a
different work by repeating ideas and patterns presented before, as this autobiography is
now serving a particular intention of a specific moment: he needs to somehow legitimize
his own actions and previous works so that he can be part of the newly founded democratic
government. However, this is also what fascist discourse constantly does: re-negotiate
previous iterations of itself, in attempt to elide contradictions when in reality it is these
very contradictions between what it was said to happen and what actually happened that
allow the space for fascist discourse to generate its own reality.
This tension is reflected in his stance regarding the violence used by the military
regime to repress the student protests of 1968. First, he condemns this violence in an essay
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published in 1969 in the Folha de São Paulo, but then, in this autobiography, the violence
previously used by the student ‘terrorists’ justifies the harsh repression the military regime
inflicted on its political prisoners, a narrative that perfectly fits the paradigm of the lesser
evil:
Foi nesse caldo de cultura que medrou o terrorismo, com todos os seus horrendos
instrumentos de conquista do Poder, desde sequestros e assaltos a bancos, até
atentados homicidas e guerrilhas, envolvendo, em suas malhas pobres
inocentes...Aterrorizou-se, por sua vez, o Estado, perdendo-se na guerra
ideológica, cujo frutos podres são a violência e a corrupção, sem falar em crimes
ignominiosos como os perpetradores pelo chamado “Esquadrão da Morte”, ou
contra inermes prisioneiros, de cuja extensão só mais tarde se teve ciência.
(Memórias II 145)
It was in this [post AI 5] cultural climate that terrorism prospered, with all its
horrendous tools for conquering power, from kidnappings and bank assaults, to
murder attempts and guerrilla [warfare], involving in their plots poor innocents.
The State was, for its part, horrified, losing itself in the ideological war, whose
rotten fruits are violence and corruption, to say nothing of the ignominious crimes
such as the ones committed by the so-called ‘Death Squad’, or the ones against
unarmed prisoners, whose extension became known only later. (Memórias II 145)
In the original Portuguese, the verb used to describe the State’s reaction to the
methods employed by the few militant groups is the reflexive verb aterrorizar-se, implying
that the actions are reflected on the subject and precluding the possibility of having an
object to terrorize, thus excluding the State from being the agent of terror. To mark the
parallel between the militancy’s methods of destabilizing the regime and the military use
of repressive force and torture, Reale writes por sua vez, which naturalizes, as a
presupposed continuance of the violence employed by students’ terrorists, the military
regime’s kidnapping, torturing, murdering, and disappearing of hundreds of civilians
fighting for democracy. Reale is aware of the various punishments inflicted by the certain
sectors of the military on their prisoners, however he cannot bear himself to use the word
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torture, for it would mean admitting to the existence of illegal practices of coercion in what
he builds up to be a legitimate government.
Reale recognizes the repressive nature of the military regime, especially after 1968,
which, in a way, fortifies the belief of those who withhold from calling dictatorial the years
between 1964 and 1968. Reale refuses to acknowledge the fact that this repressive nature
was already inherent to the coup d’état of 1964. 82 This repressive nature “ended up
sidetracking the Revolution from its original source of inspiration, which had been the
preservation of the res publica in a new democratic order; the mere imperative of
preserving Power prevailed, for the military was fascinated by the outcomes of economic
development at any cost” (Memórias II 144).83 The fears he had expressed in the
Imperatives regarding the exclusion of the political elite made up of intellectuals or
bachareis came true. Reale is still not willing to accept was the generals who had the power
all along, since the inception of the regime.
If Reale had acknowledged the impotence of the political class, he would have
undermined his own belief that the events of 1964 were part of a larger revolutionary
movement. According to Reale, the revolution fails to constitute a new democratic
government because the military “pushed to the sidelines” and “disdained” (Memórias II
143) the political class. In doing so, the revolution came to lack “an ethical idea” (143),
which would have prevented the violence of the military regime, a violence “typical of the

The myth of a “good” 1964 has been deconstructed by historian Carlos Fico in Além do golpe.
“acabou desviando a Revolução de sua originária fonte inspiradora, que havia sido a preservação do bem
público numa nova ordem democrática; prevaleceu o mero imperativo da preservação do Poder, fascinado
pelo êxitos do desenvolvimento econômico a qualquer custo” 144
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revolutionary war” (143). To summarize, according to Reale, the fault for the failure of the
revolution rests with the military, without whom, let’s not forget, the revolution would not
have happened in the first place. While it is true that the Brazilian military regime evolved
into a technocracy, in which intellectuals had little space, it is also true that Reale and others
did support the military in 1964 and, once it was clear that the military would not leave its
new position of power, did not openly stand against them.
In the chapters dedicated to the events of 1964, Reale clarifies that the military
regime received ample support from certain sections of the civilian population, who
believed that Goulart was about to install a communist regime. Although now we have a
rich historiography on the role of civilians in the Brazilian military regime, Reale was one
of the first one to highlight the collaborationist nature of the Brazilian middle-class.84 As
discussed throughout these chapters, the support of the middle class is crucial in validating
the rhetoric of the lesser evil. If as we said the middle class’ political project is stability, it
makes sense that the support for the military coup, just as it was the case for the supportof
the Italian Fascist Party, is interpreted through the lenses of middle class values, which are
commonly understood as rational and centrist. However, in 1986 the majority of the liberal
forces in charge of reconstructing the Brazilian democracy preferred to forget that many
people supported the military, just as in Italy in 1943, once Mussolini retreated to Salò, the
narrative of the good Italian and the bad German prevailed, erasing the fact that the middle
class helped fascism to rise to power.
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The term civil-military is now the more dominant term, a Marcelo Ridenti discusses in a recent issue of
BLAR.
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The support of the middle classes is what allowed fascism and the military regime
to exist for so long, and, in the case of the latter, to slowly fade away instead of being
defeated by popular forces. Reale clearly states that “without the initiative and the support
of the governors...and if there hadn’t been the pronouncement of the civil society,
represented by the multitude that marched in the streets, responding to the plea of women
from São Paulo and Minas, in protest against the accelerated social dissolution, the military
conspiracy would not have had so much success” (Memórias II 111).85 In revealing this
widespread collaborationism Reale once again tries to place the responsibility of the regime
on others. In contrast to Imperatives, the povo here takes a more decisive role, for it is not
an uncontrollable multitude in need of mentors, but a quite capable section of Brazilian
society who feared losing their privileges if Goulart proceeded to implement his socioeconomic reforms.
According to Reale, the blame for the twenty-one years of the military regime lies
with both those “terrorists” and their acts of disobedience which ignited the violence of the
regime, and the collaborationist who once the military was in power passively accepted
things as they were. But in this world made of yes and no—as he likes to remark—where
does Reale situate himself? In a chapter entirely dedicated to justifying his position in
regard to the military regime, Reale inventively argues how, after 1964, there were only
five positions that the political class and the intellectuals could have chosen:

“Sim, meu caro leitor, sem a inciativa e o apoio de governadores...e se não tivesse havido o
pronunciamento da sociedade civil, representada pela multidão que saiu às ruas, atendendo ao apelo das
mulheres mineiras e paulistas, em sinal de protestos contra a dissolução social em acelerado processo, a
conspiração militar não teria logrado tanto êxito” 111
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[A] de franco repúdio do chamado ‘sistema’...com a opção pela reação armada, e
foi o caminho eleito pelos terroristas, que só contribuíram para justificar e perpetuar
a duração das forças repressivas; a de repulsa ao sistema, sem torná-la pública, à
espera de melhores dias, e foi a atitude preferida pelos timoratos; a de reação contra
a ordem constituída, fazendo uso de poder de crítica, tal como uma alta condição
moral o permitia, e foi atitude corajosa, por exemplo, de Alceu Amoroso Lima; a
de aceitação do sistema, com ressalva do próprio direto de divergir e criticar onde
e quando julgado necessário; e finalmente, a adesão pura e simples ao regime
militar, acolhendo sem reserva suas determinações. (Memórias II 137)
[T]he one of frank repudiation of the so called ‘system’...with the option of the
armed struggle, and this was the path chosen by the terrorists, which contributed to
the justification and perpetuation of repressive tactics; the one of rejection of the
system, without however making it public, waiting for better days, and this was the
attitude taken by the timorous; the one of reaction against the constituted order,
using the power of critique...and it was the courageous attitude for example of
Alceu Amoroso Lima; the one of acceptance of the system, safeguarding however
one’s right to diverge and critique where and when deemed necessary; and finally,
the one of pure and simple adhesion to the military regime, welcoming without
reserves its decisions. (Memórias II 137)
He obviously cannot list himself among those intellectuals who, without taking up
the armed struggle, tried to formulate a liberal discourse during the military regime, a
discourse that, although ineffective at the time, became the projected memory of Brazil
during the re-democratization. Reale chooses his words carefully, he says he ‘accepted’ the
system with reservations, not that he constructed a theoretical apparatus whose goal was to
frame the military coup d’état as a revolution. Even in defining the different positions of
the political class, Reale frames his own position as the one which is the lesser evil: the
one who participated in the armed struggle, responding to violence to violence, is obviously
the greater evil, since it did not accomplish the desired results on account of its subversive
nature. Although Reale often remarks how he did not hold any administrative roles during
the military regime, being chosen to be the president of the University of São Paulo, the
rumors about his possible election to state governor, and his seat in the Conselho Federal
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da Cultura (a proto Ministry of Culture) attest to the fact that the generals saw him as one
of them.
And rightfully so, for still in 1986 Reale continues defending the notion that the
events of 1964 were not a military coup d’état. While in the Imperatives he seems at times
skeptical of the capabilities of the generals, in the Memórias he extols the actions
undertaken by President General Costa e Silva (1967-1969)—the successor of the first
General Castelo Branco and the one who annuls the right of habeas corpus, thus actively
legitimizing disappearance as a form of political repression—for keeping in line with the
true revolutionary process: “although he [Costa e Silva] did not move a finger for the March
Movement, once invested of the Command of the Revolution, he showed uncommon
energy and decisiveness...so much so that he converted what could have been another coup
d’état of a Latin-American kind, in an authentic revolutionary act” (Memórias II 124).86
Let’s recount the facts: he is talking about a general who overtakes a democratic
president and implements a series of decrees aimed at disenfranchising anybody who stood
against the military. Reale employs here once more the rhetorical maneuver we have seen
him using in Estado Moderno and in Imperativos, in which he denies the reality of an event,
blatantly contradicting what the facts suggest. He says that 1964 was not a coup d’état,
when in fact, it was. This maneuver attempts to re-negotiate contradictions that may arise
once the so-called revolution is finally acknowledged as a military coup by current

“Mas se ele não moveu uma palha para o movimento de março, uma vez investido no Comando da
Revolução, deu mostras de energia e decisão incomum...até o ponto de converter o que poderia ter sido
mais um golpe de Estado, de tipo latino-americano, em um autêntico ato revolucionário, como passo a
demonstrar” 124
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historiography. But this also allows Reale to generate a new version of the facts,
relativizing the reality according to what ought to be—in the realm of the ser, it is a coup
d’ètat, but in the realm of the deve ser, which is the level of reality in which Reale thinks
politically, it is a revolution. This contradictory nature of coup d’ètat/revolution points
toward the fictional quality of Reale’s discourse, and of fascist discourse more in general—
for example Gentile’s contradictory definition of the squads/State militias.
Reale then attributes to Costa e Silva the merit of legitimizing the revolution: “for
Costa e Silva it was a revolutionary fact that auto-legitimized itself just by the simple notion
of having happened, although this decisionist thesis was probably unknown to him. It was
then, this theoretical position, inspired in the teachings of Carl Schmitt, that guided the first
steps of the Revolution” (Memórias II 125).87 In this way Reale maintains the notion that
the revolution happened instead of a military coup d’état but he refrains from declaring
himself one of the mentors of this revolution. If in Imperatives he invokes the participation
of intellectuals to partake in developing a series of concepts to legitimize the actions of the
military as a revolution, here he defers this conceptualization to Schmitt’s theory and to
the fact that the events of 1964 are self-legitimized by the simple notion of having been
undertaken by the military itself, a recognized, political body. Similarly, Gentile attributed
to Mussolini the merit of fulfilling a revolution that auto-legitimized itself because it had
an idea, a willpower, and a leader (Origini 32). The idea too in Reale that the revolution

“compreendi que para Costa e Silva havia um fato revolucionário que se legitimava por si mesmo, ainda
que fosse pouco provável o seu conhecimento dessa tese decisionista. Foi, porém, essa posição teórica,
inspirada nos ensinamentos de Carl Schmitt, que guiou os primeiros passos da Revolução” 125
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auto-legitimizes itself simply because it happened also mimics Gentile’s understanding that
thought and action happen simultaneously.
Just as Reale did in Imperatives, he continues to stress the fact that this revolution
brought within it a regenerative force, what he calls a “new constitutional order”. If he
credits Costa e Silva with legitimizing the revolution—the repressive AI 5 which took away
the right of habeas corpus happened during Costa e Silva’s presidency—he applauds
Castelo Branco for having “installed in Brazil a new mentality, dressing as Revolution what
could have ended up being a simple coup d’ètat” (Memórias II 133).88 The original
Portuguese for ‘dressing’, is dando vestes, which literally means ‘giving garments.’ Reale
one again undermines his own thesis by admitting that the coup d’état was ‘given the
garments’ of a revolution through “renewing attitudes that profoundly alter the rhythm of
history” (133).89 Reale further explains how through these renewing attitudes Castelo
Branco, and more generally the March Movement, “transformed ab imis fundamentis the
structure and the way of being of Brazil...[because] the people finally participated directly
in the debates regarding their own interests” (133). 90 While up to this point we have dealt
with a reality that might not have been factual, but that was somehow inspired by the actual
events, here we have a complete negation of the military regime’s modus operandi. He
writes that “nobody in good faith can negate” (133) that a military dictatorship—which has

“instaurou no Brasil uma mentalidade nova, dando vestes de Revolução ao que poderia se exaurir como
simples golpe de Estado” 113
89
“atitudes renovadoras que alteram profundamente o ritmo da história” 133
90
“ninguém de boa-fé poderá negar que ele transformou ab imis fundamentis a estrutura e o modo de ser do
Brasil....o povo passou a participar diretamente dos debates relativos a seus próprios interesses” 133
88
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stripped away the political powers of those in the opposition and subsequently denied the
right of habeas corpus, legalizing the practice of disappearing and torturing civilians—was
actually a democracy. This utter disregard for basic facts, facts of which he is aware since
he had just finished struggling in justifying the violence of the military and the
collaborationism of civilians, explains why Reale chose the space of autobiography, a
literary form whose primary means of communication is that same poetic language of
fascist discourse (Spackman 118), for narrating his own story in the post-1985 political
climate as opposed to the more familiar space of the essay.
The complete subversion of the truth can happen in the space of the autobiography
because as Georges Gusdorf wrote in 1956 “in autobiography the truth of facts is
subordinate to the truth of the man, for it is first of all the man who is in question” (43). In
line with this, critic James Olney in his 1980 edited collection dedicated to autobiography
explains how the auto in ‘autobiography’ “has its reasons and its truth (which in terms of
historical fact, may well be false) that neither reason nor a simple historical view of bio
can ever know” (21). Literary critic Stephen Shapiro, writes that “truth in autobiography is
not merely fidelity to fact...it is the story of identity as the tension between self-image and
social recognition” (426). And Reale, who is a public intellectual, needs social recognition
in order to impose his opinions, thus he writes an autobiography in attempt to free himself
of a controversial past, and to picture himself as the victim of ideological persecution. If
for Shapiro the autobiography is a final attempt to impose oneself on its neighbors, to
ensure that the “impostor seen by others—that dwarf, that usurper—has now been
displaced by the imperial genuine self” (445), for Gusdorf it has once more to do with the
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truth of the man, as “no one can do better justice to himself than the interested party, and
it is precisely in order to do away with misunderstandings, to restore an incomplete or
deformed truth, that the autobiographer himself takes up the telling of the story” (36).
Reale’s autobiography is important to this study and to understand the development of
fascist ideas in Brazil because it is a paradigmatic case of how the intellectual architects of
the dictatorship have defended themselves through rhetorical appeals to an incomplete truth
that helps to mask the persistence of authoritarian strains of Brazilian political life after
1985.91
The tension between the literariness of the form chosen, a form that addresses
intimate and personal facts and reflections, and its political and not necessarily aesthetic
content, creates something more than a traditional autobiography, which is conceived of as
a “retrospective prose narrative written by a real person concerning his or her own
existence, where the focus is his individual life” (Lejeune 4). Instead, the contrasting
elements of apologia and narrative history produce a mixed form, one in which the author’s
intentionality is omnipresent throughout the entirety of the text. The task of Reale’s
autobiography “is personal salvation...it is a matter of concluding a peace treaty and a new
alliance with himself and with the world” (Gusdorf 39). Throughout Reale’s autobiography
it is clear that he is writing with an audience in mind, as he often times addresses the reader
using the formula meu caro leitor (my dear reader), when dealing with more delicate or
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Another figure very much implicated with the military dictatorship who also wrote a memoir titled Um
híbrido fértil is Jarbas Passarinho, another controversial figure of the Brazilian political panorama.
However, Reale makes the intellectual effort of justifying the military dictatorship theoretically.
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controversial points, such as when he reveals the ample participation of the civilian society
in the coup. The use of the possessive meu points to Reale’s own insecurity and to his need
to impose on readers his own point of view, making the reader “his.” In other instances,
the reader is described as malicioso (malicious), for example when Reale describes his own
position regarding the military regime, revealing a certain defensiveness on his part. The
reader could be malicious because he or she might read the autobiography in search of
incriminating evidence. However, although he often consults the reader, Reale does not
entertain the possibility of changing the direction of its narrative. Reale creates his own
axiomatic truths by consistently framing his own point of view with the phrase ninguém
poderá negar (nobody will be able to deny). This formula also underlines the latent
authoritarianism of his own ideology, an ideology that is not only foisted on the reader but
purportedly impossible to question or refute because the form of the autobiography does
not envision the possibility of any dialogue.
In addition to its aspiration to serve as a self-justifying narrative, which also serves
the political function of rehabilitating him in the new democratic Brazil, the Memórias
strive to immortalize its subject. A certain arrogance surrounds the belief that people will
be interested in reading his two-volume autobiography, because, after all, “the man who
takes delight in... drawing his own image believes himself worthy of a special interest...he
looks at himself being and delights in being looked at” (Gusdorf 29). In the initial chapters
of the Memórias I, when he traces his Italian ancestry, he lets his readers know that he was
destined to become an intellectual figure. As previously, his grandfather was a lawyer and
his father became a doctor out of necessity, for he really was a humanist who taught him
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to appreciate art and literature. Reale’s autobiography “testifies to the power of models”
(Shapiro 448), for his own self-exploration mirrors the works of two figures who have been
central to the Brazilian belles-lettres: Italian vate Dante Alighieri and Machado de Assis.
References to Dante run throughout the text, both in relation to Reale’s personal
and spiritual life. For example, Reale describes his wife Nuce as his Beatrice (Memórias I
30) and indicates that his love for God was inspired by Dante’s primo amore (Memórias II
165). Dante is also a model for his political life, especially when he represents himself as
the victim of some malicious political scheme. A journalist, after hearing rumors that Reale
might run for the governorship of São Paulo, published an article portraying him as an
opportunist, a man loyal to no one but himself. Reale writes: “It was the work of a journalist
who, naturally, could only misconstrue the situation, presenting me as a politician without
scruples, [a] traitor to [...] Plínio Salgado, Adhemar de Barros, and Getúlio Vargas [...]
[I]n these cases I follow Dante’s lesson: ‘Non ti curar di loro ma guarda e passa’”
(Memórias II 216).
Reale quotes the popular passage from Canto III of the Inferno directly in Italian:
“non ti curar di loro ma guarda e passa,” which Allen Mandelbaum translates into English
as “let us not talk of them, but look and pass.” It is not a coincidence that Reale would
choose to insert this verse here, after referring to efforts to impugn his political integrity.
Canto III recounts Dante’s encounter with the ignavi, those who lived without praise and
without blame, oblivious to any political or religious interests. Reale clearly wishes to
absolve himself of wrongdoing by subtly conjuring up the greater evil of the ignavo. Better
to have acted, at times irresponsibly or out of self-interest, he seems to suggest, than to
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have stood on the sidelines and risked nothing. Reale sees himself as the vate of Brazilian
intellectualism, equally engaged in politics and literature, and he writes the Memórias as if
it were the Comedy, a reflection on almost a century of political and philosophical
production.
Machado de Assis enters the Memórias in more subtle ways, such as in Reale’s
continuous use of direct address to the reader, a particularly common technique in
Machado’s texts, but perhaps most significantly in the choice of the autobiography as a
form. Indeed, one of the most famous autobiographies in Brazilian Literature is Memórias
Póstumas de Brás Cubas [Epitaph of a Small Winner], which tells the story of Brás Cubas,
who writes his autobiography from the dead. Moreover, the novel is less a series of
memories, than a presentation of the narrators philosophical reflections on life, and reveals
the bigotry of a world deeply divided between colonial and liberal views and in which the
strong always triumph over the weak. At times, Miguel Reale reminds us of Brás Cubas,
especially his declamatory, stentorian style which takes aim at everyone who seems to have
slighted him or voiced a dissenting opinion of Brazilian politics.
Reale’s literary pretentions notwithstanding, the most obvious observation that one
gleans from his autobiography is that “education or reality-testing is its reason for being”
(Shapiro 436). Reale’s claim to importance is his authority as an actor within and an
eyewitness to the crucial events leading up to the establishment of Brazilian democracy. In
this sense then, “he is not engaged in an objective and disinterested pursuit but in a work
of personal justification” (Gusdorf 39). If the readers look at history through his eyes, then
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he accomplishes that personal salvation which characterizes the inner nature of
autobiographical works.
At the time when Reale is writing his autobiography, a surge of testimonial novels
from political exiles, or what Reale called “terrorists,” who were able to return to Brazil
after the Amnesty Law of 1979, were being published in Brazil. Partially, Reale writes his
Memórias with this work in mind, to give voice to the other side of this battle for memory. 92
Reale, by writing his autobiography, a literary work, published by the widely known press
Saraiva and thus available to a wide range of readers, ensured that, amid the repudiation of
the military actions and the celebration of the fight for democracy, including the armed
struggle, another kind of memory, a “restored truth” that argued that the military coup
d’état was a democratic revolution, would remain part of the public discourse. These
Memórias also show that the years between 1964 and 1985 were not a moment of
exception, but that they represented a transformation of the authoritarianism that
characterized the way in which certain conservative intellectuals have theorized Brazil as
a nation from the late nineteenth century onward.
The series of ‘revolutionary’ moments in which Reale inscribes 1964, both in the
Imperativos and the Memórias represent instances in which the authoritarianism embedded
in the nationalist project that created Brazil as a concept emerges more visibly. Because of
their cyclical nature, it is possible to assume that these crisis will eventually reappear—it
is the same concept of Vico’s corsi e ricorsi. Throughout the Imperativos and the Memórias
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In 2006 ex-general and chief of secret services Carlo Alberto Brilhante Ustra also wrote a trstimonial
novel about his time as chief torturer during the military regime, Verdade Sufocada [Suffocated Truth].
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Reale continues to frame the violence of both the Integralist and military projects through
the rhetoric of the lesser evil, which he had previously inscribed in the ideology of
Integralism inspired by Gentile’s conceptualization of violence. At the time of the
Memórias, this rhetoric of the lesser evil, while still framing the narrative, is coincidentally
also reflected in the empirical data of the number of victims and disappeared in Brazil visà-vis Argentina. This is also true for Italy, where the rhetoric of the lesser evil constitutive
of fascist discourse is coincidentally confirmed in the comparison with the horrors
committed by Nazi Germany. What this means is that the institutions in Brazil and Italy,
basing their assumptions and their policies of re-democratization on these biased but
ultimately true empirical data, risks perpetuating that same rhetoric of the lesser evil at the
basis of fascist discourse. What I will show in the second part of this dissertation is that,
because fictionality and poetic language are the means through which the rhetoric of the
lesser evil manifests itself in the discourse of fascism, then it is in the realm of fictionality
and poetic language that the deconstruction of this rhetorical illusion can take place.
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4. The Politics of Fiction: Post-Dictatorial Strategies of Forgetting and
Remembering in Italy and Brazil
The first part of this chapter analyzes how the rhetoric of the lesser evil has affected
the memory of fascism in Italy, to the extent that no official tool has been implemented to
investigate fascist crimes. I look at how discursive strategies that can be grouped under the
banner italiani brava gente were forged by those same institutional forces that brought
Italy back to democracy, and I ultimately show how the rhetoric of the lesser evil continued
unabashed in the discourse about fascism promoted by democratic institutions. In the
second part I examine the testimonial fiction of Bernardo Kucinski—an account of the
disappearance and murder of her sister Ana Rosa Kucinski—and its interactions with the
Brazilian National Truth Commission. What becomes evident when reading these novels
together is that just as the case of Anna Rosa Kucinski needed to be moved from the official
discourse of the institutions into that of fiction in order to receive a modicum of justice and
to solve the mystery behind her disappearance, the same is true for uncovering the rhetoric
of the lesser evil that haunts Italian understanding of the fascist years. When dealing with
distorted histories of State violence, especially when moral claims such as the lesser evil
obfuscate the understanding of traumatic and violent events, novels offer a way to
contextualize those histories, giving an index of reference through which one may be able
to unmask the lesser evil.
4.1 An Inquiry into the Fascist Past: Tango e gli altri (2008) by Francesco Guccini and
Loriano Macchiavelli
In the historical detective novel Tango e gli altri. Romanzo di una raffica anzi tre
(2008) Francesco Guccini and Loriano Macchiavelli, through the figure of Santovito, a
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marshal of the carabinieri, demystify the Italian Resistance by dismantling the idea of a
united front fighting to liberate Italy. 1 The book is set in the 1960s, and it begins with
Santovito receiving a letter that brings to light new evidence about an execution that took
place in 1944—an execution that Santovito had already investigated during his time as a
partigiano (partisan). The letter proves that Bob, a partisan who was found guilty by a
public tribunal of massacring a family of fascists and sentenced to death, had been innocent
all along. This revelation motivates Santovito’s sinuous, psychological journey through
several distinct temporalities as he attempts to unmask the real killer. It is only when
Santovito chooses to embrace the multiplicity of his own identities—as a carabiniere who
is also a partigiano and a meridionale nonetheless—that he is he able to show that Egidio
Olmi, another partigiano now mayor of the town, framed Bob. Santovito goes back to the
town in which he fought as a partisan and begins to ask questions to other ex-partisans in
order to bring justice to the memory of Bob. However, Santovito is unwelcomed by the
town and the only person open to helping him is Bob’s mother, who has known all along
that Bob could not have been capable of committing this crime. Unfortunately, because of
this allegiance and because she figures out who the real killer is, she too ends up murdered,
in a plot twist that makes the readers ponder the efficacy of vigilante justice. Santovito’s

1

Loriano Macchiavelli (1934) is from Vergato, a small town in the Apennines of Bologna, Italy and has
written many crime novels. He is perhaps best known for inventing a different Detective character, Sarti
Antonio, whose numerous adventures lasted more than thirty years and have also been adapted for television.
Macchiavelli has always set his crime fiction either in Bologna or in the Apennines surrounding the city, and
famously collaborated with singer-songwriter Francesco Guccini (1940) on a musical ode to the region. The
figure of the Detective Santovito appears in several novels, including Macaronì. Romanzo di santi e di
briganti (1997), Un disco dei platters. Romanzo di un maresciallo e di una regina (1998) and Questo sangue
che impasta la terra (2001), Lo spirito e altri briganti (2003).
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inquiry into the past ends when Tango, the captain of Bob’s brigade and the person
responsible for allowing the execution to happen, shows up at a gathering of ex-partisans,
after having lived in isolation for years. Tango then publicly admits that he has known all
along that another man, Egidio Olmi, committed the murder but that he could not do
anything because of Olmi’s popularity among the town villagers.
I argue that the representation of detective Santovito’s multiple, irreconcilable
selves, alongside an array of characters that embody contrasting ideals about fascism,
directly challenges the concept of a single totalizing Italian identity. This concept of Italian
identity, mobilized by a coalition of the most disparate forces to promote the image of the
good Italian in contradistinction to that of the bad German, is part of a discursive practice
that ultimately mythologized the Italian Resistance and elided Italian war crimes. I argue
further that the form of the historical detective novel, by opening up the space within the
public sphere to probe the tensions concealed by the rhetoric of the good Italian, stands in
for the judicial investigations that never took place at the end of World War II in Italy.
According to Maureen Reddy, facts and events—often but not always criminal—
concealed at the beginning of the story are the central interest of the crime novel (153).
Italian crime fiction, or giallo (yellow), named after the color chosen for its trademark spine
by publishing house Mondadori in 1929, has often been considered a “low brow” literature,
an inevitable artistic concession to an increasingly mass-oriented cultural industry.
However, it is precisely because they are widely read by the public that historical detective
novels can have a real impact, creating seductive, fact-based counternarratives that
frequently dismantle official accounts of past events. Literary scholar Nicoletta Di Ciolla
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has constructed a genealogy of the genre’s evolution in recent Italian history, beginning
with the confiscation of all crime novels in 1941 and moving from the rebirth of the genre
in the 1960s, when the mystery element became an instrument of social and existential
analysis of contemporary Italian reality, all the way up to the most recent sub-genre of the
historical detective novel. 2 Di Ciolla writes, “the crime novel in Italy aimed to establish a
very different relationship with reality, encouraging the reader not to escape from it through
fictive worlds, but on the contrary to use fictional representations as a way of engaging in
a critical reflection on Italian social and cultural mores” (6)––and I would also add political
mores. Indeed, the question of the impegno (political engagement) of crime novelists
already emerges in Leonardo Sciascia’s novels of the 1970s, which are based for the most
part on actual episodes of crime blotters, and has been discussed recently by scholars such
as Marco Sangiorgi and Luca Telò (2004), who have identified the giallo as the new
romanzo sociale. Claudio Milanesi (2009) also argues that the detective novel is a
compensatory, rhetorical weapon that can be used to restore, at least symbolically, the truth
and justice that are systematically denied in reality.
As both Luca Somigli (2010) and Barbara Pezzotti (2014) point out, since the
1990s, in response to the harsh conservative revisionism promoted by the right, Italy has
seen a wave of crime writers, among them Loriano Macchiavelli and Francesco Guccini,
who have chosen to set their stories during the fascist period and the second world war. 3
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The Ministero della Cultura Popolare condemned the depictions of murderous and criminal actions in
the gialli of the Mondadori collection as non-Italian and contrary to fascist credos, hence the confiscation of
the gialli and the demise of the series.
3
Among others: Edoardo Angelino, Corrado Augias, Leonardo Gori, Carlo Lucarelli, and Lucio Trevisan.
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The emergence of historical detective fiction, as with Lukács’ (1983) historical novel, is
coterminous with a new experience of historicity. Its ambivalence reflects the nature of the
period in which the majority of these novels are set, the two years between 1943—which
marks the arrival of the Allied Forces in Salerno—and 1945—the official end of World
War II. During this time Allied Forces bombed Italy incessantly in order to expurgate the
Nazis, who, in their withdrawal, left a trail of destruction. The antifascist guerillas, usually
referred to as partigiani, joined the Allied Forces to push the Nazis out and fight the Italians
who were still loyal to Mussolini and who formed the Social Republic of Salò (RSI) in the
North. It is only recently that the complexity of this two-year period has been
acknowledged, perhaps most notably through its redefinition by historian Claudio Pavone
(1991) as the Italian civil war. The crime novels that look back at this period bear clear
traces of the form that preceded it and was so famously conceptualized and assessed by
Lukács. Italian historical detective fiction, in keeping with the populist appeal that Lukács
detected in the traditional historical novel, steers clear of portraying “the so called great
men of history,” (3) choosing instead to look at the past through the “anonymous
consciousness of ordinary witnesses and merely representative heroes” (3), such as
maresciallo Santovito. Also like its nineteenth-century predecessor, the historical detective
novel, while “engaging [with] the historical specificity of the past, never loses sight of its
commitments and responsibilities in our own present” (7). In this sense, the historical
detective novel also functions as a counter-genre for memory writing, since it challenges
the established forms of the diary and of the more traditional historical novel by inviting
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readers to participate in the deconstruction, rather than the invention, of an established,
mythological narrative of the national past.
Tango e gli altri, through Santovito’s search for the truth on several temporal
planes—1944, the period of the crime;1960, the time of the crime’s discovery; and 2008,
the moment of the novel’s publication and hence its intervention in a historically distinct
discursive field—unravels multiple presents that are saturated with lies about the past.
Bob’s misled incrimination is symptomatic of a larger trend in Italian post-war politics of
choosing to forget Italy’s ties to fascism and forgiving those who supported it. This is
common throughout Europe, for according to historian Tony Judt, “the special character of
wartime experience in continental Europe, and the ways in which the memory of that
experience was distorted, sublimated, and appropriated, bequeathed to the postwar era an
identity that was fundamentally false” (293). It is then the myth of WWII that takes over
its history, “a myth whose construction was undertaken almost before the war itself was
over” (Judt 296), and that takes full form during the years 1945-1948. Judt refers to the
near-unanimously accepted idea that the Germans were the principal bad actors and that if
it weren’t for Hitler’s maniacal thirst for power, the war and its horrors could have been
avoided. Germany becomes the enemy, and since “the actions of this enemy had been
without precedent in their brutality and scale, there was a universal agreement that it should
be punished” (Judt 295). Thus, in Italy, the myth of WWII that Judt identifies translates
into the rhetoric that Italians were more humane than Germans, that Italians were not
belligerent, and thus less inclined to enter the war—a war which was imposed on them by
a Duce who did not represent the popular consensus.
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This self-absolving discourse, based on the constant comparison between Italy and
Germany—to which I will refer throughout this chapter as the rhetoric of the good Italian—
annuls the injustices and abuses committed by Italians during the twenty years of Fascism
and glorifies the idea of a single, unitary Italian, antifascist identity. Tango e gli altri
(2008), in the tradition of other important novels such as Calvino’s Il sentiero dei nidi di
ragno (1947), Pavese’s La luna e i falò (1950), and Fenoglio’s Una questione privata
(1963), explores the tensions underlying the myth of the good Italian, showing how the
front fighting the Nazis, the Resistance, was fragmented and precarious. For example,
Santovito’s brigade captain distrusted the decision that led to Bob’s execution, and sent the
carabiniere to investigate the evidence supporting Bob’s incrimination. By not aligning
himself with what was decided by another brigade and instead choosing to send a
carabiniere to unearth misunderstandings, Santovito’s captain shows the fictitiousness of
a single, united, anti-fascist front. But, what Tango e gli altri does differently, is to have a
central character, that of Santovito, who literally embodies this fragmentation and
demonstrates that the key to reckoning truthfully with the past and moving forward is to
re-inscribe the fissures, represented here by the hero’s divergent sociopolitical roles, and
cognitive dissonances that underlay the comforting myth of the good Italian.
Historian Filippo Focardi maintains that “the cliché of the ‘bad German,’ shared
by all of Europe…has produced, since its first appearance, the associated mirror image of
the ‘good Italian’” (x). 4 But the notion of this supposed contrast existed well before the

“il cliché del ‘cattivo tedesco,’ comune a tutta Europa...è risultato associato fin dall’inizio all’immagine
speculare del ‘bravo italiano’” (Focardi x). All translations from Italian are mine unless otherwise stated.
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arrival of the Allies in 1943, for fascism itself had cultivated this idea. 5 Historian Ruth BenGhiat argues that Italian fascists sought any possible opportunities to present themselves
as possessing an intrinsic humanity that was lacking among the German people,
overplaying stereotypes about southern conviviality (The Lesser Evil 139). She reveals
how the rhetoric of the good Italian was widely embraced after 1945 and echoed not only
by the new republic but also by “a host of foreign commentators whose work removed
Mussolini’s regime from the totalitarian equation.” (The Lesser Evil 142) The anti-fascist
forces, therefore, had fertile ground, inherited from fascism itself, on which they could
build the Manichaean distinction between the bad German and the good Italian. The
retention of this rhetoric is not unique, for what Claudio Fogu (2003) calls the historic
imaginary that fascism had carefully constructed and celebrated persisted in mainstream
postwar democratic discourse, including the mythology surrounding the Risorgimento—
the nineteenth century struggle (1814-1871) to liberate Italy from the Austrian Empire and
fashion a unified Italian nation-state.
Opportunistic references to the Risorgimento, especially the glorification of the
Resistance as a Second Risorgimento, reinforced the bad German/good Italian binary and
offered a symbolic field in which Italians could congregate. Indeed one can see echoes of
the fascist intellectual Giovanni Gentile’s pioneering exploitation of the Risorgimento in

For more on the creation of the myth of the good Italian during fascism see David Bidussa’s Il mito bravo
italiano (1994), which analyzes how the racial laws served as a tool for consolidating Italian national
identity. Bidussa calls the fascist racial laws an example of differential racism, which imposes a
community’s isolation by cutting their economic and cultural ties to the rest of society. Bidussa argues that
the communities subjected to these kinds of policies are doomed to disappear; the fascist racial laws then
have in the long run a devastating effect on the Jewish population similar to that of the German
concentration camps.
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the RSI’s propaganda materials depicting Mazzini and Garibaldi. Thus, paradoxically, the
Germans—symbolically conflated with past German-speaking occupiers—are implicitly
bad even in the imaginary of the RSI, despite the fact that the latter essentially functioned
as an extension of the Third Reich. Mussolini and the repubblichini detected in the
nationalistic narrative promoted by the anti-fascist forces the possibility of their own
survival. And, in an important sense, they did indeed survive: the Cassazione (the Italian
Supreme Court), under the auspices of the amnesty law promulgated by Palmiro Togliatti
in 1946, characterized the RSI as a “necessary republic, led by only patriotic and protective
instincts for its people” (Franzinelli 142);6 Italian fascism thus became both a “necessary”
and a lesser evil.
The rhetoric of the good Italian actively erases the fact that Italian fascists did exist
and that they indeed committed horrible crimes; at the same time those who had fought for
the Resistance, as the partisans described in Tango e gli altri, felt betrayed by the
concealment of fascist crimes that this narrative enabled and channeled their thirst for
justice in private acts of retaliation—as the case of the fascist family massacred in the novel
illustrates. Tango e gli altri, however, reveals that not all these violent actions had political
motivations, nor were they necessarily representative of the Italian Resistance. Indeed,
while Macchiavelli and Guccini acknowledge the fascist “purges” committed by partisans,
choosing to have at the center of their narrative the massacre of a fascist family, they also
redeem the democratic ideals of the Resistance. They refer clearly to the fact that there was

“repubblica necessaria, guidata da elementi di null’altro desiderosi che del riscatto patriottico e della
protezione delle popolazioni” (Franzinelli 142).
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a popular tribunal to find who was responsible for the massacre, and more importantly,
Egidio Olmi, the real murderer, does not represent the Resistance but rather the natural
tendency of individuals to use the unique circumstances of an interregnum—in this case
the ongoing struggle to liberate Italy from the Nazis in the Apennines—to advance their
private interests. In a sense this is also what happens in post-war Italy; irregular postwar
circumstances made it so that the various political forces eager to govern Italy found in the
double image of the good Italian and the bad German a convenient way to obviate a much
more complex process of de-fascistization and coming to terms with the country’s violent,
morally ambiguous past.
The mythicization of the role of Italians in World War II and the concealment of
Italy’s fascist years are discursive elisions perpetrated by disparate groups in the biennio
1943-1945 and in the years immediately following the end of the war. Focardi explains
that three major actors adopt the narrative of the good Italian, albeit with drastically
different goals in mind (Focardi xvi). First, the monarchy and the military forces led by
Badoglio desperately needed to distance themselves from fascist Italy. The king had twice
betrayed the Italians, first by allowing Mussolini to take power, and then by letting the
Nazis invade Rome. Thus the rhetoric of Italian victimhood allowed the monarchy and the
military to present themselves to the Allies as their legitimate interlocutors.
Of secondary significance are the anti-fascist forces of Palmiro Togliatti who
accepted the sanitized rendering of Italy’s recent past lest harsh peace conditions foment a
new wave of reactionary nationalism. Among the characters of Tango e gli altri, Tango,
the captain of the brigade who sentenced Bob to death, represents those partisans who felt
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betrayed by Togliatti’s collaborationist decision. Tango, who still holds on to the
insurrectionist and revolutionary ideals of the Resistance, despite knowing who killed Bob,
is not interested in exposing the murderer—only in killing him. Santovito stands in contrast
to Tango because while both men want justice for Bob, only Santovito understand the need
to institutionalize this process, to expose the maliciousness of the man who framed Bob
and to a certain extent tarnished the ideals of the Resistance. Ironically—and perhaps in an
attempt to establish implicit causal connections with contemporary Italian politics—Egidio
Olmi, the murderer, has become a staunch supporter of Democrazia Cristiana (DC), a
center-right coalition whose supporters do not necessarily hold friendly views of the
Resistance.
The last major purveyor of the rhetoric of the good Italian is Guglielmo Giannini,
whose party L’Uomo Qualunque (The Common Man’s Front), along with its eponymous
magazine, appealed to the petty bourgeoise that had largely supported fascism, what
Focardi calls postwar Italy’s “anti-fascist right” (Focardi 63). L’Uomo Qualunque
redeploys the myth of the good Italian by insisting on the notion that up until the RomeBerlin axis of 1936 there existed a ‘good’ or at least a tolerable fascism. Thus the myth of
the good Italian, while used to foster a national, unifying image, is already fragmented
because each political group, which in turn reflects a specific social constituency, uses it
to advance separate and distinct interests. At the same time, because counter-posing the
image of the good Italian to that of the bad German works so well, the aforementioned
forces prefer to foster a collective memory that as Judt said, is “fundamentally false” (293).
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These different attitudes toward fascism and the rhetoric of the good Italian are
reflected in the preface of Tango e gli altri, where Macchiavelli and Guccini compile a list
of all the characters divided in the social categories to which they belong, “just like the
classics” (7).7 The authors seek to give their novel some of the characteristics of the
classical epics, in which characters carry with them their own specific symbolism. Each
character, except for Santovito, belongs to one specific category: the carabinieri, the
partisans of the brigata Garibaldi and those of the brigata Matteotti (two separate
antifascist guerillas) and the montanari, the villagers.8 Each of these categories is
associated with a certain political tendency and a side taken during and after WWII, and,
to a certain extent, they project divisions that still exist within today’s Italian society. The
group of the carabinieri represents the institutions; the brigata Matteotti and the brigata
Garibaldi represent the anti-fascist revolutionary forces, in both its non-violent and violent
forms; the montanari represent the silent majority that looked the other way. 9 Santovito,
whose name appears listed in both the carabinieri and in the brigata Matteotti, finds
himself in a privileged position: while each of the other characters remain fixed within their
own perspective, he bridges several identities at once, inhabiting a space in which he can

“alla maniera dei classici”. (Guccini and Macchiavelli 7).
I deliberately chose not to translate carabinieri nor montanari for the cultural value implicit in those
words. Montanari literally means people from the mountains, specifically in this case those who live in the
Apennine, but it also refers to a set of behaviors associated with them, such as diffidence toward foreigners
and a strong sense of community. Carabinieri also carries with it several traits that go beyond the mere fact
of being part of the Italian Armed Forces; many popular jokes feature carabinieri in them, who are said to
always do things in pairs, to be from the South, and to be somewhat dull. However, among the public state
forces, carabinieri are more feared than the police.
9
The Garibaldi Brigades were known for being more violent than the Matteotti ones. Their names are also
symbolic here. Matteotti was a politician, integral to the unification of Italy, who was murdered for
opposing fascism; Garibaldi was the general who expunged the Bourbons from southern Italy, unifying the
peninsula.
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search for the truth—not simply the truth about Bob, but also the truth behind the fabricated
idea of one single Italian anti-fascist identity.
Santovito was originally sent to investigate Bob’s execution back in 1944 by his
brigade captain who mistrusted the verdict of the popular tribunal. Before dispatching
Santovito to the village, the Captain delivers the following speech:
Capisco il desiderio di giustizia e quello di tener ordine fra di noi, il nostro
dovere morale, dico soprattutto morale, è di non avere nessuna pendenza, a parte
la guerra sacrosanta che stiamo combattendo. Facciamo questa guerra per la
giustizia scomparsa, per ripristinarla, e dobbiamo fare per primi giustizia.
Dobbiamo essere più…i più puri capisci? A costo anche di colpire fra noi…a
volte questo desiderio di giustizia a tutti i costi, a volte la fretta a cui ci costringe
la guerra, potrebbero far fare delle cose tragicamente sbagliate. So che c’è stato
un processo, al loro comando, non so come è andato a finire. Tu hai ancora la
divisa, e ancora quella significa qualcosa. Dovresti andare da loro e informarti.
(Guccini and Macchiavelli 44)
I understand the desire for justice and for keeping order among us, our moral
duty—I say moral above all—is to not be partial to anybody but to end this
sacred war we’re fighting. We are fighting this war for the justice that has
perished, in order to reactivate that justice, and we have to uphold justice first.
We have to be…purer, you understand? At the cost of even punishing one of our
own…at times the desire to do justice at any costs, at times the haste to which
the war obliged us, might make people do things that are tragically wrong. I
know that there has been a trial at their command, but I don’t know how it ended.
You still have the uniform, and that still means something. You should go to them
and ask around. 10 (Guccini and Macchiavelli 44)
The duplicity of the Resistance, which wanted to establish order while at the same
time overturning it, is mirrored, then, in the character of Santovito, at once carabiniere and
partigiano. However, the multiplicity of Santovito’s identities, while allowing him to
search for the truth because he can move between different social spaces, is an obstacle to
establishing a trustworthy relationship with the partisans, who often second-guess his

10

Empahsis added.
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loyalty to the cause. This is evident in his interactions with the other partisans, who are
diffident toward him, for as a carabiniere he represents the order that the partisans are
trying to overturn: “marshal we do not trust anybody. Carabinieri to say the very least”
(Guccini and Macchiavelli 55); “aren’t you asking too many questions, marshal?...Forget
being a carabiniere” (Guccini and Macchiavelli 55); “if I could only trust a carabiniere”
(Guccini and Macchiavelli 55). 11 To these provocations, a frustrated Santovito, in an
attempt to break such dichotomies by showing that he is one of them, replies using his
combatant name and declaring his allegiance to them: “my name is Salerno, and we are on
the same side, carabiniere or no” (Guccini and Macchiavelli 55) ; “here there is no
carabiniere, only men who are risking their lives for the same purpose” (Guccini and
Macchiavelli 58).12 This dialogue continues back and forth between an “us,” the partisans,
and a “you,” separate from that “us,” in the figure of Santovito, who is never fully accepted.
Such internal divisions between men like Santovito and his interlocutors, however, shows
how the Resistance was not a uniform movement but had within itself many different,
conflicting voices. The marginalization of Santovito, however, also has to do with the fact
that he is a southerner, which is why his battle name is Salerno—a city in the vicinity of
Naples. This shows once again that the idea of a single Italian anti-fascist identity is a
narrative used by the different political groups to conceal Italy’s fascist past. The
fragmentation underlying this rhetoric, not simply from a political standpoint but also along

“Maresciallo noi non ci fidiamo di nessuno. Dei carabinieri meno di tutti” (Guccini and Macchiavelli
55); “Non stai facendo troppe domande, maresciallo?...Dimenticati di essere un carabiniere” (Guccini and
Macchiavelli 57); “Se potessi fidarmi di un carabiniere” (Guccini and Macchiavelli 58).
12
“Mi chiamo Salerno, Ballerina, e stiamo dalla stessa parte, carabiniere o no”(Guccini and Macchiavelli
55); “Qui non c’è nessun carabiniere… ci sono solo uomini che rischiano la vita per lo stesso motivo”
Guccini and Macchiavelli 58).
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social and geographical axes, points to an unresolved Italian past, a past just as unresolved
as the case of Bob’s execution.
The massacre of the fascist family in Tango e gli altri, and the subsequent popular
tribunal that sentenced Bob to death, fits among those acts of vengeance and retribution
that characterized the biennio of 1943-1945 and that continued for several months once the
war was over. In mapping out these retaliations, historian Luigi Crainz discovers that those
acts of vigilante justice overlap not only with the geographic areas of the massacres
perpetrated by the Nazis and the fascists but also the areas of “those social struggles and
protests against the fascist occupation (very numerous in the whole Emilia), and with the
places of the post-1917 revolutionary upheavals and agrarian struggles” (Crainz 41).13
Similarly, in the structure of Tango e gli altri, which is set in the Apennines of Modena
and Bologna, past and present are not separated in order to reflect their coexistence in the
minds of the characters. The book moves vertiginously between past and present, with only
the year at the beginning of the chapters functioning as a temporal index. This permeability,
however, makes investigating a not too distant past challenging, even more so when the
entire community abides by a rigid code of silence which makes accountability impossible
to attain.
The silence of the villagers is not only about Bob’s murder but also the Resistance
altogether. When Santovito addresses those who took part in the tribunal and the execution
with their battle names—a common practice in those times, which protected the true

“lotte sociali e delle proteste contro l'occupazione (fittissime in tutta l'Emilia), ma anche ai luoghi del
bienno rosso e di un conflitto che inizia dalla fine dell'Ottocento, a partire dalle grandi concentrazioni
bracciantili, per estendersi poi ai mezzadri”. (Crainz 41)
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identities of those who risked their lives in the struggle for freedom, and, ultimately
safeguarded their families—they refuse to speak to him, replying that the people whose
names he invokes are deceased, as in the case of Osvaldo Barsetti: “leave Remo alone,
maresciallo, because he is dead and buried” (Guccini and Macchiavelli 133). 14 This
reluctance is symptomatic of a broader tendency—beginning with the amnesty of 1946—
to criminalize the partisans for the way they retaliated against known fascist families once
the war was over. The contradictory legacy of the partisans is also illustrated when, in
response to Santovito questions about Bob’s execution, Osvaldo Barsetti questions
Santovito’s loyalty: “don’t tell me that you are one of those that says that the partisans have
killed without purpose” (Guccini and Macchiavelli 132).15 Indeed, the amnesty law, signed
by Palmiro Togliatti on June 22 nd 1946, inadvertently equated the violence carried out by
fascists and partisans, eliding the fact that the latter engaged primarily in acts of retaliatory
violence.
This false equivalency led to the creation of two kinds of historical narratives with
respect to the Resistance. An example of this conflicted historiography is the debate
between the two prominent historians Giampaolo Pansa and Massimo Storchi. Pansa wrote
several books in which he gave voice to the families of those fascists massacred after
Liberation day, in order to create a counter-narrative of the ousted regime. In his 2005 book
Sconosciuto 1945 [Unknown 1945] he comments on his first 2003 best seller, Il Sangue
dei Vinti [The Blood of the Defeated]: “that book provoked a wave of polemics, coming

“Lasci stare Remo, maresciallo, che è morto e sepolto anche lui” (Guccini and Macchiavelli 133).
“Lei non sarà mica uno di quelli che dice che i partigiani hanno ammazzato a destra e a sinistra senza
guardare in faccia a nessuno” (Guccini and Macchiavelli 132)
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from only one part: from those who, sixty years after the end of WWII, still insisted on not
talking about the verdict handed down to the defeated fascists.” (Pansa ix).16 Pansa’s
revisionist narrative shows how the same discourse used to remember the victims of
fascism can be disturbingly used to narrate, or counter-narrate, the death of those who
identified themselves with the regime:

la loro tragedia è stata doppia rispetto a quella patita dai famigliari dei
partigiani e dei civili uccisi dai fascisti e dai tedeschi. Questi erano dei
vincitori e i loro morti erano martiri della nuova Italia che aveva ritrovato
la libertà. Invece, i parenti dei fascisti uccisi dovevano nascondere il
dolore e il rimpianto, perché i loro morti erano dei vinti appartenevano
al mondo del disonore. (Pansa 7)
their [the ex-fascist] tragedy is doubled compared to the one suffered by
the relatives of ex-partisans and civilians killed by the fascists and the
Germans. The latter were victors and their dead were martyrs of the new
Italy that had found freedom. At the same time, the relatives of murdered
fascists had to hide their suffering and regret because they were the
defeated, belonging to a world of dishonor. (Pansa 7)
In contrast to Pansa, Massimo Storchi explains in an interview: “it does not make
sense to call Pansa a counterfeiter, which is not true, but it is his contextualization of events
that occludes the real perception of the facts” (Storchi in Telese 2010). 17 He then continues:
“Pansa also fosters misunderstandings, such as the idea that the Resistance was a crime”
(Storchi in Telese 2010).18 For his part, Storchi recognizes the damage of the hagiography
surrounding the Resistance, which often consists of narratives that only deal with the idea

“quel libro provocò subito un’ondata di polemiche…venivano da una parte sola: da quanti, sessant’anni
dopo la fine della guerra civile, ancora pretendevano che non si parlasse della resa dei conti imposta ai
fascisti sconfitti” (Pansa ix).
17
“non ha senso dare a Pansa del falsario, il che non è vero, ma che la sua contestualizzazione degli eventi
falsa la reale percezione dei fatti” (Storchi in Telese 2010).
18
“però Pansa crea anche equivoci: l’idea che la Resistenza sia stata un crimine”(Storchi in Telese 2010).
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of a heroic struggle aimed to liberate the nation, glossing the spirit of the Risorgimento.
This discourse, because it was more powerful, silenced many historical, narrative voices,
and it depicted the Resistance as a united crusade fighting to free the patria, while, in
reality, it was a fragmented movement that had various and diverse constituents who often
did not agree—as the historical detective novel Tango e gli altri shows. Indeed in an
attempt to challenge the mythic status of the Resistance, in 2005 Storchi published Sangue
al bosco del lupo, a book about partisans killing other partisans. 19 While these narratives
do show the fragmentation among Italians and in a sense demystify the idea of a single,
totalizing, Italian anti-fascist identity they do not question the idea of the intrinsic, superior
humanity of Italians, the supposed “goodness” that prevented them from committing any
criminal acts both during World War II and the period of Mussolini’s imperialist project.
The imprimatur of the amnesty law conferred legitimacy on the rhetoric of the good
Italian, since through this mechanism, those charged with fascist crimes, or those who had
collaborated in any form, were able to walk freely, as if the past twenty years of fascist rule
had never occurred. 20 Togliatti promulgated an amnesty law that in its original form only
granted forgiveness to those citizens who collaborated with fascism but did not have highranking administrative roles. However, the wording of the amnesty law allowed the judges
ample interpretive power, so much so that some jurists and judges went as far as
interpreting article 3—which granted amnesty only to collaborationists who lacked civic,

On the question of fragmented memories see Mario Isneghi’s “I tedeschi” in I luoghi della memoria.
Personaggi e date dell’Italia unita (1999). For a thorough historiographical analysis of fascism and postfascism see Nicola Tranfaglia’s Un passato scomodo (1996).
20
Judt offers a clear example of Italian impunity: “as late as 1960, 62 of the 64 prefects of the Republic had
been functionaries under fascism, as was also true of all 135 police chiefs” (Judt 302).
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political, or military positions—as applicable to virtually all forms of collaborationism, as
in the case of the RSI (Franzinelli 51). This gross misinterpretation of the law, a sign of the
permanence of fascist sympathies at the judiciary level, allowed several of the most
prominent names of fascism, from intellectual Giuseppe Bottai to foreign ministry Dino
Grandi, from ministry of education Luigi Federzoni to anti-Semitic professor Nicola Pende,
to go unpunished and to resume their professional, political, and academic activities. 21
Thus, the amnesty, a tool that “express[es] the…attempt of a liberated society to purge the
remnants of its vilified recent past” (Kritz xiii), in the Italian case “lays the foundation for
a legitimization of neo-fascism in the new political order” (Rusconi 170).22
With the help of the amnesty law, it is the rhetoric of the good Italian promoted by
the so-called anti-fascist right that triumphs: no criminal convictions for fascist
collaborationism of any kind, in addition to the downplaying of political forces on the left
through a stigmatization of the partisans as criminals. So while the myth of the good Italian
persists, that of the Resistance finds itself challenged almost from the beginning by Italy’s
process of re-democratization. For example, in the postwar years and under the center-right
governments of the DC, April 25th, the official holiday which commemorates the liberation

21

The amnesty granted to war criminals and military personnel represent an especially conspicuous and
egregious misapplication of the law. Besides the amnesty, these perpetrators also rejoiced in the fact that
Italy blatantly ignored the requests for extraditions of war criminals submitted from Ethiopia, Greece, and
Yugoslavia. For example, maresciallo Rodolfo Graziani, in charge of the horrors committed in Ethiopia,
thanks to the loose wording of the amnesty law and a complicit judicial system, was acquitted of all charges
in 1950. Graziani, who employed the same military techniques used by the Germans, not only was able to
walk free but became a celebrated public figure by writing his memories of the war and by becoming the
president of the neo-fascist Movimento Sociale Italiano (MSI). In 2012, in the small city of Affile, the city
of Graziani, the mayor honored the memory of this “great war hero” by using tax payer money to erect a
mausoleum engraved with the motto of his military platon, Patria e Onore, in his honor.
22
“[pone] le premesse per una legalizzazione dei neofascisti nel nuovo ordine politico” (Rusconi 170).
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of Italy, has become an opportunity to hold parades and other celebrations in honor of the
Italian military forces rather than the Resistance. Those who supported the Resistance and
understood the political motivations behind the “purges” had to stick to the ideas of
collectivity and comradery promoted by the myth of the Resistance among left-leaning
groups, for any expressions of penitence or disagreement about the nature of the past would
potentially discredit their tenuous coalition in the present. This explains the reluctance
among the partisans in Tango e gli altri to reveal any compromising details about Bob’s
murder: they did not want to further incriminate a movement that had already been
misrepresented by the institutions of post-war Italy.
The female characters of Tango e gli altri are the only ones who do not abide by the
code of silence. Bob’s mother Gialdiffa never stopped looking for the truth; however, once
she finds out who killed Bob, Gialdiffa abruptly dies at the hands of Egidio Olmi. What
the authors seem to suggest here is that Gialdiffa’s personal, unrelenting quest to discover
the truth about her son’s death does not result in retributive justice. Ultimately, justice must
be conferred through official channels, in a space that guarantees a certain level of
visibility, which Gialdiffa, who does not have the resources and the public power of
Santovito, cannot provide. Moreover Gialdiffa’s murder hints at the possibility that certain
groups continue to benefit from an unresolved past and thus do not wish for the truth to
emerge. Olmi, who kills Gialdiffa, has everything to lose from untangling the lies that have
surrounded Bob’s murder. He is now the mayor of the town, representing the center-right
government that has been at the helm of Italy since the end of the war and which welcomed
into its coalition the neo-fascist Movimento Sociale Italiano (MSI) in the 1960s.
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This tendency towards concealment extends to the town itself, whose appearance
contrasts starkly with Santovito’s memory of it: “Santovito remembers the ruins, the
eviscerated houses, the bell tower of the church destroyed, the craters of the bullets that
pitted the streets. He sighs, knowing all this is memory. Now the town is rebuilt, everything
seems quiet, nothing reminds of those days, even if only fifteen years have passed”
(Guccini and Macchiavelli 79). 23 This concealment can be extended to Italy as a whole—
a rebuilt nation that, in 1960, was on the verge of a glamorous economic boom, due in part
to the substantial American aid received after the conflict. This aid forced Italy to align
with the western bloc, even if socialist ideas and sentiments were widespread among
Italians. Moreover, the alignment of Italy with the Western bloc also undermines the
traditions of the montanari. The image of Frabbone’s bottega (small shop), a place
suspended in time, a refuge for those who don’t like the jukebox of the café downtown, is
doomed to disappear, swept away by the arrival of American consumerism: “before
Frabbone, his father kept the bottega and before him his father and who knows how many
fathers for who knows for how many generations. After Frabbone, none will continue the
craft: there is no need” (Guccini and Macchiavelli 68). 24 After WWII, Italy had to make a
choice between going through new, deep political transformations, or falling back on more
traditional patterns that would have guaranteed the financial support of the Allies.

“Santovito ricorda le macerie, le case sventrate, il campanile della chiesa sbrecciato, i crateri dei proiettili
che butteravano le strade. Sospira, nel ricordo. Ora il paese è ricostruito, tutto sembra tranquillo, niente più
ricorda quei giorni, anche se sono passati solo quindici anni” (Guccini and Macchiavelli 79).
24
“Un pugno di fabbricati in sasso coperti da lastre di pietra che il tempo ha annerito e, nelle falde verso
nord, ricoperto di muschio. Prima del Frabbone, la bottega la tenevano suo padre e, prima di lui, il padre di
suo padre e ancora altri padri di padri per chissà quante antiche generazioni. Dopo il Frabbone nessuno
continuerà più il mestiere: non ce n’è motivo. E il Frabbone non si è sposato” (Guccini and Macchiavelli
68).
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This political tendency then explains the limitations imposed on the Resistance and
its revolutionary ideals. The Resistance was strategically important for the Allies, for it
often supplied them with precious intelligence about the Nazis’ movements and plans. The
Allies, however, did not trust the Resistance with military operations and therefore limited
the number of weapons they gave to the brigades: it is possible that the revolutionary spirit
of the Resistance, a characteristic that in its own mythicization gets lost, frightened the
Anglo-American forces, which perhaps already anticipated the potential bipolarization of
global powers following the resolution of World War II. As Focardi explains, the Allies,
who planned on an implosion of fascism and Italy’s subsequent abandonment of the war,
also bought into the myth of the good Italian and augmented it through propaganda on
Radio Londra, Voce dell’America, and Radio Mosca (Focardi 4) . Given their decidedly
pro-capitalist agenda, it makes sense that the Allies preferred to exploit the symbolic power
of the Resistance more so than the discrete, revolutionary political credos it often projected.
Nor is it surprising that the Red Brigades and their resistenti ad oltranza, in an attempt at
re-appropriating what was subversive about the Resistance, later invoked the trope of the
missed revolution (Fogu 156). But despite the fact that the inquiry into the past that Tango
e gli altri stages takes the place of proper investigations into a crime committed by a
partisan, Tango e gli altri is not a condemnation of the Resistance and, by implication, the
resurrection of its radical character in the 1960s and 1970s—quite the contrary. By
attributing responsibility for the massacre and the framing of Bob to Egidio Olmi and
having Santovito, ex-partisan and contemporary carabiniere, uncover the crime, Tango e
gli altri reveals the precarity of the rhetoric of the good Italian altogether. Santovito is able
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to expose the truth precisely because he embodies the various, at times contradictory social
constituencies that bought into or enabled this rhetoric of the good Italian as an expedient
to conceal an unwelcomed past, as in the case of the official institutions and the middle
classes, or a forbidding future, as in the case of the socialist and communist forces. While
Egidio Olmi used the cover of the Resistance to commit a heinous crime, both he and
Santovito share responsibility for the subsequent cover-up of the truth that unjustly
absolved Italy of its fascist past and allowed the wounds inflicted by fascism to fester.
After Egidio Olmi kills Gialdiffa, Santovito understands that in order to close the
investigation once and for all, he needs to become a partisan one last time. In the final
scenes the overlapping of past and present is acutely felt in what should have been a secret
meeting of the brigata Garibaldi—Bob’s brigade. Santovito knows about this meeting and
chooses to attend. Tango, who hadn’t been seen around since the end of the war and was
in charge of Bob’s trial, interrupts the meeting, shouting that it was his idea to have this
little get together. He then asks Santovito if he figured out who was responsible for framing
Bob. When Santovito replies that yes, he knows, but he wants proof and testimonies to
bring to the court— after all the captain of his brigade commanded him to “uphold justice
first” (Guccini and Macchiavelli 44)—Tango, disillusioned with the “pure” justice that the
Resistance was supposed to accomplish, shouts: “In a court? Are we still there? Are you
really still hoping at your age and with your experience, in a justice that justice has never
accomplished? Has our partisan tribunal accomplished justice?” (Guccini and Macchiavelli
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313).25 In setting up Bob’s execution, Tango believed he was acting for a greater good, a
bigger project, that eventually dissolved into nothing. Tango, who did not parade with the
rest of the Resistance once the war ended, lived isolated in the mountains for the following
sixteen years, grieving for the dream that died the moment Togliatti absolved everybody
without distinction. Tango is not afraid to talk about the Resistance, and he is not afraid to
remember: he chose to embrace the identity tied to his battle name. Santovito, because he
understands that justice needs to be accomplished in the public sphere in order to reinstate
Bob’s name and the ideals upheld by the town’s partisans, is resolute about having Egidio
Olmi formally tried. Tango promises him: “This is it Salerno! But remember well what I
am saying now: if he doesn’t get a life sentence, when he gets out, even if it is in thirty
years, I will be there waiting with this rifle, which was Bob’s, and I will fire the last spray
of gunfire” (Guccini and Macchiavelli 322). 26 Tango, then, not only represents the
disillusionment with the Resistance, but also with the justice system. Santovito functions
as a catalyst of hope: he embodies an Italian identity that is multifaceted and that can mend
the tensions and divisions that the myth of the good Italian, by turning its back on the ugly
truth, has only exacerbated.
Santovito, because he embraces multiple identities, undermines the totalizing
narrative of one Italian identity popular during the fascist regime and following its
dissolution.

Operating

simultaneously

on

both

levels—formal/informal,

“In tribunale? Ancora qui stiamo? Speri ancora, alla tua età e con la tua esperienza, in una gisutizia che
giustizia non l’ha mai fatta? Ha fatto giustizia il nostro tribunale partigiano?” (Guccini and Macchiavelli
313).
26
“È fatta Salerno! Ma ricordati bene quello che ti dico adesso: se non avrà l’ergastolo, quando uscirà di
galera, fosse anche da qui a trent’anni, io sarò là a aspettare e questo mitra, che è lo Sten del povero Bob,
sparerà la sua ultima raffica” (Guccini and Macchiavelli 322).
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official/unofficial—Santovito acts as justice should have acted in Italy in the first instances
of establishing a new postwar order. Santovito’s fluidity is not synonymous with
impartiality; rather it represents the capacity to see the totality of Italian identity in all its
fraught fragmentation. It defies the rhetoric of the lesser evil while simultaneously
challenging the myth of the Resistance: without strict dichotomies it becomes impossible
to create stable identities, paragons of innocence and virtue, or symbols of pure evil, such
as the myths of the good Italian and the bad German. If Santovito is a partigiano, but also
a carabiniere, then he embodies two identities typically conceived of as polar opposites.
By adding onto these identities a third layer, that of meridionale, Santovito’s place in a
binary world of good and bad becomes questionable. The moment when a fixed social
category is lacking, as in the case of a border figure like maresciallo Santovito, the
precariousness of these identities is uncovered, inverting the predominant self-absolving
discourse of the good Italian and thereby exposing the rickety, morally ambiguous
foundations of the postwar Italian world. The figure of Santovito suggests that a proper
reckoning with the past requires an acceptance of the messy, internal conflicts that exist
across time and space, from the macro level of official institutions, regional histories, and
political constituencies right down to the granular level of individual identities and personal
histories. An Italy that aspired to embrace the multiple, fluid, and, at times, compromised
identities within it would, of course, lose some of its putative uniformity and coherence.
But perhaps such an Italy would make up for what it lacks in appearances with what it
gains in substance—a deeper, more nuanced sense of its history and, hence, stronger
commitments to truth and justice.
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Moving from Italy to Brazil, the following section analyzes how a similar rhetoric
of the lesser evil has affected the memory of the military dictatorship in Brazil. Italy’s selfabsolving discourse that championed the existence of one Italian identity –the Resistance–
–united in the struggle against fascism is similar to the one used to talk about the armed
struggle during the Brazilian dictatorship: they both romanticize an ideal in order to
suppress and conceal the fact that many civilians found both regimes appealing and allowed
them to gain power and to stay in power.
Testimonial works written by ex-political prisoners, have populated the postdictatorial panorama of Brazilian literature and contributed to the fragmented memory of
the military regime. Daniel Aarão Reis, argues that in the climate of the re-democratization
“memory was used to reconstruct history” (245). In this reconstruction, he explains, the
complex relation between civil society and the military was intentionally lost, together with
the esquerdas revolucionarias (the revolutionary left), who he says “were literally
kidnapped from history and reconfigured as the extreme wing of the democratic resistance”
(245). Along these lines, Carlos Fico in his 2004 article “Versões e controvérsias sobre
1964 e a ditadura militar” [Versions and counterversions about 1964 and the military
dictatorship] shows there are many, different, “historical” versions of what has happened
in 1964.
Historian Marcos Napolitano in his 2014’s book, 1964: História do regime
brasileiro [1964: History of the Brazilian Regime], shows how the memória hegemônica
(315) of the Brazilian dictatorship is carefully and selectively constructed to camouflage
the liberals’ support of the regime, so that instead of highlighting the role played by both
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civilians and military in the coup of 1964, this memory blames the radicalisms of both
sides. On one side, there is the radicalism of the ‘communist’ reforms that Goulart wanted
to implement and that bear responsibility for the institutional crisis; on the other side, there
are the hard-liners of the military, together with the extreme actions of the armed struggle,
who are responsible for the harsh repression of the period between 1968-1974. In
particular, “the condemnation of the military hard-liners and of the armed struggle, through
different ways and reasons, is the core of this memory that pretended to reconcile Brazil”
(318).27 In this constructed memory, the actual events of 1964 are relativized, for the focus
shifts onto the military regime itself, and not so much on the coup d’état and the
circumstances that allowed the emergence of this latent authoritarianism. In a way this
memory re-utilizes the rhetoric of the lesser by pointing to two ‘bigger’ evil—the military
and the armed guerrilhas—and perpetrating the association of the middle class with the
lesser evil.
4.2 Transitional Justice in Brazil: From Nunca Mais to the Brazilian National Truth
Commission
In the collection of essays powerfully titled O que resta da ditadura [What is Left
of the Dictatorship], Edson Teles and Vladimir Safatle analyze why it has been a challenge
to properly historicize the dictatorship and why it has been more convenient to forget the
crimes committed by the military. They call this forgetting an “historical astigmatism” (9)
that impedes the possibility to critically look at the recent past. 28 Teles and Safatle show

“a condenação da linha dura e da guerrilha, por vias e motivos diferentes, é o cerne dessa memória que
pretendia reconciliar o Brasil” 318
28
“astigmatismo” histórico (9)
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how the legacy of the dictatorship is still visible in Brazil in police repression, like the
implementation of death squads, and the general impunity granted to military police
responsible of horrific crimes. A glaring example of this is the case of the Carandiru
Massacre of 1992: after more than twenty years waiting for a sentence, the 74 military
policemen involved in the killing of 77 prisoners have been left unpunished and their
charges dismissed. 29 Brazilian philosophers Teles and Safatle argue that a dictatorship
should be analyzed “not through the number of deaths left behind, but through the traces
[the dictatorship] has left in the present, or better, through what the dictatorship will have
left for the future” (10).30 According to this logic, the two Brazilian philosophers affirm
that “the Brazilian dictatorship was the most violent dictatorship of the Latin America dark
cycle” (10).31 I argue that the roots of this violence lie precisely in the ways in which the
military dictatorship was able to maintain the appearance of legitimacy of the “revolution”
of 1964 throughout its twenty-one years of existence. This fiction has had important
repercussions for the policies implemented to produce a smooth transition to democracy.
Because of this apparent legitimacy—which allowed a modicum of political freedom, the
autonomy of the judicial system, and a limited number of extra-judicial killings or
disappearances—Brazil’s military dictatorship appears to be the “lesser evil” compared to
Argentina, for example. 32

29

http://g1.globo.com/sao-paulo/noticia/2016/10/massacre-do-carandiru-faz-24-anos-com-juris-depoliciais-anulados.html
30
“não por meio da contagem de mortos deixados para trás, mas através das marcas que ela deixa no
presente, ou seja, através daquilo que ela deixará para frente” (10).
31
“a ditadura brasileira foi a ditadura mais violenta que o ciclo negro latino-americano conheceu” (10).
32
Argentina’s military regime (1974-1983) abducted 13000 people, although numbers are uncertain.
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1979: Amnesty, Exiles and Testimonies
The 1979 Amnesty Law was the product of a long and planned transition to
democracy started in 1974 with the shift in power from the more moderate Ernesto Geisel
to the hard-liner Emílio Médici. The amnesty law gave the military the possibility to
safeguard themselves from any future prosecutions while disguising it as a step toward a
more democratic government. Amnesty of course was granted to all political prisoners as
well, to the so-called “subversives” and “terrorists”. The pro-amnesty movements in Brazil
saw in the amnesty not only the return of loved ones back at home—the Amnesty Law also
came to be known as the law that pacified the Brazilian family—but also the opportunity
for a more expedite path to democracy. 33 However, those who were asking for a full
amnesty did not realize that because of this Amnesty Law, no justice —and here I am
referring to juridical justice, not symbolical— could actually be obtained for the crimes
committed by the military during its rule.
Literary scholar Rebecca Atencio, in her book Memory’s Turn (2010) recognizes
in the Amnesty Law a “good example for reconciliation by institutionalized forgetting”
(13), the first one of many. Atencio notes how this institutional mechanism emerged
together with a series of testimonial works by political exiles who, thanks to the amnesty,
were able to come back to Brazil. In particular, she looks at Fernando Gabeira’s novel O
que é isso, companheiro? (What is this, comrade?) in which the author revisits his time as
an urban guerrilla in São Paulo. Out of a population of more than one hundred million, an

33

Note here the reutilization of the trope of the family, which was previously used by conservative forces
to sustain the military golpe of 1964.
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approximate number of 6000 people were involved in the armed struggle, which mostly
developed between the two major city centers, Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo. Atencio
argues that this testimonial account, which accompanied the Amnesty Law, “represents a
reconciliation by memory––the kind of memory work that they undertake is not entirely
inconsistent with institutionalized forgetting, and in fact uncritically promotes a similar
vision of reconciliation” (13). Paradoxically then, resistance and reconciliation are both at
the core of Gabeira’s testimony, which wittingly or not reinforces the neglects of human
rights abuses promoted by the amnesty law. The armed struggle and the resistance became
associated with the granting of amnesty and the rebirth of democratic processes in Brazil;
the human rights abuses and the crimes perpetrated by the military on these same militants
thus assumed a secondary role in the memorialization of the dictatorship.
1985 to 1995: Never Again and the Silent Majority
In 1985, the first democratic president, Tancredo Neves, carefully elected by the
military and a selected group that represented the opposition, died soon after he was
officially sworn into office. His vice-president, José Sarney, became president after him
and instead of fostering a culture of memory, together with his cabinet, decided that in the
face of Brazil’s precarious economic situation, it was better to forgive and forget the crimes
of the military dictatorship. At the same time, many politicians, still influenced by the
presence of generals and regime allies, also feared the specter of “Argentinization.” Indeed,
neighboring Argentina, the first post-dictatorship country to stage human rights trials
against the military of the junta—under the famous banner Nunca más started in 1984—
politically collapsed and witnessed an attempted coup in 1987. However, while the
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Brazilian institutions acted as if twenty-one years of oppression had never occurred, a third
actor, the families of the victims, began making their way into the public spotlight. Their
first intervention appeared in 1985, on the wave of the human rights activism occurring
simultaneously in Argentina, in the form of a report entitled Brasil Nunca Mais. This report
came about because the families of the victims, supported by the Archdiocese of São Paulo
and a legal team, began systematically collecting any document that proved the extensive
violation of human rights perpetrated by the regime. Immediately after the promulgation
of the Amnesty Law, they gained access to information pertaining to the authoritarian
period from the archive of the nation’s Military Supreme Court and made copies of any
document revealing the use of torture. They feared that with this gradual transition to
democracy, there would be a subsequent elimination of any records about the use of torture
and disappearances. As it turns out, their fears and anxieties were justified: many
documents were indeed reportedly destroyed. Nevertheless, in his provocative book Lugar
Nenhum [Nowhere], Lucas Figueiredo argues that some of these documents must still exist
somewhere. He analyzes the amount of resources the military invested in archival
material—from microfilm machines to bigger storage spaces—and concludes that
precisely because of all the money invested in the preparation of these archives, it is
impossible that they simply threw it away. In any case, Brasil Nunca Mais, remains one of
the most valuable sources of evidence documenting the violation of human rights during
the military dictatorship.
When Brasil Nunca Mais was released it immediately became a bestseller. Its
popularity however, meant that the part of Brazilian society that had chosen to ignore what
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was happening during the military regime, now found itself faced with the ugly truth.
However, the report proved insufficient; Brazilian society at-large chose not to involve
itself with the fight for justice started by the families of the tortured and disappeared. Maria
Rita Kehl, in “Tortura e Sintoma Social” [Torture and Social Symptom] analyzes this
paradoxical situation in which military officials and their allies refused to have a public
debate about any of these issues, even when the victims of the dictatorship openly shared
their trauma and made accusations of human rights abuses against specific individuals
(126).34 In addition to condemning this wall of silence erected by the perpetrators, Kehl
points a finger at Brazil’s silent majority, who looked the other way while their fellow
citizens were being tortured. According to Kehl a feeling of resentment and regret
surrounding the actions of the military dictatorship bedevil Brazilian society (123). What
is worrisome, however, is that this passive acceptance prolonged itself well into the postdictatorial democracy—to be fair Brazil did not promote a culture of memory—and,
ultimately, the victims of the dictatorship do not belong to society as whole, but only to the
families of the victims who never stopped asking for recognition of what had happened.
1995 to 2007: Reparations But No Justice
In 1995 the Brazilian government, at the time under the Presidency of Fernando
Henrique Cardoso, finally recognized the crimes committed by the State by ordering that
reparations be paid to the families. The Lei dos Mortos e Desaparecidos (The Law of the
Dead and Disappeared) also instituted the Comissão Especial dos Mortos e Desaparecidos
Políticos (Special Commission of the Dead and Political Disappeared, CEMDP), which it

34

This essay is in the collection O que resta da ditadura (What is left of the Dictatorship), 2014.
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granted the power to identify the victims of the dictatorship. This step is crucial in the
struggles for recognition of what happened because it represents the first time that the State
recognized its responsibility for the crimes committed by its agents. However,
paradoxically, as historian Glenda Mezarobba points out, this law not only places the
burden of finding proof to support their requests for indemnity onto the victims, but it also
frees the State from the responsibility of identifying who was directly involved in these
abuses and charging them for their crimes (111). 35 Indeed, granting redress solely in the
form of monetary payment and without performing official investigations of human rights
abuses simply perpetuates the culture of silence.
Mezarobba also shows how this process, instead of involving the entirety of
Brazilian society, was mostly confined within the private sphere of the family (118).
Precisely by keeping it at the level of the family, of the private, this process of indemnities
absolves the public.36 This will change once the CNV comes into play, for the commission
exists in public space. Moreover, since this “silent majority” was never part of the broader
discussion of human rights abuses and of the negotiations between the families of the
victims and the government, it failed to understand the rationale behind the indemnities
and frowned upon efforts to grant monetary compensation to individuals who had

The Mezarobba essay “O processo de acerto de contas e a lógica do abítrio” is in the collection O que
resta da ditadura (What is left of the Dictatorship), 2014. Regarding the psychological burden that the
families of the victims had to go through see Atencio’s chapter “Literary and Official Truth-Telling” and
her analysis of the book Prova contrária (2003) by Fernando Bonassi and the Tata Amaral film Hoje
(2009).
36
Also Seligmann-Silva in his essay, “Narrativas contra o silêncio: cinema e ditadura no Brasil”, refers to
the dictatorship as something “very personal” since it appears that the memory of the violence perpetrated
during the dictatorship is an issue that is restricted to the inner circle of family and friends (SeligmannSilva 67).
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previously been branded “terrorists.” Ultimately, the Law of the Dead and Disappeared,
instead of fostering a collective and inclusive memory, only created more divisions and
misunderstandings among Brazilian society, further relegating the process of holding the
dictatorship accountable to the fringes of public discourse.
The Comissão Especial dos Mortos e Desaparecidos Políticos (Special
Commission of the Dead and Political Disappeared, CEMDP) stood in place for twelve
years, from 1995 until 2007, when it presented its final report, Direito à memória e à
verdade (Right to Memory and Truth) following an eponymous initiative launched in 2006
by Human Rights secretary Paulo Vannuchi. This document contains the names and the
stories of the victims whose families asked for reparations. It was produced in conjunction
with a second commission, the Comissão da Anistia (Amnesty Commission) started in
2002 under the leadership of Paulo Abrão. This report is the first document published by
the Brazilian government that pertains to the realm of transitional justice. However, only a
limited number of copies were produced; hence access to the report has been severely
restricted. The allegations contained in this report are rarely accompanied by official,
corroborating military documents; what usually represents “proof” of illegal actions by the
State are DOPS (Department of Political and Social Order) files of the victims. Although
produced by the State, this report is once again the result of a one-way conversation in
which we are presented only one of the many versions of the story, that of the families of
the victims. This explains the title of the report, which appeals only to “memory” and
“truth” and not to justice. This report, although an important step for Brazilian transitional
justice, reflects the contradictory nature of the Brazilian government’s stance toward the
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dictatorship. This situation can be summed up in a single phrase: recognition without
justice. Indeed, as long as the military refuses to participate in these memorializing
processes, justice cannot be obtained.
In her reflection on the absence of a “right to justice” Atencio notes how the word
justice appears only once in the entire document, in reference to memory (85). Moreover,
she explains how, in the preface of the report, the use of the word revanchism—which will
reappear again in relation to the National Truth Commission––points to “the conviction
within parts of the military and society that justice in the form of individual criminal
accountability is tantamount to petty vengeance and is therefore some-how un-Brazilian”
(87). Atencio astutely transposes fundamental ideologies of Brazilian identity, such as the
idea of homem cordial and the theory of lusotropicalismo, to the discourses promoted by
the government.37 The governmental tools supposedly in place to give voice to the victims
perpetrate the whitewashing of the crimes of the dictatorship—just as the aforementioned
theories promoted the whitewashing of Portuguese colonialism. Moreover, these victims,
as Mezarobba writes, never factor in any of the institutional steps undertaken to properly
historicize the dictatorship, an absence which invites us to doubt whether the dictatorship
produced any victims at all (115). The absence of the word “victim” from the Brazilian
legislation promoting reconciliation, goes hand in hand with the absence of the word
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The theory of the homem cordial was elaborated by Sergio Buarque de Holanda in his fundamental book
Raizes do Brasil (Roots of Brazil) and explains how cordiality lies at the foundation of Brazilian society.
This cordiality however masks the difference between what is public and what is private, preventing any
formal law from being properly respected. The theory of lusotropicalismo, according to which Portuguese
colonialism was inspired by love and guided by a higher destiny, was specifically drafted by Gilberto
Freyre under the request of Salazar, in order to hold on to the African colonies during the mass
decolonization of process of the post-1945 era.
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“justice” form the report Direito à memória e à verdade [Right to Memory and Truth].
This absence challenges the function of institutional mechanisms such as the CEMDP,
which, instead of advancing the transitional justice discourse in Brazil, only seems to
further fictionalize it by offering only the appearance of it. The victim would eventually
become the center of the National Truth Commission’s final report, while justice remained
only an afterthought
On December 10th 2014 the Commissão Nacional da Verdade [Brazilian National
Truth Commission, from here on CNV] delivered the final report of its investigation to
former president Dilma Rousseff, who was illegally detained and tortured by the Brazilian
military police during the dictatorship. On this occasion, Rousseff reiterated some of the
same concepts used in the speech that inaugurated the CNV back in 2010, albeit refraining
this time from using the word revanchism. She said: “we re-conquered democracy in our
way, through hard fights, through irreparable human sacrifices, but also through pacts and
national agreements, which, for the majority, are translated in the 1988 Constitution”. 38
The “pacts and national agreements” that she refers to in these speeches are represented in
both the 1979 Amnesty Law, which continues to shield alleged criminals from prosecution,
and in the 1988 Constitution, which many jurists criticize for not being fully democratic.
It is curious that Rousseff refers back to this Constitution, which is one of the most
important symbols of military power, in both speeches.

38

nós reconquistamos a democracia a nossa maneira, por meio de lutas duras, por meio de sacrifícios
humanos irreparáveis, mas também por meio de pactos e acordos nacionais, que estão muitos deles
traduzidos na Constituição de 1988. Full 2014 speech:
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2014/12/1560399-leia-a-integra-do-discurso-de-dilma-na-entrega-dorelatorio-final-da-comissao-da-verdade.shtml
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In its description of the relationship between Armed Forces and Military Police
toward the State, the 1988 Brazilian Constitution is identical to the Constitution of 1967.
For example, Article 142 tasks the armed forces—somewhat paradoxically—with both
enforcing and submitting to the state’s constitutional powers. Moreover, it also grants to
the armed forces the right to suspend the juridical order without referring to any higher,
democratic power, a right that practically allows them to stage another coup d’état. Legal
scholar Jorge Zaverucha explains that in order to enforce and suspend the laws of the state,
the armed forces, thanks to Article 142, have to exist outside of the democratic laws of the
Brazilian State.39 What troubles Zavareucha is that articles such as this are constitutional,
but not liberal, meaning that they maintain an appearance of democracy without actually
performing it. Democracy seems to be then once again fictionalized. The large presence of
military forces in Brazilian society is then legitimized by the Constitution itself and by the
political elite who silently accepted its role. The military forces in Brazil are, without a
doubt, a powerful semi-autonomous political actor, which explains the cautious and
deferential attitude with which Dilma Rousseff and the presidents before her have
approached them.
Immediately after the inauguration of the CNV in 2010, Rousseff’s government
also produced the Lei de accesso à informação (Law of Access to Information). According
to this law, any information that is relevant to the public interest should be made public.
This was done in order to guarantee greater transparency of public administration, but also

In “Relações civil-militares: o legado autoriatário da Constituição brasileira de 1988”. O que resta da
ditadura [What is left of the Dictatorship], 2014.
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to give the commissioners access to both the national and the military archives. The report,
regarding this matter, clearly states that “the access to information is an essential tool for
the clarification of past atrocities...in case of violation of human rights, the public powers
cannot hide under the formula ‘state-secret’ in order to avoid or hamper the investigation
of crimes perpetrated by its own agents” (40). 40 However, because the military forces in
Brazil exist outside of the law, the CNV had to deal with the refusal of the military forces
to collaborate. It was not until the second year of investigations that the Ministry of the
Defense allowed the commissioners access to its few extant files, reiterating once again
that everything had been burnt and that there was nothing for the commissioners there. The
case of the Military Central Hospital in Rio de Janeiro, where commissioners went looking
for medical records of victims of torture, only to be told that there were no files pre-1983
is particularly emblematic; this turned out to be a lie, for about three months later the
commission sent a second delegation and found hidden records of abuses by the director
of the hospital.41 Additionally, the generals and other high-level military officials drafted
a manifesto against the National Truth Commission, in which not only they refused to
apologize or acknowledge wrongdoing, but also claimed that the whatever measures they
took saved Brazil.42

“Especialmente em processos de transição democrática, o acesso à informação converte-se em uma
ferramenta essencial para a elucidação das atrocidades do passado....Em casos de violação de direitos
humanos, os poderes públicos não podem esconder-se sob o manto protetor do segredo de Estado para
evitar ou dificultar a investigação de ilícitos atribuídos a seus próprios agentes” (40)
41
http://www.cnv.gov.br/outros-destaques/565-exercito-ocultou-documentos-procurados-pela-cnv-emhospital-do-rio.html
42
http://politica.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,manifesto-de-generais-de-alta-patente-da-reserva-atacacomissao-da-verdade,1566674
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The constant opposition of the military to the opening up of the archives, offers a
sharp contrast to the transparency that the CNV has exhibited all along. Indeed, the authors
of the report even went so far as to publicize the names of perpetrators, arguing that the
Law of Access of Information allowed them to do so in the interest of the public. In
Unspeakable Truths (2000) scholar Pricilla Hayner writes that “naming names is part of
the truth-telling process, and is especially important when the judicial system does not
function well enough to expect trials” (Hayner 121), which is the case of Brazil. Hayner
goes on to state that “when justice is unlikely in the courts, a commission plays an innocent
role in at least publicly shaming those who orchestrated atrocities” (Hayner 144). Such
public shaming also took place in Brazil in the the form of escrachos: rallies outside the
houses of torturers and murderers protected by the Amnesty Law.
The CNV report acknowledges its own limitations and refuses to cast itself as the
final word on the dictatorship. On the question of justice, the report states that “the
information, that eventually, such commission will gather will not substitute the obligation
of establishing truth and securing juridical individual responsibility” (36), and also that,
“according to the Inter-American law, the institution of a truth commission does not
substitute the obligation of the State to obtain the truth through juridical processes” (30). 43
Furthermore, Hayner points to cases, like Argentina, where judges have stretched the
interpretation of amnesty: “in processes known as ‘truth trials’ prosecutors and judges

“as informações que, eventualmente, tal comissão da verdade recolhesse não substituíram a obrigação de
estabelecer a verdade e assegurar a determinação judicial de responsabilidade individuais”(36); “segundo a
Corte IDH a instituição de uma comissão não substitui, contudo, a obrigação do Estado de obter a verdade
por meio de processos judiciais” (30)
43
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carried out full judicial investigations, publicly identifying the perpetrator before applying
the amnesty” (Hayner 109). Even a solution of this kind would prove more effective than
the escrachos in Brazil, for it would at least require the armed forces to cooperate. As
human rights scholar Kathryn Sikkink wrote in a 2015 article about the CNV final report,
“the key test of the truth commission’s impact, then, is whether it can provide not only
public acknowledgement to victims and a record for collective memory, but also spur the
Brazilian state to hold offenders accountable.” (Sikkink “Nothing but the Truth”).
The final report of the CNV, despite its inability to produce concrete political
changes, provides a series of recommendations that the Brazilian State should follow in
order to improve its transitional justice process. The emphasis was mainly on the fact that
the abuses committed by the dictatorship were crimes against humanity and thus needed to
be addressed with proper trials. According to pioneering transitional justice lawyer Juan
Méndez, the new state formed after the dictatorship has four related but distinct obligations
toward its victims: 1) to arrest and try, based on credible evidence, those accused of human
rights abuses; 2) to fully investigate each case; 3) to provide reparations; 4) to ensure that
the armed and security forces of the newly democratic state are free of any past criminal
elements. Méndez insists that the new democratic order “must be based, from the start…on
the simple notion that in a democracy there are no privileges—much less in criminal
cases—for those who wear a uniform or happen to be powerful” (Méndez 128). As we
have seen thus far, in Brazil the military forces continue to play a pivotal role in
government affairs, and many participated in the writing of the 1988 Constitution. For
example, Jarbas Passarinho, a colonel who served as a minister under Costa e Silva,
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Médici, and Figueiredo and who signed the AI 5, presided over the constitutional
commission in charge of the amendments related to the Armed Forces. The CNV report is
significant insofar as it manages to transpose some of these more common steps of
transitional justice from a more general Latin American context to a Brazilian one. The
report reminds its audience that “because of the right to truth, the state is obliged to present
specific information on circumstances of gross violations, such as the identity of the
perpetrators, and in the case of death and disappearance, the location of the bodies” (35). 44
The individual dimension of the right to truth is evident in the report not only in its naming
of the 377 perpetrators––191 of who are still alive––but also in its positive identifications
of 434 people who were abducted, tortured, and murdered.
In the report the victim has a central role, and, perhaps more importantly, his or her
suffering is not solely reduced to ideology-related political persecution. The report includes
accounts of horrific human rights violations motivated by gender, sexuality, race and class
antagonisms. In volume two, various specialists that participated in the creation of the
report comment on these identity-based abuses, enumerating crimes perpetrated
specifically against homosexuals, women, indigenous people, and peasants. Atrocities
committed against these last two groups in particular remain underreported and require
more thorough investigation. In volume three we encounter the testimonies of the families
of the victims. This powerful collection of oral recounts represents an attempt to piece
together, in narrative form, what happened to the disappeared. With the advent of Truth

“o direito à verdade impõe a obrigação do Estado de apresentar informações especificas sobre as
circunstancias das graves violações, inclusive a identidade dos autores, e no caso de morte e
desaparecimento, sobre a localização dos restos mortais” (35)
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Commissions as “a quasi-judicial, quasi-political, quasi-theatrical” tool for a State to come
to terms with its atrocities, such narratives become central to the discourse of human rights.
As the literary scholar Julie Peters notes, “narrative has come to be used instead of (or
alongside) punishment or victim compensation: not as evidence (even where it is also used
as evidence) but as a form of remedy, in and of itself. That is, narrative in human rights has
come to have an independent legal-political function” (Peters 19). But as therapeutic and
moving this method can be, it frequently suffers from a perceived lack of legal legitimacy
or authenticity and hence has limited power when it comes to enforcing accountability.
The CNV’s detractors call these accounts half-truths on the grounds that they are
not supported by documentary evidence. This, of course, reinforces the skepticism of the
“silent majority” and highlights a major fault within the moral order of Brazilian society.
Conventional wisdom now holds that the military dictatorship was illegitimate, but fails to
acknowledge the grounds on which this view rests. The absence of transparency and
institutional accountability has created a moral vacuum that allows certain comforting
myths invented by the architects of the dictatorship to endure. The media’s coverage of
political dissidents and acts of criminality has perpetuated some of these ideas, such as the
need for national security—particularly in the face of violent insurgencies or more recently
the “black bloc”— and the necessity of preserving the social order through the deployment
of a violent, heavily armed military police force.45 Under these circumstances, the
testimonies of victims lack clear moral authority and can be dismissed as yet another
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For more on order and social indoctrination: Esquerda e direita no eleitorado brasileiro: a identificação
ideológica nas disputas presidenciais de 1989 e 1994 by André Singer
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necessary evil, a collection of half-truths meant to facilitate the process of reconciliation
and, eventually, forgetting.
But, as the philosopher Margaret Walker writes, “from the point of view of moral
repair, the testimony of those wronged in truth commissions…should be viewed less in
therapeutic terms than in terms of how it represents and respects their citizenship, civic
dignity, credibility and moral agency” (Walker 122). According to Walker then, those who
criticize the testimonies for being illegitimate narratives––since many documents that
would have legitimized them are still kept hidden—are diminishing the civic dignity of
those who witnessed the atrocities that the State committed. One way to make these
testimonies legitimate is to extrapolate them from the political discourse in which they have
been produced and transfer them to a discourse in which speculation is a virtue and what
matters is not so much the process of establishing the exact historical truth or the discovery
of hard facts but rather the creation of verisimilitude, the semblance of reality and direct
experience. I am speaking here of the realm of fiction, specifically the discourse of the
novel. The official discourse that emerged after the end of the military regime exhibited
and extended the same fictionalizing tendencies that the dictatorship established in 1964,
highlighting a continuum between the dictatorial past and the present. One way to expose
and undermine the narratives that sustain the dictatorship’s claim to legitimacy is to create
equally powerful rhetorical artefacts, such as novels, which in their appeal to an affective
truth and their artful re-appropriation of disparate discursive strategies, can have a wider,
more visceral, and more bracing reach than official discourse and subvert the latter’s hold
on public opinion. In the following part of this chapter, I argue that Bernardo Kucinski’s K
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is a work of fiction that has accomplished such a political act because it has been able to
reinsert into the public’s consciousness and mainstream political discourse the story of the
author’s sister, Ana Rosa Kucinski, who was disappeared by Brazil’s military regime.
4.3 Bernardo Kucinski’s K.: The Politics of Fiction
In 1975, the board of the Chemistry Institute of the University of São Paulo
officially fired Professor Ana Rosa Kucinski and revoked her tenure title, after she failed
to appear at work for nineteen months. In compliance with the military regime, the board
ignored the journalistic evidence that pointed to a political explanation for her absence.
Ana Rosa Kucinski, a militant with the ultra-left group Ação Libertadora Nacional
(National Liberating Action), had in fact stopped reporting to work at the university
because she had been abducted, tortured, and killed by the military in 1974. The Brazilian
military dictatorship began in 1964 with General Castelo Branco seizure of power through
a coup d’état that was largely supported by civilians. 46 In 1968 the Institutional Act Number
5 (AI-5) declared the elimination of habeas corpus, which guarantees the right to a hearing
in front of a jury of any imprisoned individual. It is precisely this decree that allowed the
practice of disappearing of political dissidents to become a primary means of social control.
In 1969, with the rise of General Emílio Médici, Brazil entered the darkest moment of the
dictatorship, usually referred to as anos de chumbo (years of lead). This period ended in
1974, the same year Ana Rosa Kucinski was abducted. Almost forty years later, on April
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Renee Dreifuss is the first among many historians, like Nina Schneider (2014), Daniel Aarão Reis
(2000), to employ the adjective “civilian-military” when discussing the Brazilian dictatorship. By using the
adjective ‘civilian’, they all imply a certain degree of participation on the part of Brazilian citizens, who, in
believing that this dictatorship was democratic and legitimate, fell into the trap of the rhetoric constructed
by the conservative forces.
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17th 2014, the University of São Paulo, finally acknowledged its faults and formally
apologized to Kucinski’s family. What made this news so remarkable was that it was the
academic international debate arose by the publication of K. (2011), a novel written by
Bernardo Kucinski, Ana Rosa’s brother, that triggered this institutional mea culpa.
The novel K., whose publication coincided with the Brazilian National Truth
Commission, has proven remarkably more effective in producing a public and institutional
reckoning with the crimes of the military regime than any of the institutional mechanisms
implemented by the government or than any other testimonial novel previously written
about the abuses of the military regime. In part its success has to do with Kucinski’s usage
of various discourses—fiction, testimonial, epistolary—that successfully challenge the
authoritative, and non-dialogic discourse of the military regime. In this novel, I argue,
politics and fiction are inverted: instead of having a law that fictionalizes the memory of
the violence perpetrated by the dictatorship, we have a fiction that, by memorializing the
struggle of a father in search of his disappeared daughter, brings the crimes committed by
the military back into the political discourse.
The preface to K. opens with the salutation caro leitor [dear reader], creating a sense
of intimacy that requires a certain degree of compliance, a willingness to be interpellated,
on our part. Here Kucinski abruptly informs us that “everything in this book is invented,
but almost everything happened.” 47 Kucinski wants to make his own intervention within
the panorama of testimonial narratives by proposing a peculiar literary form, one that does

“tudo neste livro é invenção, mas quase tudo aconteceu”. The quotes from K. come from the English
translation by Sue Branford published by Practical Action Publishing, 2015.
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not conform to any of the canonical genres developed from the encounter between literature
and testimony.
Brazilian scholar Marcio Seligmann-Silva, in his essay “Literatura, testemunho e
tragedia: pensando alguma diferenças,” [Literature, testimony and tragedy: thinking about
some differences] identifies two separate trends within literature and testimony: what he
calls Zeugnis, of German origin, and what he calls testimonio. He intentionally employs
the Spanish word because, for him, Brazil, did not produce any publications that adhered
to the canon of testimonio. The first difference is that each refers to a different historical
moment: the German one involves texts that deal with memories of the Holocaust—up to
the 1990s, it was labeled “Holocaust-Literature”)—while testimonio is a genre initially
used to represent revolutionary struggles—for example Cuba plays a key role in the
institutionalization of testimonio throughout South America. 48 However, it is not only a
matter of geography or history that differentiates the two trends, but more importantly it is
the role played by the witness.
Giorgio Agamben in the Remenants of Auschwitz makes clear the distinction between
two types of witness: the terstis and the superstes (17). In the first case, the terstis is “the
person who, in a trial or lawsuit between two rival parties, is in the position of a third party”
(Agamben 17). The superstes, is literally a survivor, “a person who has lived through
something, who has experienced an event from beginning to end, and can therefore bear
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Critics identify in the novel Biografia de um cimarron (1966) by the Cuban Miguel Barnet the first
example of this type of narrative. Cuba played a key role in the institutionalization of testimonio throughout
South America, establishing a special literary prize for the genre testimonio in 1970. For more on
testimonio see the excellent essay by Jõao Camillo Penna “Este corpo, esta dor, esta fome: Notas sobre o
Testemunho hispano-americano”.
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witness to it” (Agamben, 17). In the case of Holocaust literature, we are reading the words
of a superstes, who through his testimony, seeks an ethical justice that a trial cannot offer.
According to Marianne Hirsch (2008), post-memorial work strives to reactivate and reembody national and archival cultural memorial structures by reinvesting them with
resonant individual and familial forms of meditation and aesthetic expression. Thus, lessdirectly affected participants can become engaged in the generation of post-memory, which
can thus persist even after all participants and even their familial descendants are gone.
Appropriating this approach to memory for reading K. proves particularly useful because
it allows for the possibilities of later engagements with State abuses and frees the
testimonial literature from having to be a direct account.
In the case of the testimonio, we are dealing with a terstis, who imparts his narration in
first person, who offers his or her version of the facts in order to establish a juridical justice
that has been negated. Emblematic is Rigoberta Menchù’s testimonio and the controversy
that surrounds it. John Beverly (2004) draws an outline of the traits that define testimonio
as a literary genre, and argues that Menchù, by narrating and publishing her story, shows
that the subaltern can speak, and thus through the literary form of testimonio, the subaltern
can become a subject of history. However, David Stoll (1999), ignoring the aesthetic value
of testimonio, wrote an entire book dedicated to discrediting Menchù’s story, showing
through archival sources and other testimonies some incongruences with what she narrates.
Undoubtedly, testimonio is a genre of its own and it has a certain independent aesthetic
value. However, it has certain ethical implications; for example, it has to tell the truth. For
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testimonial literature the question of truth is essential, otherwise we risk falling into empty
and redundant relativism.
In K., the author is the witness of a search, he is the third party that narrates the story
of a superstes, who is not so much his sister, but his father. A text like K. which emerged
together with the CNV, inevitably models part of its own narrative on the truth-telling
experience of the families of the victims, who by participating in the public hearing are
both “testis” and “superstes” of what has happened to their loved ones. The claim that
everything in this book is invention, but that almost everything happened can also be
thought of in relation to the CNV testimonies, with which Kucinski is in direct
conversation. Kucinski does not state that the events narrated are true. However, while we
read K. we cannot help but feel a certain familiarity with some of the places and names that
the author mentions (such as the description of the House of Death in Petrópolis, the first
newspaper article in which the terms desaparecidos appears, or the references to the
massacre of Araguaia). It is the combination of both fiction and history that allows
Kucinski to represent an absence. I argue that this experimental literary form is the result
of the tension between the need to advocate for authenticity, so that his sister Ana Rosa’s
tragedy is finally acknowledged, and the lack of actual archival documentation that would
definitively prove her torture and disappearance.
This tension, besides providing the play in which Kucinski represents his sister’s
disappearance, results in a fragmented and discontinuous, at times contradictory narrative.
Its incoherence stands in contrast to the narrative employed by the military dictatorship
about itself. However, while the latter’s totalitarian rhetoric attempts to elide the
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contradictions of the circumstances surrounding the coup of 1964 under a false discourse
of democracy, I have shown in the previous chapter the existence of a similar contradictory
narrative in Reale’s autobiography. Differently from Reale’s Memórias, K. rejects the
stentorian, domineering tone and false certainty of military rhetoric and fascist propaganda,
narrating a story that is uncertain, and fractured. Instead of providing conclusive
explanations or axiomatic truths, Kucinski’s book leads to a proliferation of questions,
some of which Kucinski answers only partially through his imaginary reconstruction of
actual historical events, a technique to which he explicitly draws our attention to in the
beginning, when he writes that he often would “try to imagine in what stage of the evolving
tragedy” (2) an event in his sister’s life occurred. 49 The answers, of course, to these
questions—about Ana’s whereabouts, about who ordered and carried out her abduction,
about what happened when she fell into police custody—can only come from the
imagination and be delivered to us as fiction because the official historical record is, as far
as we know, silent.
In the first chapter, evocatively entitled As cartas à destinatária inexistente [Letters to
someone who doesn’t exist], he introduces the story to us through a letter that arrives at his
home but is addressed to his disappeared sister. The author wants us to reflect on the
relationship between the written word and authenticity, for example the name on the
envelope that is “sealed and stamped as if to give it the seal of authenticity is the evidence
not of a computer defect, but of Alzheimer’s on a national scale” (3). 50 The written trace

“fiquei imaginando em que etapa da tragédia em gestação isso aconteceu” (10)
“selado e carimbado como a atestar autenticidade”; “registro tipográfico...de uma mal de Alzheimer
nacional”(12)
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of his sister’s existence, which has long been absent from any official registry or archive,
appears “among the living,” but only as a result “of the way the nation has collectively
forgotten its dead” (3). 51 If we were to stick with what is official, which is to say authentic,
we would believe that his sister were still alive. However, in this system what is official is
often not representative of the reality but a calculated distortion of it; Kucinski describes
the discrepancy between what the families were experiencing in their searching and the
answers they were receiving from the government as theater: “it’s a charade. They’ve put
on a charade to torture me” (25). 52 In the original Portuguese, the actual word used is farsa:
the polysemy of this word is lost in translation. A farsa can be a fraud or a lie, it can refer
to an artistic genre, or to the act of persuading someone based on an illusion. Here, farsa
encompasses all these meanings: the lies in regard to the whereabouts of Ana Kucinski, the
idea of putting on a theatrical show (in reference to the original Portuguese teatro) and
lastly it refers to the entire process of legitimization of the military regime, starting with
creating the fiction of the “revolution” of 1964. The fiction created by the government is
another abuse that these families have to endure; they live in a theater of the absurd where
official communication both fails and mocks them.
And when they finally do receive answers, they are lies, which further foment their
anger, sorrow, and feelings of powerlessness: “instead of twenty-seven explanations,
twenty-seven lies....Those who’d hoped for a humanitarian account of what had happened
to the victims in a war the military had already won were completely wrong-footed. On the
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“rol dos vivos”; “esquecimento coletivo do rol dos mortos” (12)
“montaram uma farsa. Um teatro para me torturar” (35).
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contrary, the false list became an effective arm in a new strategy of psychological warfare”
(58).53 If the State constantly produces legal fictions to cover its crimes, and continues
doing this even after the dictatorship ended, then the counter-narratives that challenge these
legal fictions need to be strategic in the ways in which they make the reality visible again.
A counter-narrative like K., is successful in contrasting the discourse employed by the
dictatorship precisely because it is so fragmented and discontinuous. By refusing to
challenge the official version openly, it can penetrate it subtly. While the Memórias of
Reale are at times disarticulated, there is not a real formal fragmentation; Reale’s story
follows in a specific chronological order the vicissitudes of one protagonist. While Reale’s
style might differ according to the content of that particular section—whether he is talking
about his family or about his philosophical theories—there is a sense of continuity
throughout the two volumes. Both authors do not present us with a direct register of
immediate perception, and they distance their respective novels from the referential
function of literature. The Memórias and K. are not literary representations of the Brazilian
military regime, but they can be thought of as literary interferences or interventions: they
establish a version of the facts, they constitute an image of the reality without however
providing us with direct referentiality. However, once in this non-54referential level their
discourses operate differently: while Reale use fiction with the totalizing function of

“Em vez de vinte e dois explicações, vinte e sete mentiras...Enganaram-se os que esperavam a relação
humanitária de vitimas de uma guerra já vencida. Ao contrario, a falsa lista revelou-se arma eficaz de uma
nova estratégia de tortura psicológica.” (67)
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creating a homogenous public opinion around the military regime and himself, Kucinski
ruptures this homogeneity and successfully challenges the authoritarian discourse.
According to this strategy then there cannot be only one storyline, just as there cannot
be only one narrator, even if this can result in a relativizing account of the events. Indeed,
K. offers us multiple perspectives, and, also, multiple voices. The narration moves from
the author, Bernardo Kucinski, to the central figure of the story—supposedly his father—
whom we know only by his last initial, K., and whose desperate search for his daughter we
follow throughout the text. However, we, the readers, know more than K, precisely because
Kucinski tells this story from the point of view of all the actors. One of the more
emblematic—and problematic—figures in this array is the lover of one of the darkest figure
of the dictatorship, the DOPS chief Sérgio Fleury. When this shift in narrative point of
view occurs, there is not a clear indicator signaling that oscillation, forcing the reader to
move slightly back in the narration in order to figure out who is speaking.
Kucinski’s deliberate creation of narrative disorder and aural confusion suggests that
he does not want us to know exactly who is speaking, as if, at times, it does not really
matter. This choice stands in plain contrast with Reale’s autobiography, in which we know
since the beginning that only not author and narrator coincide but that the author is an
actual existing person outside of the realm of the narrative. The question of who is speaking
and under what authority came up during the CNV investigations, which, as we have
already seen, are comprised mainly of second-hand accounts. Something to take into
consideration, however, is that not having one fixed narrator throughout the story also
reflects the plurality of voices that actually characterize the dictatorship, which included
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civilians who knew what was going on and went along with the abductions and the tortures.
On the other hand, the story could have been even more heartbreaking if only the father
had been its narrator. The omniscient narrator, whose vantage point contrasts sharply with
the occluded and solitary one of the father, appears to annul the father’s voice. However,
it is precisely this oscillation between omniscient narration and highly personalized,
idiosyncratic voices that explains the novel’s potency. A third-person narrator gives the
story an objective, disinterested, and quasi-official air that an account written entirely in
the first person would lack.
Nevertheless, while the third-person narrator offers a more totalizing view of society,
the style, in Kucinski’s hands, it is frequently disorienting, making it difficult for the
readers to understand where they are in the plot. In contrast to the style employed by the
military, the language in K. is not assertive, but quiet, reserved, and makes extensive use
of free indirect speech. Moreover, sentences are often constructed using the subjunctive
form, with liberal use of speculative words like “maybe” and “perhaps”; insights into
characters’ minds are delivered in stream-of-consciousness. In structuring the text in such
a way, Kucinski not only makes tremendous demands on the reader’s powers of
concentration, since if we stop we might lose track of who is speaking and about what; he
also frustrates our inveterate demands for narrative coherence and linearity. K. skillfully
rejects national, familial, and linguistic enclosure. Thus while the novel’s characters,
including the narrator, never mount a direct attack on the Brazilian political system, the
very form of the text nonetheless strikes directly at the heart of the military regime’s most
sacred myths: its claims to unity, coherence, and homogeneity.
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The central figure of the story, K., defies categorization. We understand he is the father
of the disappeared woman, the absent figure who is paradoxically at the center of the
narration. K. is a Polish Jew, who escaped from Europe, after being involved in a secret
conspiracy aimed at overthrowing the Nazi regime; however, his role in the novel is not to
tell us about his own story of displacement and exile. The references to the Holocaust are
numerous and unflinching––his wife’s family died while held captive in Auschwitz––and
K. seems to often use that experience as a way to understand and read what is happening
to his daughter.
K. tudo ouvia, espantado. Ate os nazistas que reduziam suas vitimas as cinzas
registravam os mortos. Cada um tinha um numero, tatuado no braço. É verdade que
nos primeiros dias da invasão houve chacinas e depois também. Enfileiravam todos
os judeus de uma aldeia ao lado de uma vala, fuzilavam, jogavam cal em cima,
depois terra e pronto. Mas os goim de cada lugar sabiam que os seus judeus estavam
enterrados naquele buraco, sabiam quantos eram e quem era cada um. Não havia a
agonia da incerteza; eram execuções em massa, não era um sumidouro de pessoas.
(Kucinski 23)
K. listened to everything, horrified. Even the Nazis, who’d reduced their victims to
ashes, had registered the dead. Each one had a number, tattooed on his or her arm.
They’d noted each death in a book. It’s true there had been massacres in the first
days after an invasion and at the end too. They’d made all the Jews in a village line
up along a ditch, shot them, thrown lime over them and then earth. But even then
the goym of each place had known where to find the ditch where their Jews had
been buried, how many were there and who they were. There hadn’t been this agony
of uncertainty. These had been mass executions, not people vanishing into thin air.
(Kucinski 14)
However, as the quote shows, K. underlines a major difference between the two
practices of extermination: the uncertainty surrounding the practice of disappearing
civilians leaves those around them in a constant state of agony. It is precisely this sense of
uncertainty that Kucinski wants us to experience in the fragmented form of the text.
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Moreover, the remark K. makes regarding the Nazi practice of marking their prisoners with
a number, seems to bring us back to the question of authenticity and official documentation.
In the case of Brazil, the act of disappearing—which is the state of being invisible yet
existent—affected the natural person, in his or her physicality. However, it did not affect
his or her existence as a legal or juridical subject: the absence of official documents, or
lists, proving this violence took place paradoxically results in the immortality of the
juridical person. Thankfully we now have a partial report of those who have been
disappeared during the military dictatorship drafted by the CNV; however, it is only partial
due to both the lack of accessibility to the military archives and the destruction of
documents.
It is perhaps as a reaction to the absence of detailed documentations of his sister’s
tragic disappearance, which results in a perpetual existence of his sister’s name in the
system, that Kucinski makes the following observation when the search for Ana Rosa
begins: “and so the old man began his odyssey, more anguished and more exhausted with
each passing day” (10). 55 It is important to note that in the original text, the author does
not use the word “odyssey” but the word “saga,” which could either be “a long story of
heroic achievement,” or a “long, involved story, account, or series of incidents.” Kucinski
is again directing us to yet another literary tradition, just as he plays with many literary
references throughout the narrative, such as Joseph K., the protagonist of Kafka’s The
Trial. Besides the obvious shared initial, the stories of the two men both represent, in
different ways, the failure of the juridical system to impart justice. If we play along with
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“assim começou a saga do velho pai, cada dia mais aflito, mais maldormido” (18)
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the author’s literary references, and we think of K. as a saga, in its heroic form, who is the
hero? Is it K., the apolitical father, who only recognizes the faults of the Brazilian
dictatorship when his daughter is disappeared, or is it Ana Rosa, the daughter who does not
fulfill her familial role and instead devotes her life to the luta? As a matter of fact, it is
when the saga begins, a moment that is remembered throughout the text by successive
temporal markers— “on the twentieth day” (10), “on the thirtieth day” (19), and finally
“eight years after the tragedy” (107)—that K. admits that “if it hadn’t been for the
kidnapping of his daughter, he would never have discovered this other world so close to
his own” (19).56
And K. would have never perceived the outside world, the political world that his
daughter inhabited, because, as a Yiddish poet, he was too invested in his cultural and
literary interests: “this wretched Yiddish had been the reason why he had not seen what
was happening under his nose—the tricks his daughter had used to stop him visiting her,
the sudden journeys to unknown destinations” (123). 57 It seems then that K.’s relationship
with Yiddish is freighted with guilt. At many other points in the narrative he criticizes
himself for having paid more attention to his studies than to his daughter. By choosing a
literary figure as the protagonist of his saga, Kucinski seems to be criticizing, to a certain
extent, the figure of the disengaged intellectual, or writer, who does not acknowledge the
existence of a political dimension in his or her works. Kucinski himself admits in an

“no vigésimo dia” (18); “no trigésimo dia” (19); “oito anos depois a tragedia” (119); “não fosse o
sequestro da filha, K. nunca teria percebido esse outro mundo tao perto de si” (29).
57
“foi por cause deste maldito iídiche que ele não viu o que estava se passando bem debaixo de seus olhos,
os estratagemas da filha para evitar que ele a visitasse, suas viagens repentinas sem dizer para onde” (136).
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interview for the German edition of the book that guilt lies at the heart of the novel. Whose
guilt he does not say, however we can suspect it is both his own personal guilt for not
having been more involved with the armed struggle, which he criticizes in this book, and
the guilt that haunts those who knew about what was happening but remained silent.
Literature plays an important role throughout the narrative; books appear in various
moments as repositories of certain memories. The absence of a tomb where one can mourn,
a space of memory, is substituted by the fictional space that the writer, directly involved in
the events, creates in print. Using recollections of his familial past, Kucinski creates in the
imaginative literary form a place where the reality of absence can be challenged. This is
also done by K. in the novel itself. After several synagogues deny the possibility of a tomb
for his daughter, asserting that without a body they cannot do anything, the rabbi also
accuses K.’s daughter of being a subversive—“but she was a terrorist, wasn’t she? And
you want our community to pay homage to a terrorist on our sacred ground? You want to
put us at risk because of a terrorist? For a communist? For that was what she was, wasn’t
she?” (71)— reiterating the myth of “terrorist” threat created by the military regime to
justify their policy of brutal repression. 58 Just as Bernardo Kucinski wrote this novel to
bring justice to his sister’s memory, K. also decides to create a book to distribute among
family and friends in memory of his daughter, since he cannot obtain a physical tomb. The
fact that he chooses the medium of the text is emblematic: in a world in which the spoken
word is no longer possible because it may be overheard by state informants, K. decides that

“...mas ela era terrorista, não era? E você quer que a nossa comunidade honre uma terrorista no campo
sagrado, que seja posto em risco, por causa de uma terrorista? Ela não era comunista?” 81
58
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the written record becomes the pharmakon, both remedy and poison, through which we
can challenge the disappearance of his daughter from society. However, he does not
succeed in having the book printed because the small publishing house, which used to print
anarchist materials, paradoxically fears its subversive material. The owner tells him: “How
dare you bring subversive material into my shop? Take it back and get out! Never show
your face here again with anything similar. Just think of it, bringing me subversive material,
about a disappeared person, a terrorist. She was a communist, wasn’t she?” (72).59 It is
often in his interactions with others—the publisher, the rabbi, old friends—that K. comes
to know his daughter’s political activities. However, these questions never receive a direct
answer from K., producing a sense of ambiguity that functions as a broader critique by
Kucinski of the armed struggle in which his sister took part.
“He stole books” (41), writes Kucinski when describing a militant of the urban
guerrilla of São Paulo. 60 Supposedly, he is describing Ana Rosa’s husband; however, he
leaves the man anonymous, which allows the possibility of exercising a larger critique to
those who fought against the dictatorship. Who were these guerrilheiros? Mostly white
middle class students who were “inspired by Cuba, radicalized in Vietnam” and were
influenced “by the Latin American romance with continental revolution” (Dassin 172).
Indeed, the stolen books were for the majority “classics of Marxism” (41). 61 Kucinski then
goes on explaining that this archetypal militant could have paid for these books, but he

“[C]omo o senhor teve o atrevimento de trazer material subversivo para a minha gráfica? Onde já se viu,
material subversivo, uma desaparecida politica, uma comunista. Ela não era comunista?” (83)
60
“Ele roubava livros” (53)
61
“os clássicos do marxismo” (51)
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stole them on principle, in the name of the “revolution.” Once he was captured and
disappeared, he left behind his whole revolutionary library, almost as if the books became
“all that would survive of its revolutionary career, tiny headstones for a tomb that still
doesn’t exist” (44). 62 According to Kucinski, then, the revolution should have stayed within
these books; the author criticizes these students who, imbued with the ideas of the
revolution, decided to translate this literature into direct political action.
What is striking about K., when the novel is considered alongside other testimonial
narratives written by ex-militants, apart from its self-conscious fictionality, is that it lacks
clear heroes. None of the political actors of those years escape Kucinski’s critique.
Kucinski places the blame for what has happened to his sister on the entirety of Brazilian
society, on both the military and the militants. In the chapter A queda do ponto [The Trap],
Kucinski imagines the moment in which Ana Rosa and her husband are taken. He describes
their anxiety and terror in realizing that someone betrayed them. While using indirect
speech to vocalize their thoughts, he then suddenly barges into the discourse by stating
that: “it would be decades before the few survivors would admit, with hindsight, that the
only solution at the time had been to accept defeat” (16). 63 Once he returns to indirect
speech he writes that they too had realized that “the key to the solution was accepting
defeat, accepting that the struggle was over” (17), but they both decided to keep fighting.
Kucinski did not partake in the armed struggle. 64 He was working as a correspondent in

“Os livros seriam os únicos vestígios de sua vocação revolucionaria, pequenas lapides de um tumulo ate
hoje inexistente” (54)
63
“Mas vão se passer decadas até os raros sobreviventes admitirem em retrospecto que a única saída era
aceitar a derrota” (25)
64
“A chave da solução era assumir a derrota, dar a luta por encerrada” (26)
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London when Ana Rosa was captured. Almost as if to justify his own disenchantment with
the revolutionary’s idealism, Kucinski points out that they still had time to go back to the
non-clandestine identities of their ordinary lives if they so desired, “not because they were
cowards but because they were clever” (17). 65
In the chapter titled Carta a uma amiga [Letter to a Friend], Kucinski imagines his
sister writing to a friend about the foolishness of the armed struggle and the impossibility
of quitting: “how do I get out of this? I don’t know. I just know that what we are doing
used to make sense but it doesn’t any more” (37). In this letter Ana Rosa writes that those
who started the opposition are “fatalistic, cold, as if they’ve lost their humanity, as if
politics were everything and nothing else mattered” (39). By resorting to the epistolary
form instead of indirect speech, the author attempts to create a stronger intimacy with the
reader. Although the reader supposedly believes that the letter is from Ana, the semitestimonial form of the text permits a certain ambiguity, and thus this letter functions as
Kucinski’s own space within the narrative to express his political beliefs. Indeed, the letter
is a manifesto of sorts, one that identifies all the problems Kucinski has with the armed
struggle in Brazil; he harshly criticizes those who only lived for their politics, without really
being in touch with their reality. It is self-serving of Kucinski to use the voice of his sister,
a militant, to express what are clearly his own doubts about the armed struggle. To his
credit, Kucinski has been actively involved with the militants who survived the military
repression, particularly their collaborations with the São Paulo Truth Commission. It is
likely, however, that his assumption of an anti-guerrilla posture, which supposedly
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“não por covardia, por sabedoria” (26)
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acknowledges the faults of both sides, along with his status as a professor at the University
of São Paulo, influenced his book’s political reception.
Yet the militants were not the only people out of touch with reality. Kucinski also
extends this critique to disengaged intellectuals who, like K., thought of their art as being
separate from the political environment in which it was produced. The novel shows how
someone like K. —a poet so preoccupied with art for art’s sake, so wrapped up in his own
literary ambitions, that he does not realize his own daughter has gone missing—becomes
politically conscious. This change deeply marks K.’s relationship with Yiddish and poetry,
and it pushes him to reconsider the relationship between politics and literature. K. stops
writing in Yiddish because he understands that this language is not adequate to describe
the reality surrounding him. Indeed, when he feels compelled to craft some sort of record
of his searches, and, more importantly, Ana’s disappearance, he fails to do so:
Era como se faltasse o essencial; era como se as palavras, embora escolhidas com
esmero, em vez de mostrar plenitude do que ele sentia, ao contrario, escondessem
ou amputassem o significado principal. Não conseguia expressar sua desgraça na
semântica limitada da palavra, no recorte por demais preciso do conceito, na
vulgaridade da expressão idiomática. Ele, poeta premiado da língua iídiche, não
alcançava pela palavra, a transcendência almejada. (Kucinski 135)
It was as if the essential element was missing. It was as if the words, though chosen
with great care, hid or mutilated his feelings, instead of expressing the fullness of
what he’d experienced. He founded that he couldn’t express his tragedy in the
limited meaning of a word, in the excessively precise constraint of a concept, in the
vulgarity of an idiomatic expression. He, who’d won awards for his Yiddish poetry,
was unable to find the words to transcend linguistic limitations. (Kucinski 122-123)
There is then a certain dialectic at work in how K. functions politically: it is not
simply that K. is a literary work that changes institutional decisions; it is also a literary
work that reflects on the limits of literature as a political tool. Indeed, K. arrives at a
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realization that “he was wrong to want to turn his daughter’s tragedy into the subject of a
literary work. Nothing could be more wrong. To be proud of writing something beautiful
about such an ugly thing” (Kucinski 123).66 The moment in which such a reflection takes
place, is also the moment in which the political unconscious of the work manifests itself,
proving that a purely aesthetic work cannot exist. In order for K. to communicate what has
supposedly become incommunicable through a language and a literature too detached from
his reality, he needs to switch not only language—that is, from Yiddish to Hebrew—but
also form, from poetry to letter: “That night, K wrote his first letter…in impeccable
Hebrew, just as he’d learnt it as a child in the heder. He was no longer a renowned writer
making literature out of the wrongs that had befallen his daughter: he was a grandfather
recording a family tragedy for his grandchildren” (Kucinski 124).67
K. acknowledges that in order to communicate to his family Ana Rosa’s tragedy he
needs to leave his doctrinaire aestheticism behind and change the way he writes. This is
also reflected in Bernardo Kucinski’s choice to write a work of fiction instead of continuing
to publish non-fiction about the dictatorship.68 However, Kucinski does not dismiss history.
He adopts a mixed testimonial form, with clear references to real historical events and
people, like Zuzu Angel, Vladimir Herzog and most importantly his sister, Ana Rosa
Kucinski. K., then, shows that when fiction lends to history the possibility of creating a

“estava errado fazer da tragédia de sua filha objeto de criação literária, nada podia estar mais errado.
Envaidecer-se por escrever bonito sobre uma coisa tão feia” (136).
67
“Naquela mesma noite, K. escreveu sua primeira carta...em hebraico impecável. Assim, não era mais o
escritor renomado a fazer literatura com a desgraça da filha; era o avô legando para os netos o registro de
uma tragedia familiar”(137)
68
Among others: Brazil: state and struggle (1982), O fim da ditadura militar: o colapso do “milagre
econômico”, a volta aos quartéis, a luta pela democracia (2001).
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space—through fragmented narratives, free indirect speech and speculative language—–
wherein Ana Rosa and desaparecidos can reappear again, it becomes possible for them and
for their family members to obtain recognition, both from the public and the state.
By staging a fictional narrative made up of things that actually happened, Kucinski
gives voice to a truth that the State cannot offer in any official form, because such penance
would undermine its own authority. This explains why the Brazilian government chose to
perpetrate the production of legal fictions—the 1988 Constitution, the 1995 Law of the
Dead and Disappeared, the 2010 CNV—well after 1985. What these institutional policies
have done, following the trend started during the military regime, is to create an appearance
of justice and legality. Once we look more closely at these policies, we see that they are
politically vacuous, in the sense that they do not seek to alter radically the way the public
thinks about the dictatorship. Instead, what seems to be politically viable in this farsa to
use Kucinski’s definition of the Brazilian political system, is a testimony already present
in the 2007 Right to Memory and Truth transposed into the discourse of fiction: that of Ana
Rosa Kucinski. Indeed, while her story had already appeared in several of these reports,
the authorities only issued an official apology when K., a fictional work, was published and
because, as a cultural artifact, it reached the “silent majority” in a way no other institutional
mechanism had up to that point. Although the book was initially published by a small press,
its success with the Brazilian reading public led to its being picked up and reprinted by
Companhia das Letras, the biggest and most prestigious publishing house in Brazil. The
expanding list of languages into which it has been translated—which currently includes
English, Spanish, Hebrew, Italian, and German—speaks to its resonance with the
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international intelligentsia and hence its potential to shape the image of Brazilian society
abroad. That is precisely why the administration of the University of São Paulo officially
recognized its own mishandling of Ana Rosa’s disappearance and promoted events
dedicate to her memorialization only after the publication of the novel. While full justice
still has not been obtained in this case, K. does show that fiction can perform a powerful
political function by changing the public’s consciousness of the military regime and its
crimes from the bottom-up.
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Conclusion
Despite the fact that the historical detective fiction of Guccini and Macchiavelli and
the experimental novel of Kucinski, by staging a search for clues, help their readers
reconstruct the larger context of the events and reveal the fundamentally violent nature of
fascist ideology, fascism remains strong in both Italy and Brazil. In Italy, this is visible in
the nationalistic and at times fascist undertones of the deleterious coalition between the
Movimento Cinque Stelle (Five Star Movement) and the Lega (The League). The shooting
of six African immigrants in the city of Macerata in February of 2018, which was followed
by the assailant preforming the roman salute in front of the statue of the milite ignoto
(unknown soldier), is but one of a series of fascist resurgences in Italy in the last couple of
years. At the same time, and more urgently, fascism has taken over Brazil with the election
of extreme-right wing president Jair Bolsonaro. If this dissertation has shown anything at
all, it is that fascism does not happen suddenly, and that, more importantly, it receives the
support of large parts of the electorate. Bolsonaro, through the help of several others
members of the establishment, was able to repurpose the rhetoric of the lesser evil by
depicting the Workers’ Party (PT), especially Lula, as the greater threat.
While this dissertation then might not offer immediate resolutions to the current
political conundrums, it does however—specifically through the figure of Miguel Reale
and its relationship to Italy, which is mediated through fascism—complicate notions of
who counts as an Italian nationalist and who can plausibly lay claim to the sort of ethnonationalist narratives that have recently regained their popular appeal in Brazil, the United
States, and much of Europe. Finally, tracing the trajectory of Italians and italianità in Brazil
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through the figure of Miguel Reale has allowed me to look at the Italian situation during
fascism, and most importantly its aftermath, with new critical eyes, training them to see
what many have attempted to elide: that there is, in fact, no such thing as a lesser evil.
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